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50 I A TIGHTER CHAIN

In the wake of the recession, Schmitt
Music has tightened its operations to
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designed to ride through tight times and
continue growing.
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Tom Schmitt
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Arts Society
International
Convention
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programs and
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help drummers
find their style.
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L
ast October’s issue of Music Inc. featured a cover story on tried-
and-true holiday marketing ideas (“Holiday Promoters”). Two
retailers in that article, West Music and Music & Arts, had
planned Black Friday blitzkriegs that included newspaper inserts,
doorbuster sales and first-come, first-serve giveaways. I checked

in with both dealerships after the Thanksgiving weekend to find out how
their efforts paid off, expecting no miracles in light of the still-sluggish
economy. And both of them surprised me.

Robin Walenta, president of Coralville, Iowa-based West Music,
reported record sales for both Black Friday and Cyber Monday before writ-
ing, “We think the black clouds are lifting!” An executive at Frederick,

Md.-based Music & Arts said the company’s in-store
and online sales were “up nicely.” 

Elsewhere, a representative of Internet and mail-
order retail giant Sweetwater said Black Friday
marked the best one-day online sales in the com-
pany’s history. He added that the Fort Wayne, Ind.-
based dealership topped those numbers on Cyber
Monday.

The picture was equally sunny in some corners
of indie retail. Dale’s Drum Shop of Harrisburg, Pa.,
had what store manager Rejjie Troup called a “very
solid” Black Friday and a better Saturday. Gale
Wise, Dale’s vice president, said sales were up 20 to
25 percent that day, and in a range of drum kits —
not just entry-level sets.

Even the piano industry showed a few glimmers of hope at the end of
2009. This month’s cover, Schmitt Music of Minneapolis, had been bat-
tling the dreadful piano market alongside everyone else. That began to
change this past fall. Savvy promotions, priced-to-move product and a
slight rebound in consumer confidence helped give the company a double-
digit piano sales boost in September. At press time, Schmitt Music was also
coming off a November that Tom Schmitt, company president, compared
with its best years. (The story begins on page 50.) Greg Billings, Music Inc.
columnist and owner of Steinway Piano Gallery of Bonita Springs, Fla.,
added that Thanksgiving weekend was his “best ever” for business.

Certainly, mall-based stores and large-format retailers tend to reap
greater benefits from Black Friday than music dealers. As Chris Gleason,
senior vice president of Manchester, N.H.-based Daddy’s Junky Music,
pointed out, Thanksgiving weekend has never been a spot-on omen of his
company’s overall holiday business. That said, recall that one year ago the
Dow had nearly bottomed out and consumers were clutching their wallets
in fear of economic doomsday. I’ll go out on a limb and suggest that a
decent Black Friday is a sign of better things to come in 2010.

If your holiday weekend was disappointing, down or dreadful, take
heed: People are buying again. Keep checking in with Music Inc. through-
out 2010 to learn how to capitalize on those potential customers. MI

PERSPECTIVE I BY ZACH PHILLIPS

‘THE BLACK CLOUDS
ARE LIFTING’
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Creating Good
Conversation

I just f inished reading the
rebuttal (“What Went Wrong

With the Piano Industry: An
Alternate View,” September
2009) and some of the discus-
s ions surrounding Greg
Bi l l ings ’  or ig inal  art ic le
(“What Went Wrong With the
Piano Industry,” June 2009). I
thought  the let ters  in
November’s issue were also
very interesting.

I believe Billings’ observa-
tion about new leadership at
the manufacturing level not
being vested in past errors is
an excellent one that must also
be applied by remaining retail-
ers  (“The Next  Step,”
November 2009).

If I’ve learned anything
during the past months, it is
that sometimes we must sim-
ply drop a “bomb” on things
as they are, clean the slate and
ask, “What if?” and “Could we
do this?” In other words, try
to pretend we’re creating a
new industry because,  in
essence, we are.

Being an avid history buff,
I value the past and firmly
believe that we must keep the
lessons of the past in mind,
but, in today’s world, we sim-
ply cannot be tied to it.

The beauty of Billings’ ini-
tial “What Went Wrong With
the Piano Industry” article
was that we got a good conver-
sation going. We have some
serious disagreements among
ourselves that should be cele-
brated — not discouraged —
because that is how individu-
als, companies, industries and,
yes, countries create, improve
and thrive. 

Now if we can all just grow
some thicker skin, keep the
finger pointing to a minimum,

not take criticism too person-
ally and listen, we might cre-
ate something better for our
mutual future.

Thanks for starting the
conversation.

Brad Witthuhn
Henri’s Music

Green Bay, Wis.

Embrace Change

The piano article by Terry
Lewis (“What Went Wrong

With the Piano Industry: An
Alternate View,” September
2009) was a catalyst that stim-

ulated thinking in many
minds. Hopefully, it will be
enough to re-energize that seg-
ment of the market. I also par-
ticularly enjoyed Bill Hinely’s
comments (“Piano Exposure,”
Letters, November 2009).

We have seen dramatic
change, and much of it has
been good. There are still fine-
quality instruments out there
for those who want acoustic
pianos, though that number
has diminished significantly,
at least for now.

I don’t think the number of
people who want acoustic
pianos will change anytime
soon, if ever. All one has to do
is pick up a Pierce Piano Atlas,
and that says it all. We only
have a handful of acoustic
piano manufacturers com-
pared to the 2-inch-thick Pierce
offerings.

Of course, how many peo-
ple want something in 2009
that has remained the same
since 1909? There are very
few products that remain the
same and consumers con-

tinue to want for long peri-
ods of time. 

Just walk into Best Buy,
and you can purchase a refrig-
erator with a TV built in, a
washer and dryer unit that
looks like a spaceship, or some
fabulous flat screen LED TV
that doesn’t look anything like
a TV did 10 or 20 years ago.
Even hot tubs now come with
a flat screen TV, DVD player
and AM/FM stereo with pop-
up speakers.

We al l  have to  embrace
change. Fortunately for the
music business, we also have
the ability to educate our cus-
tomers. Lessons are the key to
creating a market and building
a world of  music  makers .
Regardless of the instrument,
the rush that you get from
making your own music is
something that  cannot  be
described — it can only be
experienced.

Music retailers have an
excellent opportunity to capi-
talize on the off-the-chart sales
of video games, such as Guitar
Hero and Rock Band, but we
need to encourage the game
players to get into the game
and learn what playing music
is all about. Those video games
are even del ivering baby
boomers to us with The Beatles:
Rock Band game and the latest
karaoke version.

Mike Guillot
Director of Purchasing

Mississippi Music
Flowood, Miss.

EDITOR’S NOTE: MUSIC INC.

ENCOURAGES LETTERS AND

RESPONSES TO ITS STORIES.

E-MAIL LETTERS TO

EDITOR@MUSICINCMAG.COM; OR

WRITE TO 102 N. HAVEN RD.

ELMHURST, IL, 60126; 630-941-2030;

FAX: 630-941-3210.
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‘We got a good
conversation

going. We have
some serious

disagreements
among our-
selves that
should be 

celebrated, not 
discouraged.’
— Brad Witthuhn
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A
t l a n t a - b a s e d
Jackson’s Music
has been a part of
Doug Dryden’s life
since elementary

school .  He and his  s is ter
rented instruments from the
dealership, and in the early
1960s, Dryden’s mother left
her job as a bank tel ler to
work at the store.

Wesley Jackson, the original
owner, eventually retired and
sold the store to Dryden’s par-
ents. But in 1996, after 18 years
of practicing dentistry, Dryden
got a phone call from them.

“It was like, ‘Who’s selling
the business, you or us?’” he
said. “I had always enjoyed my
time at the music store, so I
decided to  make a  major
change in my life and take
over the store. I wanted to see
what I could do as far as grow-
ing the business, and if I liked
it, I would keep on doing it. It
would be the second half of
my working life. And if I did-
n’t [like it], I would just sell
the business and go back to
practicing dentistry.”

Once Dryden took the
reins, he immediately began
expanding. The full-line deal-
ership, which had been a sin-
gle  store since opening in
1958,  now has  two metro
Atlanta-area locations and a
third location run by Dryden’s

sister, Mari-Jo, in Winston-
Salem, N.C.

OWNING VERSUS LEASING

D ryden owns all of his com-
pany’s buildings. In his

previous life, he got involved
with home building and said
building was a key part of
Jackson’s business plan. But
his initial success was elusive.

“At first, we leased space in
a strip center that was not that

far from where we were, which
didn’t work out, and we ended
up closing the store,” he said.
“But in the meantime, I was
continuing to look for other
locations, and I found one that
I thought would work out in
Douglasville. It was an old
Chinese restaurant and had
high visibility, so we decided to
take a chance. Some of the
things that we had learned
from not being successful we
were never going to do again.”

One lesson learned was the
importance of location. The
new property offered greater
visibility, and Dryden men-
tioned “it has worked out real
well” since opening in 1998.

He added that owning ver-
sus leasing his buildings has
given his business a tremen-
dous long-term investment.

“With my dental practice,
every time the lease was up,
the rate went up,” he said. “My
vision of owning the buildings
was to be able to lock the build-
ing costs to a set amount, and
there would be a point in time
that the buildings would be
paid for. My angle was always
that if I’m going to buy inven-
tory to sell at similar costs as
competitors and I’m going to
have similar advertising costs
and similar costs for associates
who work for us, we’re going
to be competitive by locking

JACKSON’S MUSIC I BY JEFF CAGLE

LOCATION, LOCATION

InsideRETAIL

Jackson’s
Music finds a
new revenue
stream, more

competitive
prices by

owning its
real estate

Joey and Doug Dryden
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down the building costs. The
further time goes on, the more
competitive we become because
our building costs go down.”

Owning buildings also gives
Jackson’s Music a separate rev-
enue stream, as Dryden leases
out extra space to other busi-
nesses. He said his dream is to
lease out space solely to music-
related businesses and create a
kind of music mall. It hasn’t
happened yet ,  but  he has
rented out all his excess space.

“The music business is a
destination,” he said. “Few
people go out to the movies or
grocery store and then decide
they want to buy a guitar. In a
strip center, the grocery store
is usually the attraction, but
music stores don’t seem to
need that because they are a
destination themselves. If peo-
ple can see you and you have a
good supply of inventory and a
knowledgeable, courteous sales
staff, and by holding costs
down you are able to pass on
good prices to your customers,
you will be able to develop
relationships with them.”

BUILDING A DESTINATION

Jackson’s Music’s flagship
Buford location opened in

August 2008. It sits in a 10,000-
square-foot space and features
a 6,000-square-foot showroom.
When customers walk through
the doors, they’re greeted by a
movie marquee complete with
chasing lights. It’s used to
advertise in-store events.

Dryden’s  or ig inal  p lan
called for recreating the front
of a home, with a porch for
customers to sit and pick gui-
tars. “We like for customers to
see and touch and hold any-
thing in our store,” he said.
“The more I thought about it,
the more I thought it would be
great for acoustic guitars, but
that’s about all it would be good
for. Rather than being old-fash-

ioned and having to build Bass
Pro Shops inside our store, [we
went with] the exterior of a
movie theater, so we could do a
slicker, more modern look.”

The focal points of the loca-
tion are the high-end acoustic
and electric guitar rooms, but
the store also features space for
band and orchestra and combo
instruments. Plus, it houses 10
music lesson studios, a band
instrument repair shop and
office space.

SIGN OF THE TIMES

Dryden said he’s cautiously
optimistic about the state of

the economy. At his stores,
accessories and items below
$800 have sold consistently
since the recession’s onset, but
over the past couple of months,
higher-end sales have been turn-
ing around slowly. According to
Dryden, weathering a recession
is a matter of buying right and
managing inventory.

“Suppliers know that the
economy is slow and that the
higher-end equipment is turn-
ing slow, so it’s just trying to
make sure that you don’t get
top-heavy,” he said. “We’ve
had to quit buying so many
high-end things, but you have
to have some of those items
because customers like to see
them. But you can’t have tons
of it if it’s not turning.

“We always keep a good
supply of inventory and try to
buy what people want. We
have good pricing, and we offer
our opinion when we’re asked.
But we’re a low-key [store]. If
someone wants to come into
any one of our stores and hang
out, that’s fine. It’s not like, ‘If I
can’t sell you something, you’ve
got to go.’ If you want to come
in and buy something, that’s
great. If you want to come in
and hang out, that’s great, too.
We try to make it as friendly an
atmosphere as possible.” MI

The electric guitar
department in Jackson’s

Music’s Buford, Ga., store

The Buford
showroom

The Buford
store’s movie

marquee
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Musician’s Friend recently announced plans
to eliminate approximately 75 jobs from its

Northland distribution center in Kansas City, Kan.
The distribution center includes a call center

that will close at the end of February and a retail
clearance store that will close Dec. 30, 2009.
Galen Erickson, vice president of fulfillment at
Musician’s Friend in Kansas City, said the com-
pany’s goal is to retain 25–30 of those employ-
ees by moving them into repair, returns
processing and warehouse positions.

“We’ve been moving some associates that
wanted to move right away,” Erickson said. He
added that Guitar Center, Musician’s Friend’s par-
ent company, has two area stores, which might
hire some of the employees.

“It’s important that we gave such advance
notice,” Erickson said. “It would be easy for a
company to say, ‘We’ll wait until the last minute
to get through peak and deliver this news after
Christmas.’ When I’ve talked with employees,
they’ve said they don’t appreciate hearing the

news but like the advanced notice.”
All employees who remain until the closing

dates will be provided severance benefits based
on tenure.

IT’S NOT THE ECONOMY
According to Erickson, this decision was strategic
rather than a reaction to the recession. The
brick-and-mortar clearance store, in particular,
suffered due to online competition.

“The purpose of the retail clearance store was
to sell returns that were either never opened or
lightly used and get some value out of it,”
Erickson said. Since its clearance products were
turning up on eBay or Craigslist at higher prices,
Musician’s Friend decided to take its clearance
operation online, too.

“This summer, we started hiring repair techni-
cians, guitar luthiers, and band and orchestra
people who could repair instruments [for online
sales],” Erickson said. “That’s also where we will
be looking to rehire some of our employees.”

MUSICIAN’S FRIEND I CORPORATE

MF TO SLASH ROUGHLY 75 JOBS

Music Authority of Cumming,
Ga., held a drum competition

on Nov. 14, 2009, in celebration of
International Drum Month. Students
in Music Authority’s lessons program
competed in two age groups: 14 and
younger and 15 and older.

Garrett Hunt won in the younger
age bracket, Jacob Royal in the
older. Competitors were judged on
several criteria, including stage

presence, style, technique, original-
ity and overall effect. The winners
received new cymbals, and all com-
petitors were awarded prize pack-
ages for their efforts.

“We’ve been working on a rou-
tine for the last four weeks,” said
Brian Weaver, a Music Authority
drum instructor.  “But  when
[Garrett  Hunt] showed up and
played today, even I was impressed.”

MUSIC AUTHORITY I CONTEST

DRUMMING 
UP A WIN

OUTREACH

Grand Donation
The Steinway

Piano Society
of Madison, Wis.,
recently received
its largest donation
to date when an
anonymous donor
contributed a
nearly 100-year-
old Steinway & Sons Model A
grand piano. After restoration,
the donated piano is estimated
to be worth more than $57,000.
Proceeds from its sale will be
used to support the Steinway
Piano Society’s mission of sup-
plying needy piano students with
instruments. The Steinway Piano
Society is the non-profit branch
of Steinway Piano Gallery of
Madison, which is owned and
operated by Grant Billings.

OPENING

New Knoxville Store
Musician and radio host Matt

Morelock recently opened
Morelock Music in Knoxville,
Tenn. The music dealership sells
guitars, amps, banjos and fiddles
and will also offer instrument
repairs and music lessons.
Morelock plans to move into a
larger location down the street in
the near future, according to a
Nov. 7, 2009, article in the
Knoxville News Sentinel. After the
move, he said he plans to install a
bolted-down stool and a tip
bucket outside the shop for per-
forming musicians.

HONORS

Beacock Awarded
In November 2009, Beacock

Music of Vancouver, Wash.,
received
Oregon State
University’s
Austin Family
Business
Program’s
Excellence in
Family
Business
Award.

Beacock was one of nine recipi-
ents, and nearly 200 nominations
were submitted. The award rec-
ognizes the achievements of fam-
ily businesses in innovation,
entrepreneurship, commitment
and community involvement.

Russ and Gayle Beacock
of Beacock Music

Grant Billings

Music Authority
drum competition
winner Garrett Hunt
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On Oct. 27, 2009, Yamaha
donated 20 new FG700

guitars and two DD-65 drum
kits to Operation Music Aid, an
organization that provides musi-
cal instruments to wounded
military personnel. The gear
was presented at Madison
Music in Madison, Conn.,
which serves as Operation
Music Aid’s headquarters.

Madison First Selectman
Al Goldberg, Sen. Ed Meyer,
country-pop singer Nicole
Frechette  and Native
American f lut is t  Joseph
FireCrow all came out for the
presentation.

Operation Music Aid has
distributed more than 1,500

musica l  ins truments  to
injured active-duty military
personnel. Yamaha has pro-

vided 120 guitars, keyboards
and electronic drum kits to
the program.

“Yamaha understands the
powerful connection between
wellness, healing and music,
and one of the company’s key
goals is to support wellness
in all people, especially those
in need,” said Carol Baker,
Yamaha’s vice president of
human resources and head of
Yamaha Cares. “It’s gratifying
to know that our instruments
are providing wounded sol-
diers with music as a healing
tool.”

Yamaha Cares  is  an
employee-based initiative dedi-
cated to  chari table  work,
including community develop-
ment in areas where employ-
ees live and work.

MADISON MUSIC, YAMAHA I OUTREACH

From left: Michael Robertson
Foundation’s David

Robertson, Yamaha’s Mark
Maulucci, singer Nicole

Frechette, Madison Music’s
George Hauer and Operation

Music Aid’s Clark Kniceley

TROOPS GET MUSIC AID
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Central Instrument Co. of
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, recently

unveiled a 10- by 40-foot mural of the
Cuyahoga Falls Tiger Marching Band.

The mural, located on the east
side of the company’s building, is
affixed to 10 aluminum panels with
a special laminate and is illuminated
at night. Central Instrument Co. spe-
cializes in school music retail.

“As a former high school band
director and as a former member of
the Tiger Marching Band, I know
firsthand the hard work and dedica-
tion that it takes to reach the high
level of perfection that this band
achieves year after year,” said Jim

Stahl, owner of Central Instrument
Co. “Our community and school are
very proud of the accomplishments
of these fine students.

“It is my honor to present this
mural as homage to the Cuyahoga
Falls Tiger Marching Band.”

PROMOTION

Rocker’s Wish List
This past holiday season, Guitar

Center launched the Wish List
Poster Creator. The feature let
musicians log onto
guitarcenter.com/wishlist, choose a
poster style and drop items from
GC’s merchandise onto their
poster. Users could also include a
message and upload their own
photographs to the poster. The
poster could then be uploaded to
Facebook, Twitter and MySpace or
e-mailed directly to friends and
family. Musicians who create a
wish list also received a coupon for
10-percent off a single item at GC.

PERSONNEL

FC Honors Vets
Full Compass Systems recog-

nized three 25-year veteran
employees at the opening of its
new 140,000-square-foot facility in
Madison, Wis., on Oct. 1, 2009.
They included Vickie Harper,
national sales professional; Jeffrey
Ryan, government sales profes-
sional; and Mark Nash, newly
appointed company president.
CEO Jonathan Lipp addressed the
crowd of more than 400 employ-
ees and guests and highlighted the
honorees’ achievements. Each
honoree was presented with a
watch that fit his or her individual
personality.

ANNIVERSARY

Kutz Turns 50
Kutz Music in Pittsburg, Kan.,

celebrated its 50th year in
business in 2009, while its owners,
Marion and Bernice Kutz, cele-
brated their 60th wedding anniver-
sary. They opened their first shop
in Parsons, Kan., in 1959 and sold
grand pianos and church organs.
Now, Kutz Music is a full-line store.

“It’s a little different when you’re
not just living together but working
together, too,” said Bernice Kutz to
local newspaper The Morning Sun.

From left: Full Compass’
Susan Lipp, Jeffrey Ryan

and Jonathan Lipp

C adenza Music  of  St .  Paul ,
Minn., welcomed nearly 400

customers, friends and vendors on
Oct. 25, 2009, to celebrate its 35th
anniversary. The party also served
as a fund-raiser for St. Paul public
schools’ instrumental music pro-
grams, which were threatened by
budget cuts last year.

Attendees donated more than
$3,000 in cash, checks and gifts to
the struggling school district. St.
Louis Music even donated a violin.

“We realize that we can’t just
respond when a budget crisis comes
along,” said Eugene Monnig, owner

of Cadenza Music. “This party was
a chance to beat the drum and keep
the community’s attention on music
education.”

CADENZA MUSIC I EVENT

Cadenza Party
Benefits Local Schools

CENTRAL INSTRUMENT CO. I COMMUNITY

MARCHING MURAL
Central

Instrument Co.
pays tribute to
local marching

band with artwork

Cadenza Music’s
Eugene Monnig
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Tragedy struck twice for Tulare, Calif.-based White’s
Music Center during the week after Thanksgiving

2009.
After closing its Tulare store for good on Nov. 30,

Keith White, son of the store’s original founders, was
declared dead on Dec. 2. The cause of death was self-
inflicted, according to the Tulare County Coroner’s Office.

Two other White’s Music Center stores in Porterville
and Hanford, Calif., also closed recently. Robert White,
grandson of the store founders, told The Visalia Times-
Delta that the company’s remaining store in Visalia,
Calif., would liquidate its inventory after Christmas.

Chamber of Commerce CEO Donnette Silva Carter
said the Porterville store’s closure was a sudden event,
according to a Dec. 2 article in Porterville Recorder.

“We didn’t receive any prior notice of it,” she said.
Tulare City Manager Darrel Pyle also called the Tulare

store’s closure shocking, according to a Dec. 2 article in
The Visalia Times-Delta.

White’s Music Center, a school music and print music
retailer, was founded in 1947 by Cyril and Irma Mae
White and run by four generations of the White family.

WHITE’S MUSIC CENTER I CLOSING

WEEK OF TRAGEDY
FOR WHITE’S MUSIC

k Gordon Keller 
Gordon Keller, founder and

owner of Gordon Keller
Music, died on Oct. 25, 2009, at
his home in Alexandria, Va. He
was 82.

Born in 1927, Keller grew his
business to seven stores through-
out Northern Virginia. He sold it in
2004 and retired in 2009. Keller
served on the NAMM board and
as a spokesperson for piano
technicians.

He is survived by his wife of 57
years, Mary Alice Sweet Keller;
their children, Daron Keller and
the Rev. Holly Keller Davis; and
five grandchildren.

k Ben Jack
Ben Jack, founder and owner of

Ben Jack’s Arkansas Music of
Fayetteville, Ark., died on Nov. 6,
2009. He was 75.

A pedal steel guitar player,
Jack opened Ben Jack’s Arkansas
Music in 1965 and later operated
a string of additional stores in and
around the Fayetteville area.
According to a statement from
NAMM, his store remains the old-
est Peavey dealer still selling its
product today.

TRIBUTE
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“P
eace, Love and
Rock ’n’ Roll”
is the Two Old
Hippies corpo-
rate  s logan,

and head hippie Tom Bedell
embraces that spirit in every
part of his recently resurrected
company, Bedell Guitars.

No stranger to the industry,
Bedell launched the Bedell
Guitar Co. in 1964 at the age
of 14. Now, 45 years later, he
and his business partner and
wife, Molly, are reviving the
Bedell brand of acoustic gui-
tars  under  their  Two Old
Hippies  parent  company,
which is based in Spirit Lake,
Iowa. They’re also introducing
a new series, Great Divide
Guitars, along with a clothing
line, 2OH.

“These new lines of gui-
tars, apparel and accessories
are uniquely handcrafted with
exceptional quality and [are]
focused on helping the inde-
pendent  retai ler  make a
profit,” Bedell said.

NEW BRANDS & VW BUSES

Great Divide guitars are
lower-priced and designed

for beginning players, while
Bedell Guitars are premium,
handcrafted models made of
solid wood. Lifestyle clothing

line 2OH offers shirts, hats
and accessories that, as Bedell
put it, “go with the Two Old
Hippies brand.”

“We will be introducing 20
new models of guitars at The
NAMM Show,” Bedell said.
“We will have exciting spe-
cials, too. It’s going to be an
incredible, incredible show.”

The company also plans to
unveil the Bedell custom shop

at NAMM. This initiative lets
customers of local music retail-
ers design their own guitars.
The process is so involved that
customers can even choose the
exact pieces of wood via pic-
tures on Bedell’s Web site.
Bedell then ships the finished
product to the local dealer, so it
can fulfill the order. “Each gui-
tar is built one by one accord-
ing to the design of the guitar

enthusiast,” Bedell said.
Also at NAMM, Bedell will

be giving away a Volkswagen
hippie bus to those who enter
the drawing at its booth.

“Our booth at the show
will be a display of the ‘Peace,
Love and Rock ’n’  Rol l ’
lifestyle,” Bedell said. “It will
have all of our guitars, a bunch
of our 2OH clothing and the
hippie bus.” MI

TWO OLD HIPPIES BREATHE
NEW LIFE INTO GUITAR LINE

> Steinway
Rolls out new Boston line
PAGE 28

> Gibson
Facility raided by federal agents  
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> The Music Link
To distribute Fleabass
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> Vic Firth, Pro-Mark
Unveil Web sites with forums
PAGE 33
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BEDELL GUITARS I BY KATIE KAILUS

Two Old Hippies’
Molly and Tom

Bedell
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L
oud Technologies
was off  to  a  rocky
start  in  2009.  In
quick succession,
headlines announced

the company was selling off its
SLM Marketplace, Knilling
and Austin brands and delist-
ing from the Nasdaq. This was
followed by a disruption of its
Mackie and EAW supply chain
and bankruptcy rumors.

Now, Loud is making head-
lines again but for entirely dif-
ferent reasons, as the company
kicks off 2010 with a gear-
centric, people-focused busi-
ness plan.

TIMELY CHANGES

While other suppliers were
reacting to the economic

upheaval last year, Loud was
already going through a struc-
tural reorganization.

“I’m really proud of what
the company accomplished in
the past  15 months,”  said
Rodney Olson, Loud CEO. 

According to Olson, delist-
ing from the Nasdaq saved
Loud $1 million in annual pub-
lic company expenses, and after
12 months, 95 percent of the
products waiting for restored
supplies are back in production.

“Our customers should feel
very confident that the new
Loud supply chain is stable and
has ample capacity to continue
growing as the economy comes
back to life,” Olson said.

FEET ON THE STREET

One expense Loud didn’t
cut back on was face time

with its dealers, distributors
and overseas factories.

“We firmly believe that feet
on the street are key to sup-
porting the channel and help-
ing our partners f ind new
ways to position and sell our
gear in this challenging econ-
omy,” Olson said.

Loud held a distributor meet-
ing in Ria Bintan, Indonesia,
from Oct. 17–19, 2009, that
hosted 45 attendees from 26
distribution companies. It held
two similar seminars in the past
18 months in Opio, France, and
Marrakech, Morocco.

“We wil l  a lso  invest  in
much stronger in-field train-
ing, as well as virtual tools like
video and Webinars, to ensure
our dealer and distributor net-
work is armed with the infor-
mation they need to  grow
their businesses,” Olson said.

GAGA FOR GEAR

A t The NAMM Show 2010,
Loud wil l  unvei l  the

Ampeg Heritage line of heads
and cabs, which are designed

and assembled in the United
States. Loud will also roll out
the lightweight neodymium
Pro Neo series cabs with SVT-
7PRO and SVT-8PRO heads.
Mackie will debut a new line
of Mackie HD and Thump
powered subwoofers.

To support its new products,
Loud is launching a training
push for its rep network.
Through a mix of social media,
online content and promotions,
such as Ampeg’s 60th anniver-
sary contest, Loud’s executives
hope to drive end-users into
stores. Other promotions will
include sponsoring the Lennon
Bus, product placement in
Guitar Hero 5 and activities to
drive store traffic, such as Loud’s
online buy-it-now system.

“We’ve successfully navi-
gated through a  complex
period for our company and
the industry and are once
again ready to tackle the fun
stuff — growing the business,”
Olson said. MI

LOUD TECHNOLOGIES I BY JENNY DOMINE

From left: Loud’s Jim Stewart, Jeffrey Cox, Adrian
Bell, Rodney Olson, Case Kuehn, John Boudreau and

Alex Nelson with the company’s roundup of new gear

One year after
the gloomy

headlines, Loud
announces its
bold plans for

2010

A LOUD COMEBACK
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TECHNOLOGY

Bosphorus Goes Digital
Bosphorus Cymbals
has released the
Stanton Moore
Signature series in
BFD2 format. The
entire line of hand-
made cymbals is
captured in high-defi-
nition audio for a
fraction of the cost. 

“The Stanton Moore series is one of
our biggest sellers, and we are very
excited to be the first percussion man-
ufacturer to offer its products in a
dynamic VST sound library format,”
said Michael Vosbein, CEO of
Bosphorus. {bosphoruscymbals.com} 

LICENSING

FreeHand Adds
Carl Fischer 
Carl Fischer Music has announced a
licensing agreement with
FreeHandMusic.com, owner of the
online digital sheet music Web site,
freehandmusic.com. This agreement
is for Carl Fischer’s band and
orchestra music and will initially
include all publications released
since 2007. Backlist items will be
added later. {carlfischer.com}

WARRANTY

A-T Extends Warranty
Audio-Technica extended the war-
ranty on its entire line of 40 series
microphones. Effective as of Nov. 5,
2009, all 40 series microphones pur-
chased through an authorized U.S.
Audio-Technica dealer now come
standard with a five-year warranty.
Recent purchases going back to Jan.
1, 2009, are also covered retroac-
tively by this extended warranty.
{audio-technica.com}

DISTRIBUTION

Herman to Distribute
Sennheiser
Herman Procurement and Logistics
recently formed an agreement to dis-
tribute Sennheiser’s evolution and
installed sound series microphones, as
well as its full line of conference and
RF/infrared assistive-listening systems.
Herman plans to stock an array of
Sennheiser products in all five of its
distribution facilities located in Miami,
Atlanta, New Jersey, Dallas and
Nevada to provide local availability and
better serve Sennheiser customers.
{sennheiserusa.com}
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Roughly 130 Steinway dealers gath-
ered at Chicago’s Crowne Plaza

Chicago O’Hare hotel on Oct. 21,
2009, for the grand unveiling of the
company’s new Boston Performance
Edition line.

Todd Sanders, Steinway’s vice
president of sales and marketing, said
numerous structural and cosmetic
upgrades have been made to the
piano series. Among the structural
upgrades, the new Performance
Edition grands include a maple inner
rim for improved tone. The Octagrip
Pinblock affords lower tuning torque
and smoother pin turn. The pianos
also boast a low-tension scale, and
the grands feature Mapes bass strings.

Cosmetics have been improved
via new hardware. Phillips head
screws have been replaced with hex
head bolts. Brass-plated hardware
has also been replaced with solid
polished brass. Plus, the single cast-
ers have been replaced with double
brass casters.

“The focus on Boston was
because we introduced a new and
improved series of pianos, which due
to their specification enhancement,
will perform better and provide
greater consumer value in the years
to come,” said Ron Losby, president
of Steinway & Sons, Americas.

Bob Dove, president of Steinway
& Sons, Far East, capped the day off
with a presentation on the history
of Boston Piano. He mentioned that
Boston had its first price increase in
1995. “Interestingly, that was the
year Boston took off.”

And while many attendees
bemoaned the soft piano business,
Skip Daynes of Daynes Music in
Midvale, Utah, discussed how he has
boosted piano sales to local schools
using QRS Music’s PNOscan. The
device turns an acoustic piano into a
MIDI-equipped teaching tool. Daynes
has sold PNOscan with acoustic
pianos to multiple school computer
labs in Utah. {steinway.com}

STEINWAY I EVENTS

CHICAGO STEINWAY
MEETING POINTS
TO BOSTON

From left: Steinway Piano Gallery’s
Tim Hoy, Rice Music House’s Jyotindra
Parekh (J.P.) and Dollarhide’s Music
Center’s Bill Dollarhide

Steinway Piano Gallery’s
Barbara Wanless and Heid
Music’s Todd Heid

From left: Sides
Music’s Alysha

Sides Greevy with
Southern Nevada
Music’s Lisa and

Denise Wunderlich
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GIBSON I LEGAL

Gibson Raided
O fficials with the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service served a search
warrant at Gibson Guitar’s Massman
Road manufacturing facility on Nov.
17, 2009, according to a story in
Nashville Post.

The Nashville, Tenn.-based gui-
tar manufacturer is being investi-
gated for violating the Lacey Act by
importing an endangered species of
rosewood from Madagascar. At press
time, no charges had been filed.

A statement released by Gibson
said the company was cooperating
fully with the investigation.

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE SPEAKS

On Nov. 18, following the raid,
Nashvil le  Business  Journal

reported Gibson CEO Henry
Juszkiewicz would take a leave of

absence from his role as a board
member of the Rainforest Alliance
while federal authorities investi-
gated the Gibson plant.

The New York-based Rainforest
Alliance also reported it postponed
an annual audit of the plant, sched-
uled for Nov. 23, until December. 

“[Juszkiewicz] takes the issue of
responsible wood sourcing very seri-
ously,” read the statement issued by
Gibson.

“I think it shows the reach of
the  Lacey  Act ,  and nobody i s
immune from its prohibitions,” said
James Goldberg, a Washington,
D.C.-based counsel for NAMM, in
an interview with The Tennessean.
“Even if you think you know your
suppliers, you may [still] have a
problem.” {gibson.com}

Peavey Electronics has restored sound to the historic
Hamasa Shrine Temple Theater in CEO Hartley

Peavey’s hometown of Meridian, Miss.
The 1,550-seat Temple Theater originally opened in

1928 as a movie house but has also served as a staging
center for drama productions and live music perform-
ances for artists ranging from Willie Nelson to Wilco. 

Peavey took on the task of updating the Temple’s
1940s-era projection sound system.

“We wanted to preserve the classic moviegoing
experience that so many of us remember from our child-
hood,” Peavey said. “Professional audio has come an
enormous way since those days. We were able to
greatly improve the sound quality, efficiency and per-
formance using Peavey components both designed and
made here in Meridian.” {peavey.com}

PEAVEY I OUTREACH

PEAVEY RESTORES THEATER

Hartley Peavey out-
side the restored
Temple Theater
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HONORS

Gibson’s Les Paul Tribute
On Nov. 19, 2009, Gibson Guitar held
a tribute to the late Les Paul at the
Ryman Auditorium, former home to
the Grand Ole Opry, in Nashville, Tenn.
The event included music, video trib-
utes, testimonials and storytelling. It
also marked the first tribute held by
the guitar maker in honor of Paul.
Many other programs and events will
continue to take place in early 2010 to
mark anniversary dates significant to
his life. {gibson.com}

DISTRIBUTION

Guitar Hanger Goes 
to Canada

Guitar accessory manu-
facturer The Guitar
Hanger has confirmed an
agreement with
D’Addario Canada, which
will grant D’Addario
exclusive distribution of
the product line through-
out Canada. The Guitar

Hanger is still actively seeking addi-
tional distributors and dealers in the
United States. {theguitarhanger.com}

SHOWS

Fishman Supports
Luthier’s Showcase
The Woodstock
Invitational
Luthier’s
Showcase was
held at the
Bearsville
Theater last
Oct. 24–25 in
Woodstock, N.Y. The showcase fea-
tured a variety of handmade acoustic
instruments. Fishman supplied SA220
Solo Performance Systems for the live
performances at the Bearsville Theater
and the house P.A. for the luthier’s
exhibition hall. {fishman.com}

CHARITY

GITC Teams With
Musicians
Jessica Baron, executive director of
Guitars In The Classroom (GITC), has
created new partnerships with artists
to support the organization’s efforts to
provide musical education for all chil-
dren. These fund-raising alliances
include folk artist George Winston,
Pearl Jam’s Wishlist Foundation and
BonTaj Roulet. They will hold events
to strengthen GITC’s programs. 
{guitarsintheclassoom.org}
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Carl Fischer and Theodore
Presser have named John Guertin as
licensing and copyright manager and
Anne Sobel as marketing manager.

Eminence
Speaker
recently tapped
Cobi Stein as
its marketing
director.

Meinl has
promoted
Annelie Bum

to the new eco-manager position.

Mel Bay has appointed René
Flores as sales manager for Latin
America.

Sennheiser recently added
Alexander Schek to its Latin American
sales team.

Symetrix has named Eric Dies
vice president of manufacturing.

Tunecore has appointed Lise
Barbanti as chief marketing officer for
tunecore.com.

Universal Audio has appointed
David Charles as the director of sales
in the Americas.

APPOINTMENTS

Hal Leonard has named Greg Gilpin direc-
tor of educational publications for

Shawnee Press, the publishing company it
acquired in June.

“I’m overjoyed to move forward with
Shawnee as it continues to prosper as part of
Hal Leonard,” Gilpin said. Hal Leonard also
announced the appointment of Chris
Klinkhardt to the sales department, and
Sharon Stosur was named piano publications
editor. {halleonard.com}

Greg Gilpin

>>> Annelie Bum

H.L. Hires Gilpin for
Shawnee Role

The Smithsonian’s Lemelson
Center for the Study of

Invention and Innovation held
its 2009 New Perspectives on
Invention and Innovation sym-
posium at the National Museum
of American History in
Washington, D.C., on Nov. 6
and 7. The event featured a dis-
cussion with Remo Belli,
founder of Remo. It was hosted
by Ken Kimery, executive pro-
ducer of the Smithsonian Jazz
Masterworks Orchestra.
{remo.com}

REMO I EVENTS

BELLI
GIVES
GUEST
SPEECH

Remo Belli
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k Terry Bingley 
Terry Bingley, a leader in the Canadian music products industry, passed away on

Nov. 16, 2009. He was 73 years old. He began his career in music retail before
working with Yamaha and, later, serving as the managing director of Kawai. He
helped establish Kawai Canada. In 1984, Bingley formed music wholesale com-
pany Bingley Distributors.

TRIBUTE

The Music Link is now the
exclusive U.S. distributor of

Fleabass basses.
Flea, the bassist for Red Hot

Chili Peppers, has made it his mis-
sion to nurture young people’s love
of music by crafting his own line of
basses.

Every Fleabass comes profes-
sionally setup and includes an
instructional DVD starring Flea.
{fleabass.com; themusiclink.net}

MUSIC LINK, FLEABASS I DISTRIBUTION

Music Link
Gets Flea

Music China attracted 42,499 local
and international visitors to the

Shanghai New International Expo Centre
from Oct. 13–16, 2009.

“The show was a huge success,” said
Evan Sha, deputy general manager for
Messe Frankfurt Shanghai. “However, in
line with the current global economy, our
visitor numbers were 1.7-percent lower
than last year.”

More than 1,164 exhibitors had booths
at the convention. Three hundred and
twelve of those were oversees companies
hosted in nine national pavilions from the
Czech Republic, France, Germany, Italy, the
Netherlands, Scandinavia, Spain, Taiwan
and the United Kingdom. Big brand names,
such as AXL, Hsinghai, KHS, Pearl River,
Roland, Steinway, Warwick and Yamaha,
were also represented.

This year, exhibitors reported that

buyers were showing more interest in
quality products than at previous shows.

“Buyers are looking for good quality
products with a brand name, so the eco-
nomic recession is not too bad for our
company, as we still have a steady sales
increase this year,” said Lisa Zhu, China’s
general manager for AXL, distributors for
Fender, PRS and ESP electric guitars.
“We have a lot of new products, and there
is much interest in our limited-edition
guitars, seen for the first time in China.”
{messefrankfurt.com}

MUSIC CHINA I SHOWS

China’s Quality Show
Buyers at Music

China show greater
interest in quality

products
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TECHNOLOGY

Brown’s MIDI
Conversions
Brown’s Guitar
Factory has merged
a Kahler bass
tremolo system with
acoustic and MIDI
saddles. Brown’s Guitar Factory will
be working with retailers and repair
shops to provide the service and
installation of the conversion but will
let retailers capture the sale of the
hardware, which includes bridge and
GraphTech Systems. 
{brownsguitarfactory.com}

ENVIRONMENT

Drumming Up Green
Los Cabos Drumsticks announced
that all of its maple is now rated by
the Forest Stewardship Council.
“What this means is that the trees
were cut in a sustainable manner,”
said Larry Guay, Los Cabos’ presi-
dent and operations manager.
{loscabosdrumsticks.com}

Barry Bittman, M.D., CEO of the
Yamaha Music and Wellness

Institute, recently delivered the
keynote address at Lincoln Center’s
Music and the Brain symposium, pre-
sented by the Cleveland Clinic Arts
and Medicine Institute. 

“In ancient times music and medi-
cine were integrally related,” Bittman
said in his address. “Through this

unique symposium and the collabora-
tive initiatives of the Cleveland Clinic,
guest faculty and artists, a resurgence
of interest in music as a clinical tool
in healthcare is setting the stage for
the utilization of integrative expres-
sive strategies that can enable people
to maximize quality of life despite
extraordinary health challenges.”
{yamaha.com}

YAMAHA I WELLNESS

MUSIC HEALS

From left: Yamaha’s Rick
Young, composer Jarrod

Radnich, vocalist Patti
Cohenour, arranger Craig

Knudsen and Barry Bittman
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MARTIN AUDIO I DESIGN

MARTIN OPENS
CHINA SHOWROOM
M artin Audio opened a show-

room in Panyu, a suburb of
Guangzhou, China, last Oct. 1 — in
time for Chinese National Day.

The idea was the brainchild of
Regan Goh, who owns sound rental
and installation company Huifeng

Performance Equipment. 
The new bui lding occupies

approximately 10,000 square feet
and is set on two floors. Aside from
a large demo room and offices, it
also includes a dedicated karaoke
room. {martinaudio.com}

Martin Audio’s David Bissett-
Powell (right) and Huifeng
Performance’s Regan Goh 

WEBNEWS
promark.com
Pro-Mark has reorganized the products and simplified the
navigation on its Web site. Cross-references to other
products have also been added. The community area pro-
vides a discussion forum for percussion-related subjects.
The site also includes a password-
protected dealer section that can
be accessed via a simple online
registration process.

vicfirth.com
Vic Firth has a new area on its Web
site, The Exchange, devoted to
community interaction. Based on
educational content provided by
high-profile artists and educators, The Exchange offers a
place for constructive dialogue.

“What we have created is a focused discussion area
where viewers can contribute to articles written by
respected members of the Vic Firth Education Team,” said
Mark Wessels, Vic Firth’s director of Internet activities.
“Unlike a simple one-way presentation of an article, The
Exchange allows our viewers to add their experiences or
ask questions from the authors — creating a broad per-
spective on a wide range of topics.”
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PASICstats
b An estimated 5,300 percus-

sionists attended PASIC
2009.

b Exhibitor registration dipped
to 116 companies, compared
to 132 last year.

b More than 120 events were
held on 12 stages compared
to 130 events last year. 

F
riday morning at the
Percussive Arts
Society International
Convention (PASIC)
in Indianapolis ,

Zildjian’s vice president of
marketing Brad Baker thumbed
in a Twitter on his phone. His
Tweet announced free Zildjian
hats were up for grabs at the
company’s booth.

“It makes it fun and little bit
more personal,” Baker said of
Twitter marketing. This was just
one example of how suppliers at

PASIC found innovative ways to
listen to and interact with end-
users, while providing products
and services to help players bet-
ter define their sound. The show
was held from Nov. 11–14 at
the Indiana Convention Center.

GETTING FEEDBACK

Many suppliers stressed
putting down drumsticks

and listening to customers.
They used PASIC as a venue to
showcase prototypes and soft
launches to get feedback from
professional artists, educators
and students. Both Zildjian
and Sabian had displays of
potential new sounds that,
depending on customer
response, could go into full
production next year.

Regal Tip expanded its X

series  with a  b lack E-Tip
design to cater to niche genres
in metal music.

“We started getting a lot of
PASIC 2009

exhibitors help
drummers find

their style
1. Alesis’ Autumn Pittman; 2. From left:
Alfred’s Rich Lackowski, artist Kent Aberle,
Drumhead’s Jonathan Mover, and Alfred’s
Karissa Read; 3. Evans’ Mike Robinson; 4.
Zildjian’s Craigie Zildjian (left) and Vic Firth; 5.
Black Swamp Percussion’s Eric Sooy (left) and
Jamel Taylor; 6. Ludwig’s Jim Catalano; 7.
Chops Percussion’s Tim Gee (left) and Jeff
Huffman; 8. From left: Columbus Percussion’s
Joel Steward, Derek Graber and Jim Rupp; 9.
From left: Dream Cymbals’ Brian LaRue, Craig
Snowden and Michelle Colton; 10. Mapex’s
Bob Berheide; 11. From left: Gator’s Neal
Graham, Bruce Schneider and Ken Fuente

PASIC 2009 I BY JENNY DOMINE

DEFINE YOUR SOUND

1.

2. 3.

4.5. 6. 7.

8.

9.

10. 11.
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requests  for  subgenres  of
metal, like black metal and
death metal ,”  said  J .
Medynski, director of artist
relations for Regal Tip. “We
shut up and l istened,  and
[drummers] told us what they
wanted. There is a lot of mis-
conception that these guys
need to play with big baseball
bats, but they are playing so
fast, they need a sleek design
to hit the speeds they need.”

Remo presented a  soft -
launch of its Tattoo Skyns
drumheads designed by Corey
Miller of the TV show “L.A.
Ink.” Remo also showed frame
drums and tambourines.

“It’s a sneak peek for every-
one that  comes to  the
Percussive Arts Society,” said
Brian LeVan, Remo’s national
sales manager. “It’s a good
place for drummers to see
where we are going.”

Dynasty, an established
name in orchestral and march-
ing percussion, displayed its
first venture into drum kits.
The company had a prototype
set up specifically to get reac-
tions from visitors. 

“We’ll sit back with the
feedback from people over the
next couple of days,” said Rob
Ferguson, district manager for
Dynasty. “When they tell us
what they think, we’ll work
on it until we have the kit that
we need to make. We won’t
release it until it’s ready.”

ACCESSIBLE SELECTION

Suppliers also showcased
ways to help both dealers

and customers sift through the
deep, often daunting selection
of products and add-on items
with new promotional pro-
grams and online resources.

Evans launched Player
Profile, a new system of catego-
rizing its tom, bass and snare
drumheads, so drummers can
easily find the product that

offers the right style and sound
they want from their kits.

“The profiles speak about
the genre, they speak about the
product, and they speak about
the artists,” said Mike
Robinson, senior product man-
ager for Evans. “We are going to
have this as a point-of-sale ele-
ment on our displays in stores.”
Evans will also be rolling out
packaging that will define each
Evans drumhead by the four
major profiles: sensitive, versa-
tile, controlled or durable.

Both Hal Leonard and Alfred
have each launched new Web
sites with improved search
capabilities to help dealers and
customers better access their
catalogs.

“We realize it’s extremely dif-
ficult for all of our dealers to
carry our complete catalog,” said
David Cywinski, Hal Leonard’s
key accounts manager. “We are
also seeing that [the order refer-
ral program] is opening dealers
up to new experiences. They
didn’t realize people bought
some of this stuff before but are
now selling it through our shop-
ping cart program.”

Carl Fischer addressed niche
skills, such as drumming with
brushes, with the new
Brushworks book and DVD set
by Clayton Cameron. It lists for
$35.

“Drummers are psyched to
have master drummers and
educators coming out with
really thought-out, approach-
able methods,” said Anne
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1. Steve West (left) and Mapex’s Joe Vasko;
2. From left: Vater’s Chad Brandolini, Ken
Murphy, Alan Vater, Five-Star Drum Shops’
Rob Birenbaum and Vater’s Bill Morgan; 3.
From left: Innovative Percussion’s Nebojsa
Zivkovic and Erik Johnson with Tapspace’s
Jim Casella; 4. Zildjian’s Paul Francis (left)
and Bradley Baker; 5. Yamaha’s Chris Dolson
(left) and Travis Goodwin; 6. From left:
Panadigm Innovation’s Johann Chuckaree,
Randall Ali and Keith Maynard; 7. DrumCraft’s
Stefan Hess (front) and Winfried Holl; 8.
Pearl’s Steve Armstrong; 9. Petersons’ John
Norris; 10. Sabian’s Bruce Parry (left) and
Robert Mason; 11. Samson’s Bob Flury,
James Soviero and Brian Dougherty
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Sobel, marketing manager for
Carl Fischer.

Pro-Mark was also promot-
ing a new Web site at PASIC.
The site has reorganized the
company’s product lines and
features simplified navigation.
It includes a community area
for social networking, forum
discussions and a password-
protected dealer section.

“We’ve gotten really good
response from consumers,” said
Pat Brown, director of sales and
marketing for Pro-Mark. “We’re
always open and talking to our
customers about product ideas.
Even today on our Web site, we
get questions about people grip-
ing their sticks. So we developed
Pro-Grip sticks, gripping tape

and gloves. All of that is a direct
result of people asking for it.”

TECHNOLOGICAL STANDOUTS

A t the Roland booth, students
tapped quietly on V-Drums

to Roland’s HD-1 Tutor software
program on large screens for the
chance to win the high score and
take the software home. Released
last year at winter NAMM,
Roland’s HD-1 Tutor features
both notations and drum pat-
terns to accommodate the differ-
ent ways students learn to play.
The MSRP is $99.

“It’s been received very well,”
said Roland clinician Mike
Synder. “It deals with the
abstract concept of time, espe-
cially for younger players. You

may feel you are playing right
with the click and you’re not.” 

Roland also debuted its new
TD-20 SX drum set, the latest
flagship model electronic kit.

“The goal is not to change the
way I play from my acoustic
drums to my electronic drums,”
Synder said. “I want to transfer
all that technique to my elec-
tronic kit. That’s the ultimate
goal.”

One of the standout innova-
tions at PASIC was Korg’s sec-
ond-generation Wavedrum.
Rather than rely on triggered
samples, the Wavedrum uses dig-
ital signal processing algorithms.
“This means how you play and
what you play with will translate
into the sound that is heard,”

said James Sajeva, Korg’s product
manager for DJ and computer
products. The Wavedrum uses a
real drumhead as the playing
surface, and it responds naturally
to brushes, mallets and hand-
drum techniques.

PASIC 2010 will return to
Indianapolis from Nov. 10–13. MI
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1. Majestic’s Peter Vulperhorst (left) and
Chris Hankes; 2. From left: Fork’s Drum
Closet’s Jonah Hickson, Dennis Palmer and
Gary Forkum; 3. Charles Dumont & Son’s
Agnes Widmann (left) and Carl Fischer’s
Anne Sobel; 4. Meinl’s Adam Anderson; 5.
From left: Pro-Mark’s Pat Brown and Don
Click with artist Terry Sanders; 6. Hal
Leonard’s Marilyn Fleenor (left) and David
Cywinski; 7. Lone Star Percussion’s Jeff and
Judy Nelson; 8. Regal Tip’s J. Medynski; 9.
Korg’s Geoff Brown (left) and James Sajeva;
10. Paiste’s Tim Shahady; 11. Dynasty’s Rob
Ferguson (left) and Dave Clark; 12. Tycoon
Percussion’s John Cathell (left) and George
Balmaseda; 13. Roland clinician Mike Snyder
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R
ecall the movie The
Sixth Sense when
young Cole confesses,
“I see dead people.”
These abject folks

meander about oblivious to the
reality that they’re dead. Are
any of your employees this way,
productively dead or irrelevant? 

Employee termination is
never a happy topic, especially
this time of year. It’s a new sea-
son and, hopefully, a time to
redefine your business. We like
to focus on our inventory and
product mix, but our “people
mix” is just as important.

THE DARK SIDE OF VETERAN STAFF

The best competitive edge
independent stores main-

tain over big-box competition is
staff. Our best employees not
only harbor a passion for our
product but are also immersed
in the local music community.
Willing to settle for modest
salaries, they sign on to our
industry out of a love of music.
Being part of this community
gets them out of bed to punch
our time clocks and serve our
customers. If your operation is
successful, it’s most likely
because of low turnover and a
crew that feels comfortable in
your retail culture.

Still, there’s a potential dark
side. What do you do when
long-term veterans have skill
sets that are no longer relevant
in today’s buying culture? What
happens when a worker has
been hired to serve a customer
profile that’s no longer prof-
itable or has simply vanished?

The sad thing is these can be
truly good people, but if they’re

incapable of catering to today’s
market, they’re doing your
business more harm than good.

When I entered music retail
back in 1980, we had an active
organ club. These seniors met
monthly and communed in our
store after hours at a time
when half our piano depart-
ment showroom featured
Hammond organs. It has proba-
bly been 10 years since an
organ graced our floor.

Back in the 1970s and early
’80s, we had a vibrant live
music scene in our town and a
sales crew tuned to support pro-
fessional players. The DJ era
and a higher legal drinking age
put the kibosh on most of this
activity. Twenty years later, the
scene has all but vanished.

We were also a professional
band instrument headquarters
for a half century until the
advent of specialty warehouses
and toll-free phone numbers.
The Internet sealed the deal,
toppling us from the top of
that summit.

Has this been all bad? No.
We’ve replaced organs with dig-
ital pianos and MIDI-capable
keyboards. The live music
scene has been replaced with a
plethora of personal home
recording gear and church

musician hobbyists. The school
music rental market remains
profitable even though the top-
end wind market is almost
nonexistent. In other words,
markets have not gone away
but evolved.

ADAPTABILITY IS A MUST

The pregnant question is:
What happens when mar-

kets change and employees
don’t? If your veterans are
buggy whip experts, what hap-
pens to them when horses are
no longer a fashionable mode
of transportation? What hap-
pens when the rate of change
advances exponentially?

Here’s a hard-core truth:
With the virulent speed of
change in today’s retail cul-
ture, adaptability now trumps
longevity and expertise when
it comes to staffing.

Making the tough decision
to let an untrainable veteran go
is one of the most unpleasant
duties management faces, but
it’s necessary. The only way to
avoid employee obsolescence is
to hire with this aptitude for
adaptability in mind. MI

Ted Eschliman is a 30-year veteran of music
retail and co-owner of Dietze Music in
Southeast Nebraska. Mel Bay published his
book, Getting Into Jazz Mandolin.

INDEPENDENT RETAIL I BY TED ESCHLIMAN
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Productive
employees can
turn into dead
weight if they
don’t adapt to

new trends 

I SEE DEAD PEOPLE
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R
ecently, I was asked to explain the difference between being a
salesperson and being a customer whisperer in one sentence. Of
course, a customer whisperer is a salesperson. But there’s a dif-
ference: A salesperson is interested in persuading clients,
whereas a customer whisperer is interested in guiding clients

through a decision-making process.
We need to understand how this decision-making process works if we’re

really going to help our clients. Ever since Plato suggested that the soul is
divided into two conflicting spheres, humankind has been intrigued by the

dichotomy between reason and emotion. Reason and emotion
are precisely the factors that govern our decision making. As
salespeople, we assume that if we provide a compelling presenta-
tion of facts or, conversely, an evocative demonstration, we can
sway people into our way of thinking and be rewarded with a
sale. Both of these strategies work occasionally. But to serve
clients effectively, we need to shift our focus and consider the
experience from their perspective.

Fortunately, Jonah Lehrer provides insight into this process in
his excellent book, How We Decide. Those of us in the music
business are at least casually aware of the right-brain/left-brain
theory about artistic creativity versus logic. Lehrer explores the
upper-brain/lower-brain continuum of reason and emotion. The
book is chock-full of hard science elegantly simplified and mod-
erated with fascinating real-world examples that can help us

learn to better serve our clients
and our employers.

“Emotional,” though, is proba-
bly not the best word to describe
the processes that occur in our
lower, more primitive brain. It’s
more like gut feel or instinct. On
the other hand, analytical pre-
cisely describes what goes on
behind our foreheads. The cere-
bral cortex is where we do math
and analysis. There are limita-

tions, however, to our capacity to analyze. Few people, other than geniuses,
can solve problems with more than six distinct variables. Most people can
only handle three.

THE DANGER OF TOO MUCH INFORMATION

The lesson for a customer whisperer is if we present too many facts, our
clients’ rational thinking starts to shut down. They’ll come right out and

tell us they are confused as they are leaving our stores without making a

purchase. And it’s not their
fault. It’s ours. We presented
too many variables, and we
made the decision too hard.

Here’s an example of deci-
sion making in a common
shopping experience. A 14-
ounce box of Cheerios costs
$4.29. That’s about 31 cents
per ounce. The same-size store
brand costs $2.49, or 18 cents
per ounce. The name brand is
on sale at two for $6, or 21.3
cents per ounce. (I had to grab
a calculator to figure that out.)
Fortunately, my grocer has the
cost per ounce posted on a lit-
tle sign, except for the two-for-
$6 offer. Analytically, it ’s
simple math unless you start
calculating the marginal cost
of the extra box — $1.71, or
12 cents per ounce.

Few of us would do that
much math for a box of cereal.
More likely, our back brain
would get right to the marginal
cost and decide that two boxes
for a little more money is a deal,
or that oats are oats and there’s
no reason to waste money. Gut
feel then is your back brain
doing the math automatically
and factoring in the sum of
your life experiences, biases
and preferences. Gut feel is
highly reliable. And once you
get past three variables, it’s
more reliable than your analyti-
cal abilities. Unfortunately, too
often we don’t trust our gut,
and neither do our clients.

Consider shooting a free
throw. If you had to calculate

THE CUSTOMER WHISPERER I BY GREG BILLINGS

How We Decide

Jonah Lehrer’s
new book, How We
Decide, helps us 
help customers
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the force necessary to achieve
the correct speed of the ball,
the angle of the arc, how the
spin would affect the other
two variables, and, if you were
playing outs ide,  the wind
direction and speed, the game
would be over before you even
took a  shot .  A prof ic ient
player, who has practiced the
shot a thousand times, can
step up to the line, bounce the
ball once and swish it through
the net. It’s all lower brain.

A customer has many, many
variables to consider when
selecting a musical instrument.
In addition to barely quantifi-
able factors, such as the look,
feel, sound and touch of the
instrument, he might be think-
ing about what friends or fans
wil l  think and where the
money will come from. It’s
more analysis than any cus-
tomer can do in his head, even
if  he could quantify the
unquantifiable.

THE PROBLEM WITH FACTS

L ehrer shows decisions are
really made through the

interaction between our ana-
lytical and emotional selves —
he even has a chapter titled
“The Brain Is An Argument.”
We are always seeking agree-
ment between the two poles.
To make matters more inter-
esting, when shoppers see an
item they might consider pur-
chasing, another part of the
brain releases dopamine, giv-
ing them a feeling of pleasure.
This, of course, directly con-
tradicts  the idea that cus-
tomers will come to a decision
by carefully considering tangi-
b le  facts .  The amount of
dopamine released is in direct
proport ion to  the c l ient ’s
desire for the item. A cus-
tomer whisperer must closely
observe his client’s nonverbal
response to both his products
and his words. (Dopamine

may be flowing.)
Having made a decision,

most people stop considering
or dismiss contrary evidence
and actively seek confirma-
tion. They want to keep the
dopamine coming and avoid
that unsettling feeling of anxi-
ety. Who wouldn’t? It’s classic
pain avoidance.

Lehrer  cal ls  this  the
Certainty Trap. When our
clients start to tune out con-
flicting data, they are close to
making a purchase. This is
apparent because they begin to
rationalize their decisions.
They find little reasons to pro-
ceed. They might comment on
the frequent flyer miles they’ll
get if they use a certain credit
card or how they can have the
product in time for a party or
a gig. The emotional brain has
just won the argument.

Isn’ t  i t  i ronic?  There’s
nothing less rational than
rationalization. Nonetheless,
when rationalization starts, a
customer whisperer reaches
for his pen. It means people
are getting ready to buy.

FOCUS ON BENEFITS

Once a customer whisperer
understands a little about

the neuroscience behind the
decision-making process, he
needs a strategy to apply this
knowledge to help guide his
clients.

First, he must accept that
he’s unlikely to prevail exclu-
sively on the basis of facts and
figures, no matter how com-
pelling they are. And second, he
must understand that his clients
are distrustful of blatant emo-
tional appeals, in general, and
their own gut feel, in particular.

Unaware of the inner work-
ings of the human brain, clas-
s ic  sales  metholodgy has
evolved two standard practices
that conform perfectly to what
Lehrer has revealed. Presenting

a product feature and quickly
connecting it to an important
benefit to the client makes the
analytical part easy. Clients
automatically store a conclu-
sion their subjective brains
will later draw upon. If a cus-
tomer whisperer presents a
blue guitar as looking cool, it’s
just his opinion. But if he pres-
ents the blue guitar as bringing
out the color of his client’s
eyes, he’s planting an idea that
his client may subconsciously
draw upon when it’s time to
make a decision.

ALWAYS GIVE CONFIRMATION

The customer whisperer
must also understand the

importance of confirmation. If
customers ask what you think,
they are seeking confirmation.
(They are trying to keep the
pleasant rush of dopamine
flowing.) This is not a time to
be shy, show off your expertise
or express an opinion. It’s an
opportunity to provide the
reassurance your clients are
seeking. Every saleswoman at a

department store cosmetic
counter understands this, but
for some reason, music store
clerks often waste the opportu-
nity to confirm and instead
brag about their favorite ax or
simply demur. If a customer
seeks confirmation and you
provide it, you are helping
make the connection between
the rational and emotional
brain. You may even provide a
little shot of dopamine.

Too many times, I  have
heard a customer ask for confir-
mation and seen the salesman
fail to provide it. Except for
bombarding a client with too
many facts, it may be our most
common error. Many salespeo-
ple are genuinely surprised
when prospects ignore their
argument and make a purchase
elsewhere based on emotion.
Well, of course they did! When
you blast someone with facts,
the upper brain gets over-
whelmed and shuts down. And
when you deny confirmation,
the client has a hormonal crash.
It’s easy for the next salesper-
son to get the sale on a rebound.

I can’t do complete justice
to How We Decide in one col-
umn, but I highly recommend
it to customer whisperers inter-
ested in learning more about
how their clients experience
the process. For those inter-
ested only in application, keep
your facts few and focused on
benefits important to your
client. Pay close attention to
visceral reactions to products
and the things you say. And
when asked for your opinion,
swallow your pride and don’t
give it. Clients don’t care about
your opinion. They are seeking
confirmation. Give it to them,
and send everyone, including
your boss, home happy. MI

Greg Billings will discuss the decision-mak-
ing process at The NAMM Show in Anaheim,
Calif. See him at the NAMM Idea Center at
1:30 p.m. on Jan. 16.
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I
t’s the beginning of a new year, which means it’s time for self improve-
ment and resolutions. Sticking with a diet or committing to new travel
destinations may be tough, but as music retailers, New Year’s resolu-
tions are essential for your lessons program. January is a great time to
review the good, bad and ugly that went on in your store last year since

it’s still fresh in your mind. It’s also the best time to look ahead. Remember
that old adage: Fail to plan, plan to fail.

WHAT WENT RIGHT

Start by making a list of what went right in your music les-
sons program in 2009. Acknowledge the successes. You’re

still in business, so you did many things that worked. Take a
moment to feel good about your accomplishments. These suc-
cesses will work for you again in 2010.

Next, pull out a new calender and pencil in the new year’s
student showcases, summer programs and other annual events
that have worked consistently. Make notes about any tweaks
or improvements you made to these events. It’s important to
bring everyone into the planning process, even your teachers.
They often have lots of ideas from working in the trenches.

Also, evaluate the music lesson events and promos that
lost steam from 2008 to 2009. Was it the economy? Your
implementation? Have trends changed?

List all the ideas you wanted to implement and didn’t
because of one reason or another.
Why didn’t they happen? Are they
worth trying again this year? If
they are, pencil them in to your
2010 plan. If you don’t write them
down, they won’t happen — just
like last year. 

WHAT WENT WRONG

L ist problems with your music
lessons program in 2009. Did

you fix the issue, or is it still looming in the I-hope-it-fixes-itself closet?
Don’t beat yourself up over everything that went wrong. Instead, develop a
plan to correct the issues. Some problems may take longer than others, so
be patient. That said, you need an action plan to correct them.

SET ATTAINABLE GOALS

T ime to write down your goals for 2010. I love this list. It comes from
the optimism, passion and excitement of being in this business. This is

the list for ideas on increasing your student enrollment and retention and

improving your sa les  via
music lessons.

Set weekly and monthly
goals .  You’ l l  make more
progress if you take attainable
action steps toward each goal.
And smaller goals are easier
to return to if you fall behind
during a busy week at the
store.

COMMON GOALS FOR 2010

H ere’s an example of New
Year’s resolutions I’ve

made for my own music les-
sons program. Any business
can try them. 
1. Use YouTube to promote

the lessons program.
2. Increase communication

with students via e-mail.
3. Improve outreach in the

community to  promote
music lessons.

4. Revamp piano lessons to
better retain teens.

5. Find new, exciting music
books for lessons.

6. Recruit new music teachers
that fit the store’s vibe.

7. Decrease the drop-out rate
by 20 percent.

8. Increase new lesson sign-
ups by 20 percent. 

9. Improve sales staff training
on selling lessons to clients.
The time to plan ahead is

now. If you wait, it won’t hap-
pen. Grab your notepad, calen-
der and pencil. Do it now! MI

Pete Gamber will discuss how to improve
music lesson programs during The NAMM
Show in Anaheim, Calif. See him at the
NAMM Idea Center at 4 p.m. on Jan. 15.

THE LESSON ROOM I BY PETE GAMBER

Lesson Resolutions

Make New Year’s
resolutions for your 
lesson program, and 
stick with them
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T
oo many music retailers are out of the loop when it comes to
their online futures. I often hear excuses along the lines of “I
don’t have the time” or “Someone else handles that for us.” As
an owner, you’re skating on thin ice if you’re not deeply involved
with your Internet applications and opportunities.

Customers need to be able to find you easily, but getting high rankings
on Google and other search engines requires effort. I suggest building your
online marketing strategy like a pyramid — the higher you want to go, the

wider you need to make your base. Consider these five ways to
increase your search engine odds.

WEB SITE OPTIMIZATION

Adding titles, content and blogs containing keywords to
your Web site will make it more search engine optimized.

You can edit a Web site (i.e. update text, images and video, as
well as add blogs) using software from nextedit.com. It’s easy,
and it works. (Remember: If you’re using a plug-in store, such
as eBay or Amazon.com, it won’t be indexed to your site.)

THE ADVANTAGES OF SOCIAL MEDIA

Write keyword-enriched articles, and post them on word-
press.com and related sites at least once a week. Share

short daily updates on social networking sites, such as
Facebook and Twitter. These sites have the potential to

increase your search engine opti-
mization. Employees can be help-
ful in maintaining your social
networking, but managing them
for quality content, keyword usage
and frequent updating is a must.

MAKE YOURSELF A YOUTUBE STAR

YouTube is considered social
media, but it works so well it

gets its own category. Andy Fein,
owner of Fein Violins in St. Paul,

Minn., read my article “YouTube Sales Training” in the July issue and
decided to start his own YouTube campaign. By August, he’d posted three
videos. They didn’t generate feedback right away, but Andy didn’t give up.
He kept posting videos about his dealership’s products and services. I
recently called Andy, and this time, I got a completely different story.

“People who come in are impressed to meet the people who are in the
videos, and customers who call love talking with the person from the video,”
he said. “Two weeks ago, a lady called right when we opened. During the call,

she asked, ‘Are you the guy
that’s in the YouTube video?
That’s where I found your
store.’” He added, “This call
ended up resulting in a $10,000
sale, which alone makes it
worth the effort I’ve put in.”

LINK UP

L inks to your Web site, espe-
cially from bigger sites, can

boost your Google rankings.
Manufacturers sometimes post
your link on their sites. Take
advantage of this and other free
sites that let you post links —
digg.com, dailymotion.com and
productionhub.com, to name a
few. Search coveted keyword
phrases, and see what pops up.
Studying your competitors can
unveil their tactics.

ALWAYS REMEMBER E-MAIL

For Pete’s sake, get e-mail
addresses! If employees

aren’t  get t ing customers ’
addresses, you’re losing sales.
Put a “Join our e-mail list”
box on your front counter
with a pen and blank forms.
You’ll be surprised how well
this works. Start a monthly e-
newsletter, and stick to it.
Sending compelling e-blasts
rather than plain text is more
effective, and Web sites, such
as mailchimp.com, offer cool
features for creating e-mails
your customers will enjoy. MI

Kenny Smith will discuss search engine
optimization at The NAMM Show in
Anaheim, Calif. See him at the NAMM Idea
Center at 12:30 p.m. on Jan. 17.

STREETWISE SELLING I BY KENNY SMITH

Get Found Online

Five easy strategies 
for making your Web 
site more search 
engine friendly
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I
n my last column, I discussed the importance of knowing when it’s time
to terminate underperforming employees. How could I write an article
on firing employees before discussing proper training techniques?
Indeed, fairness dictates that employees receive the tools needed to do a
job well.
However, I submit that training without a bona fide commitment to

company excellence is time wasted. How many people have you trained
that didn’t work out? That’s because you were concerned
with training them, but they were concerned with collecting a
paycheck.

So, the first module in your training needs to lay out how
serious your company is about excellence. Before the new hire
starts snoozing, give specific, anonymous examples of people
who’ve been with your company the longest and those who
never made it through the probationary period. Paint a vivid
picture of working at your company as a career, not just a
stopping point on the road to a record deal.

Be sure your new hire understands that working for your
company is a privilege — one that will be withdrawn if he or
she doesn’t measure up. If you scare the new hire into depart-
ing before the end of orientation, you’ve saved yourself the
time and expense of a poor hiring decision.

When it comes to the nuts and bolts of a training program,
no two companies operate exactly the same way. Rightfully,

every company should have its
own distinctive flavor. That said,
here are a couple of rules that I
believe are universal and often
overlooked.

Rule 1:  Don’t fake it .  I t
astounds me how often I hear
retail sales associates give out
bogus information. If  your
employee can’t answer a question,
he or she must apologize to the

customer, promise to get an accurate answer and do it. 
Being forthright will endear the associate to the customer and will

save the company’s reputation. In training, drive home the point that
knowingly lying to a customer is grounds for dismissal.

Rule 2: It’s not a history class. Don’t get caught up in teaching com-
pany history. It’s a nice touch and valuable in moderation, but spending
too much time on it can be an ego trip and a signal that you’re more con-
cerned with your past than your present and future. Get the new hire to
the point of feeling pride, and move on.

Rule 3: Maintain balance.
It’s important to balance theo-
retical and practical informa-
tion in training. Forcing a new
hire to read the “Magna Carta”
will create a person who stud-
ies for the test and forgets
everything later. It’s the com-
pany’s responsibility to balance
theoretical and legal procedures
with hands-on activities, job
shadowing and some fun.

Rule 4: Use technology.
In this age of cheap video cam-
eras, movie editing software
and YouTube, it’s so easy to
put together entertaining
training tools. They don’t have
to be world-class to be effec-
tive, and creating one training
video will ensure consistent
training for future hires.

Rule 5: Training is ongo-
ing. An important factor to
remember about training is
that it never ends. During my
retail career, I required a 15-
minute staff meeting before
opening every day. By the end
of each week, the staff was
exposed to a healthy dose of
announcements, new product
introductions, sales training
and team building.

And since the meeting
started before store hours, my
team was in place and ready to
go in time for opening. Imagine
that! MI

Gerson Rosenbloom is president of
Spectrum Strategies, a consulting firm serv-
ing the music industry. He’s the former
president of Medley Music and a past
NAMM chairman. E-mail him at 
gersonmusicinc@gmail.com.

LESSONS LEARNED I BY GERSON ROSENBLOOM

Get on the Training Train

Training without 
a commitment to 
excellence is time 
wasted
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TIGHTER 
CHAIN

Schmitt Music,
a 16-store chain
steeped in the
piano market,
survived the
recession to
become a speedier,
nimbler operation

BY ZACH PHILLIPS
PHOTOS BY TRAVIS ANDERSON

Schmitt Music’s flagship
location is an elegant
full-line mall store in

Edina, an upscale Minneapolis
suburb. It’s a Friday afternoon
in late October, and a handful
of customers are browsing the
combo and band instrument
sections. But the piano depart-
ment is quiet — as in empty.
Tom Schmitt, the company’s
fourth-generation president,
scans the showroom, nods 
and smiles humbly. “Our
acoustic piano business 
has been down.”
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Like the rest of the piano
industry, Schmitt Music spent
the better part of 2009 trying
to get through the economic
nosedive. Unlike standalone
piano dealers, the company
had the benefit of steadier seg-
ments  — school  music,  a
robust lesson program and
combo instruments — to help
offset its losses. But Schmitt
also had the double-edged
sword of 16 locations spread
across six states, the overhead
costs of employing an A-list
executive team and, of course,
those lavish retail stores.

“We keep adjusting our
business model to weather the
storm,” Schmitt said of the
piano business, a segment that
accounts for 50 percent of his
company’s sales.

And pianos aren’t the only
area of  business  being
rethought at Schmitt Music
these days. Company-wide, it’s
simultaneously ramping up
and retrenching. Pass through
its Brooklyn Center, Minn.,
showroom, and you’ll see a
new color scheme, recently
redesigned departments and a
half-dozen new plasma televi-
sion screens. Talk to its execu-
tive staff, though, and you’ll
hear how the company has
been tightening its operations
to control expenses.

But all of these changes
ultimately serve the same pur-
pose. They aim to turn Schmitt
Music — a 113-year-old, mid-
sized chain — into a speedier,
nimbler operation, a conver-
sion that will prep the com-
pany for growth while helping
safeguard it against future eco-
nomic swings.

“We can’t grow unless our
operations are really tight,”
said Schmitt, who also took the
reins as NAMM’s new chair-
man this past July. “It’s much
more important than I’ve ever
really fully appreciated.”

TIGHTENED OPERATIONS

Next to a print music rack in
Schmitt Music’s Burnsville,

Minn., store, a new display cou-
ples a pink Squier guitar, pink
Vox practice amp and pink
strap to appeal to young female
rockers. And as far-fetched as it
sounds, there’s a direct connec-
tion between this smattering of
girl-friendly gear and Schmitt’s
new operational strategy.

Over the last year, the com-
pany has been honing its sys-
tems to foster  speedier
communications, smarter pur-
chasing and more laser-focused
product mixes. Susan Boche,
Schmitt Music’s vice president
of musical instruments and a
former Target  executive,
likened this transformation to
making the company “verti-
cally integrated.”

In practice, here’s what that
amounts to. Employees at each
store have been designated
product experts. These self-
dubbed “band and orchestra
geeks” and “guitar gurus,” for
example, aren’t managers.
Many aren’t even full-time
employees. “They’re the peo-
ple who have the passion, the
drive, the understanding and,
for the most part, also play,”
Boche said.

They regularly share obser-
vations from the sales floor
about customer buying pat-
terns and gear trends with
Schmitt’s corporate product
managers. This helps the prod-
uct managers make better pur-
chasing decisions and
experiment with gear and con-
cepts off their radars, such as
the gir l  guitar  display.
(Pictured on the opposite
page.) And product managers
will also make suggestions to
the store experts about recent
bulk gear buys and how many
SKUs each store should carry.

“The product manager for
band and orchestra ,  for

{SCHMITTMUSIC}
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Schmitt Music aims to compete with a service-oriented culture, and it
starts at the top. Tom Schmitt beams when one of his company’s star

performers walks in the room. He’s an adept listener. He’s warm, humble
and the first person to admit when an area of his business could use
improvement. (He also insists on picking up journalists from the airport per-
sonally, even when their flights are running three hours late.) In turn,
Schmitt’s employees are some of the most sincere, dedicated professionals
in music retail. They’re the kind of people customers trust with their pur-
chasing dollars, and many employees speak of their tenures at Schmitt
Music in terms of double digits.

As NAMM’s chairman, Schmitt brings that sense of service to the music
products industry. “If we on the NAMM board and executive committee are
doing our job well, really listening to our members and trying to be respon-
sive to what they’re telling us, then our time and resources will be spent on
those things our members tell us are most important to them,” he said.

He added that NAMM members have six common requests, which will
shape the organization’s goals under his chairmanship:
• Produce the industry’s premier trade shows.
• Save members millions of dollars through a variety of services.
• Expand the music products market so members have more customers.
• Work with lawmakers to establish a legal and regulatory environment

that’s friendly to the industry.
• Provide ongoing education and training to help members be more

successful.
• Encourage and publicize research that establishes the benefits of making

music.
Schmitt acknowledged that the current economic conditions make it a

difficult time to be away from his business — the NAMM chairmanship
involves regular travel, often abroad. Still, he said the economic woes make
NAMM’s “work and mission even more important.”

“Tom Schmitt is one of the most thoughtful and intelligent guys in the
industry today,” said Joe Lamond, NAMM’s president and CEO. “As a fourth-
generation music retailer, there isn’t much that he hasn’t seen. Tom’s wis-
dom and perspective will help lead NAMM and the industry during these
particularly challenging times.” — Z.P.

bbTHE SERVICE-
DRIVEN LEADER
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instance, is on a conference
call weekly with her band and
orchestra geeks out in the
stores,” Boche said. “They talk
about  what ’s  happening,
what’s new, ‘How come we
don’t have neon-colored cases’
and ‘Have you seen this new
clarinet that’s out’? It drives
up customer feedback.”

“The [corporate] structure
is based on that direct feed-
back from the ground floor,
and it’s constant,” added Joerg
Hermsen, Schmitt’s director of
marketing and a former Telex
executive.

This has resulted in new
merchandising directions.
Elsewhere at the Burnsville
store, pink flute cases have been
added to complement the tradi-
tional black models. Schmitt’s
combo locations were also

recently stocked with basses
from up-and-coming supplier
Fleabass. Hermsen said he’s
confident the basses will turn
quickly based on feedback from
the in-store guitar gurus. He
also noted the speed with which
he first learned about Fleabass
(Summer NAMM in July) to

when the product actually hit
the sales floor (October) — a
feat made possible by Schmitt’s
vertical integration.

“There’s a good understand-
ing of strategy and what we’re
trying to do, so that everybody
knows what’s important and
what we’re going to concen-
trate on,” Schmitt said.

TIGHTENED INVENTORY

St i l l ,  stocking 16 stores
across six states can pres-

ent a host of inventory-control
headaches. (Schmitt Music has
10 locations in Minnesota and
one location per state in North
Dakota,  South Dakota,
Wisconsin, Nebraska, Colorado
and Kansas.)

One key solution has been
giving stores minimum stock
levels for accessories and band

and orchestra instruments.
Schmitt’s corporate office fore-
casts how many SKUs of an
item each store typically sells
in a given week. Then, the
Brooklyn Center warehouse
team makes sure the store
always has a two-week supply
of that SKU. This way, the
store won’t run out if it sells
more than usual in a particular
week. The system also keeps
store managers from having to
concern themselves with con-
stantly restocking big sellers.

“We don’t need the store
managers  worrying about
that,” Boche said. “The store
managers should be listening
to their customers and figur-
ing out what those micro-mar-
keting opportunities are.”

The system has only been
in place for a few years, and

{SCHMITTMUSIC}
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Schmitt said it’s constantly
being fine-tuned. That said,
the results have been promis-
ing so far. He cited the com-
pany’s last inventory audit as
evidence.

“Our auditors checked six
or seven stores, and out of all
those stores, I think we were
only unable to account for 15
or  16 individual  SKUs,”
Schmitt  said .  “And that
included individual sheets of
music, individual reeds and
individual guitar picks.”

TIGHTENED BRANDING

P ianos and band and orches-
tra instruments may be

Schmitt’s bread and butter, but
lately, the company’s adding
some sexiness to the mix.

Ask Tom Schmitt where he
sees growth potential, and
he’ll cite the combo market. A

year ago, he brought on Adam
Grath, a Guitar Center, Zoom,
Midas and Amro Music vet-
eran,  as  Schmitt  Music ’s
combo product manager. “The
first step we need to make is
to  have a  subject -matter
expert,” Schmitt said of Grath.

Elsewhere, the company’s
investing in image.  Strol l
through Schmitt Music’s Edina
store, for instance, and you’ll
notice some of the finest sig-
nage in music retail. (Pictured
on page 58.)

On a wall in the music les-
sons area, each teacher gets his
or her own placard with a stu-
dio-quality photograph and
bio. Tied into that, the com-
pany recently launched the
Star program. Teachers publi-
cize their favorite instruments
with Star recommendations
via a sign with the teacher’s

photo and product review.
Teacher-recommended print
music gets Star treatment, as
well, in the form of bookmarks
sticking out with the Star des-
ignation. Key instruments also
have Star-branded hanging
pockets with takeaway check-

lists of accessory suggestions.
All of these displays feature

consistent fonts and color
schemes (mainly yellow and
purple) to maintain branding
across Schmitt’s 16 stores.

“We are not empowering
stores to do whatever they think
they should do,” Boche said of
Schmitt Music’s branding strat-
egy. “That dilutes the brand.”

TIGHTENED PIANO MARKETING

Obviously,  much of the
tightening, cost-cutting

and rethinking was inspired by
the economy’s devastation to
the piano industry. Like many
piano dealers, Schmitt Music
also faced the double-whammy
of higher interest rates when
its lender, GE Finance, changed
its policies in early 2009.

Start ing in February,
Schmitt’s keyboard division

{SCHMITTMUSIC}
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The Schmitt Music executive team,
from left: Joerg Hermsen, Doug
Schmitt, Tom Schmitt, Susan Boche,
Wayne Reinhardt and Robert Baker

To blow out
aged piano

inventory,
Schmitt Music
put a low base
price on it and

split the
overage with
salespeople

50/50
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launched a company-wide initiative to
blow-out old stock. It put a low base price
on aged piano inventory and split the
overage with salespeople 50/50.

“Even customers ready to buy big-ticket
discretionary pianos want a deal,” said
Wayne Reinhardt,  vice president of
Schmitt Music’s keyboard group, which
includes pianos and organs. “So we had a
story to tell these customers: ‘Look, our
lender has raised our interest rates, and we
really need to sell this. We’d rather sell it at
a discount than continue to pay the higher
interest rates on it.’ And then the salesper-
son could sell it, even at a discounted price,
and make a substantial commission.”

Sales went up, and although margins
went down, the initiative gave many
employees a more respectable paycheck.
And according to Reinhardt, it reduced
inventory “dramatically.”

“Actually, when we looked at net mar-
gins after commissions on that program,
we were making our plan,” Schmitt added.

Every August and September, the com-
pany also displays digital pianos at the
Minnesota State Fair. In 2009, Schmitt
Music negotiated a deal with one of its
suppliers on a slew of discontinued digi-
tal pianos and offered State Fair prices at
all of its piano stores.

“We were able to offer some really good
pricing on that, keep our margins up and
offer a good deal for our customers,”
Reinhardt said. “That really has stimulated
our business, as well, on the keyboard side.

“Our digital piano business and our
electronic keyboard business is ahead of
[2008]. Our Clavinova business is doing
really well.”

Schmitt Music’s Lowrey organ classes
keep a steady stream of older adults pass-
ing through its stores each week. Last year,
the company also rolled out play-for-fun
piano classes at its keyboard locations
using the curriculum created by fellow
retailer and educator Debra Perez of Valley
Keyboards. Tom Schmitt said the program
is still in its infancy but has brought in
new traffic. He added that the company
has data proving that students in Schmitt
Music’s lessons program buy four times as
many instruments as non-students.

“The tide has kind of gone out on the
acoustic piano business, but we think the
tide is going to come back in to some

extent, too,” he said.
Case in point: Schmitt Music’s piano

sales were up by double digits this past
September and November, as compared
to 2008. In fact, the company celebrated a
November that compared to its best years
sales-wise. Plus, the recent Steinway
Selection Event at its Edina, Denver and
Kansas City, Kan., stores achieved what
Schmitt called “very good” sales that
were “not record levels but up signifi-
cantly from [2008].”

“We’ve had more piano prospects to
talk to, more of them are buying higher-
end instruments, and we’re hearing nor-
mal objections instead of the irrational
and fearful objections we heard so often
[in 2008],” Schmitt said.

“So we’re feeling a lot better about the
piano business at the moment. We’re hop-
ing for much better holiday sales this year
than last year.” MI
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W
hat’s going to
be hot at The
NAMM Show
— held Jan. 14–
17 in Anaheim,

Calif.? The H.O.T. Zone, of
course.

The new H.O.T. (Hands-
On-Training) Zone has been
designed by NAMM to sup-
port professionals in the live
audio, house of worship, and
stage and lighting industries.

Located on the second level
of the Anaheim Convention
Center, more than 15 industry
companies and associations

will offer free training semi-
nars, face-to-face meetings and
networking opportunities to
help interested dealers get
familiar with this high-tech
market.

THE NAMM APP

NAMM is  a lso  bringing
new technology to the

show floor. It’s working with
Core-Apps to offer attendees
Follow Me, a new mobile appli-
cation for smart phones.

The Follow Me app provides
an interactive show schedule
and floor map with routing to

booths.  It  also gives users
access to downloadable e-
brochures from exhibitors. The
application can be accessed at
namm.org.

“My favorite feature is the
schedule linking where indi-
viduals and groups that you
select can see your schedule
and request meetings during
the show,” said Joe Lamond,
NAMM CEO. “We know that
making the most  of  every
moment is important to our
members, and this new tech-
nology will allow them to do
new things that weren’t possi-

ble before.”
The Follow Me app also

delivers e-coupons and dis-
counts from local restaurants
and attractions.

TOOLS FOR SCHOOLS

This year, show attendees
will once again have the

opportunity to interact with
music educators on Jan. 16 and
17. Music Education Days will
feature the Best Tools for
Schools program, which helps
music educators identify inno-
vative music products and mate-
rials for teaching music. MI

THE NAMM SHOW 2010
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 14

BREAKFAST SESSION
8 A.M. 

Breakfast of Champions
Moderator: Joe Lamond, 

NAMM president and CEO

Hilton Anaheim Hotel, Pacific

Ballrooms

Joe Lamond welcomes champions

of business for a series of up-

close-and-personal discussions

with industry leaders. Hear their

views on the future of the industry.

(Free breakfast served 8–8:30 a.m.)

10:30 A.M. 

How Do I Make Time to Market
My Business? 
Danny Rocks shares the plans and

tactics of successful music deal-

ers who are using social network-

ing and Internet marketing to

reach more customers.

11 A.M. — SPECIAL DOUBLE SESSION

Five Silver Bullets for
Productivity Improvement
(Parts 1 and 2)
Brad Huisken, president of IAS

Training, leads participants through

a fun, motivational seminar on

implementing a productivity

improvement program. 

*Attendees can join in for one or
both parts of this session.

NOON – SPECIAL DOUBLE SESSION

How to Build and Maintain an
Effective E-Mailing List (Part 1)
George Hines shows how to build

an effective e-mail list and keep

customers clicking through the

special offers.

12:30 P.M. 

How to Create an Effective 
E-Newsletter: Before and 

After Makeovers (Part 2)
In Part 2, Danny Rocks joins

George Hines to demonstrate how

to create an effective e-mail mar-

keting campaign by looking at e-

newsletter examples submitted by

NAMM members. 

*Attendees can join in for one or
both parts of this session. 

1 P.M.

Creative Ways to Beat the Market
The Percussion Marketing Council

and a panel of drum retailers and

industry leaders share creative

ways to beat the market.

1:30 P.M.

The Magic of Wish Lists: Build
Your Business Year-Round
Lane Baldwin of Lane Baldwin

Business Solutions explores the

opportunities that wish lists pro-

vide retailers and how they keep

customers, as well as friends and

family, coming back again and

again. 

2 P.M. 

How to Take Advantage 
of NAMM U Online
Join Danny Rocks, Alan Friedman,

Pete Gamber and George Hines

as they show you how to improve

your sales, financial performance,

lesson programs and Web pres-

ence from the comfort of your

home or office. 

2:30 P.M.

Your Business Budget: Plan to
Make a Profit!
By creating and diligently using a

budget, you can practically assure

profitability instead of just hoping

for the best. Join music industry

consultants Alan Friedman and

Daniel Jobe as they demonstrate a

simple but effective budgeting tool.

3 P.M.

Managing Your Best Resources:
Mining for Great Store
Employees
Peter Dods of Easy Music walks

you through a simple, effective

hiring protocol that will land you

the right employees for your store.

3:30 P.M.

If You Rent It … They Will
Come: Short-Term Rentals 
Mark Tirabasssi, author of

Backline Basics and owner of

Hubbard Music, explains how to

start up a short-term rental pro-

gram and connect with local

bands, schools and churches.

4 P.M. — SPECIAL 90-MINUTE SESSION

Create It, Date It and Do It
(Part 1)
This three-part series is presented

by Donna Hall, president of New

York School of Music/Rock Camp

USA; drumming educator Dom

Famularo; and special guests.

Learn how to make your business

one of the most exciting places to

2010 NAMM SHOW

EVENTS
The Tonium

Pacemaker booth

Unless otherwise noted, the following events will be
held in NAMM’s Idea Center (booth 5501 in Hall B).
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be in your community using music

lessons, programs and community

events that earn great profits and

create a buzz.

4:30 P.M.

The Power of Passion (Part 2)
Learn how to capture and share

your passion with your students,

employees and teachers to create

an environment where everyone

wants to be.

5 P.M.

The Power and Profit of
Teaching — Empowering the
Teachers to Teach and Sell 
(Part 3)
Guest panelists Vic Firth, founder

of Vic Firth; Neil Larrivee, director

of education at Vic Firth; Rick

Drumm, president of D’Addario;

Dave Sebree, CEO of the Austin

School of Music and Rock Camp;

and Pete Gamber, owner of Alta

Loma Music, share how they

encourage students to have fun,

develop their talents and inspire

them to remain involved in music

for a lifetime.

*Attendees can join in for one, two
or all three parts of this session,
beginning every 30 minutes. 

FRIDAY, JANUARY 15

BREAKFAST SESSION
8 A.M. 

The Post-Crisis Consumer
John Gerzema, Young & Rubicam

Chief Insights Officer 

Hilton Anaheim Hotel, Pacific

Ballrooms

Author and consumer insights

expert John Gerzema says there’s

an upside to the recent financial

crisis: the opportunity for positive

change. Join Gerzema as he

explores America’s post-crisis

behavior shifts, explains the new

imperatives for business, identifies

four major cultural shifts driving

new consumer behavior and

shows how businesses are evolv-

ing to connect with thoughtful

spending. (Free breakfast served

8–8:30 a.m.)

10:30 A.M.

Where the Wild Things (and
People) Are: Facebook for
Beginners
Scott Robertson, director of mar-

keting and communications for

NAMM, encourages everyone to

bring their Facebook questions

and anecdotes.

11 A.M.

Marketing? Promotion? It’s Your
Store … and Your Money
Join Bentley-Hall’s Bob Popyk to

learn dozens of easy ways to get

more customers through your door

with low-cost marketing and zero-

cost PR.

11:30 A.M.

Five Secrets to Closing a Sale
When a Customer Starts to Walk
Don’t let “I’ll think about it” or “I’ll

let you know” stifle your sales.

Bob Popyk gives ideas you can

use to make sure you give every

customer your best shot before

they leave.

NOON — SPECIAL DOUBLE SESSION

Math for Musicians: How to
Read a Financial Statement
(Parts 1 and 2)
Join music retailing accountants

Alan Friedman and Daniel Jobe to

gain the confidence to read a set

of financial statements, make

sense of them and know exactly

what to do next.

*Attendees can join in for one or
both parts of this session. 

1 P.M. 

Four Keys to Making Money
With RMM Piano Classes 
Brian Chung, president of the Piano

Manufacturers Association

International, discusses how recre-

ational music making piano classes

can build traffic in your store and

add to your bottom line.

1:30 P.M.

Creative Merchandising: Make
the Most of What You Have
Jen Tabor leads an idea-packed

session that provides creative

ways to give your shop a natural,

exciting makeover.

2 P.M. 

Igniting the Spark
John Anning and the Alliance of

Independent Music Merchants

invites artists from around the

show floor to discuss the impact

early music store experiences had

on their careers and what they look

for when they visit stores today.

2:30 P.M.

Rock ’n’ Roll Retail: How to Turn
Your Salespeople Into Retail
Rock Stars
Jason VanderPal, general manager

of Guitar Center in Hollywood,

Calif., shares the top five sales

techniques used by his store’s high-

est-producing salespeople. Learn

how to avoid the greatest tragedy in

sales and why you should throw

away your business cards.

3 P.M.

Do It Today, Be Ahead
Tomorrow: Taking Advantage of
the Current Slowdown to Put
Your Best Foot Forward
Billy Cuthrell, owner of Progressive

Music Center, discusses being

more aggressive with branding via

print, social media and Google.

3:30 P.M.

The Wanna Play Experience: 
The New Opt-In Program
Robin Walenta, president and

CEO of West Music; Joel

Menchey, owner of Menchey

Music Service; and Chris White,

president and CEO White House

of Music, have helped pilot the

new Wanna Play Experience.

Listen as they share their success

stories. They discuss the market-

ing tools they used to increase

store traffic, strengthen their

demographics and encourage

community involvement.
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4 P.M. — SPECIAL 90-MINUTE SESSION

Lesson Strategies for the New
Decade (Parts 1, 2 and 3)
Pete Gamber and a panel of music

industry leaders offer ideas that you

can take home and put into motion.

Discover how to find new teachers

and make them part of your team.

Find out how to recruit new stu-

dents and retain them. Learn how

to promote products and services

through your lesson rooms. 

*Attendees can join in for one, two
or all three parts of this session,
beginning every 30 minutes.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 16

BREAKFAST SESSION
8 A.M. 

Strategies for a Changing
Retail World
Speaker: George Whalin, Retail

Management Consultants

Hilton Anaheim Hotel, 

Pacific Ballrooms 

Retail expert George Whalin dis-

cusses five things retailers should

stop doing and five things they

should start doing to survive and

thrive in today’s economic turmoil.

(Free breakfast served 8–8:30 a.m.)

10:30 A.M. — SPECIAL 

DOUBLE SESSION

Rock Star Retailers — Real
Results From Using Social
Media (Parts 1 and 2)
Scott Robertson and Jen Lowe

highlight 10 music products deal-

ers who are using social media to

drive business.

*Attendees can join in for one or
both parts of this session.

11:30 A.M.

Take Control of Your Web Site
Join Jim Hodgson of Hodgson

Marketing as he shows how to

use blogging and content man-

agement software WordPress to

add to and edit your Web site,

draw quality incoming links, rank

higher on Google and get the

word out about your business.

NOON — SPECIAL DOUBLE SESSION

How to Design a Year-Round
Promotional Calendar (Part 1)
Danny Rocks shares promotional

campaign ideas gathered from

NAMM dealers around the country.

Successful stores never stop pro-

moting — it’s a year-round activity.

12:30 P.M. 

How to Ensure Successful
Promotions (Part 2)
To run a successful promotion, you

must have a solid plan and know

how to execute it. Danny Rocks;

Greg Billings, owner of Steinway

Piano Gallery of Naples; and Gayle

Beacock, vice president of

Beacock Music, share their best

practices for staging promotions

that bring in the customers and

bring home the cash.

*Attendees can join in for one or
both parts of this session.

1 P.M.

Show Me the Money Now! Sure
Ways to Get Financing
When it comes down to it, banks

have two objectives: to make

money by lending you money and

to make sure they get paid back.

While a healthy financial statement

is a good start, you need a whole

lot more to obtain the financing

you need to run a growing busi-

ness. Join industry accountants

Alan Friedman and Daniel Jobe of

Friedman, Kanneberg and Co. to

learn how to win over your banker.

1:30 P.M.

Guiding Your Customers
Through the Decision-Making
Process
Join Greg Billings as he demon-

strates the difference between

being a salesperson and being a

customer whisperer.

2 P.M. — SPECIAL DOUBLE SESSION

Becoming a Retail Superstar:
Business-Building Lessons From
America’s Best Independent
Stores
George Whalin of Retail

Management Consultants presents

strategies, ideas and business-

building tools employed by top

independent retailers. 

3 P.M.

This Is How I Manage My Store
You are invited to learn how vet-

eran retailer Bryan McCann man-

ages his staff, his store operations

and his customer relationships to

remain profitable. He shares spe-

cific situations where he has faced

a challenge and turned it into an

opportunity.

3:30 P.M.

Music Industry ‘Regs and Legs’ 
Mary Luehrsen, director of public

affairs and government relations for

NAMM and executive director of

the NAMM Foundation, provides

current information to ensure that

you are informed about regulatory

requirements and evolving legisla-

tion where your input matters.

4 P.M. — SPECIAL 90-MINUTE SESSION 

Seven Ways to Thrive in Any
Economy (Parts 1, 2 and 3)
Danny Rocks, Gayle Beacock,

Kevin Cranley, George Hines and

Robin Walenta explain what they

are doing now to improve their

business operations. They share

the processes that they and other

dealers have used to take advan-

tage of a changing economy.

*Attendees can join in for one, two
or all three parts of this session,
beginning every 30 minutes. 
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1 P.M. — 50-MINUTE SESSION

Industry Panel: Trends in Music Education
Associate director Sandy Jordan and senior

project manager Eric Ebel of NAMM’s public

affairs and government relations discuss top-

ics ranging from grass-roots advocacy to the

role music education and business can play in

developing the 21st century workforce.

2 P.M. — 50-MINUTE SESSION

2010 Best Tools for Schools Awards
Symphony Publishing editors and guests host

the first annual Best Tools for Schools Awards.

Come see what students and leaders in music

education and business have chosen as the

most relevant and innovative products being

showcased at NAMM.

3 P.M.

From Legacy to Exhibit: Exploring the
Impact of Bob Moog’s Work on the Music
Industry Past, Present and Future
This panel discussion explores the impact of

Bob Moog’s work on the music industry.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 17

BREAKFAST SESSION
8 A.M. 

Best in Show — This Year’s Hottest
Products 
Moderator: Frank Alkyer, Music Inc. publisher

Hilton Anaheim Hotel, Pacific Ballrooms 

Join Music Inc. publisher Frank Alkyer and

his esteemed panel of retail buyers and gear

heads as they scour the show floor and dig

into the merchandise to find the best prod-

ucts, ideas and trends from the hidden

depths of the convention. (Free breakfast

served 8–8:30 a.m.)

10:30 A.M.

Social Media, I Get It ... But Where 
Do I Start?
Get real-world tips and strategies from Kurt

Witt and his Yamaha team. After several years

of social media involvement and activities, they

offer practical insight on issues, such as the

dreaded question: Where am I going to find

the time?

11 A.M.

Getting Twitter: Much More 
Than Meets the Eye
Scott Robertson, director of marketing and

communications for NAMM, presents a fun,

interactive session that will show you how to

make the most out of the hottest microblog-

ging site on the Web.

11:30 A.M.

Getting Your Recommended Daily
Allowance of Social Media
Scott Robertson arms retailers with some tips,

tricks and takeaways that can be use immedi-

ately to drive store traffic and build a store’s

brand online. 

NOON 

The Power of YouTube
Mike Nessen of BoomBoom Percussion

teaches you how to make an impact with your

worldwide customer base with the help of

online video content.

12:30 P.M.

Get Found Online
Music Inc. columnist Kenny Smith discusses

new ways to manage, promote and sell more

products using simple but effective online

means and proven music industry techniques

that will work for you — for free. 
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Acoustica Inc. ............................................6329

Acoutin Custom ........................................2965
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ALTO ..........................................................6555

Alvarez ............................................209A, 4468

AMA Verlag ................................................3220
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Amedia Cymbals USA ..............................2865

America Sidco Inc......................................2800

American Audio..........................................6330

American DJ ..............................................5774

American Music & Sound ....5700, 6474, 6824

American Recorder....................................2746

American String Teachers Assn. ..............2004

American Way Marketing LLC ..................4301

Ampeg ............................................209A, 4468

Amphenol Australia Pty Ltd ......................6699

AMV Sales & Consultation LLC ................1443

Anadolu Muzik Aletleri San........................3264

Analysis Plus..............................................3482

AnaMod......................................................6254

Anderson Group Intl, LLC..........................1307

Tom Anderson Guitarworks ......................1526

Angels Musical Instruments, Inc. ..............4015

ANSIR Music..............................................1456

Anthem Musical Instruments, Inc. ............2905

Antigua Fabrica de Guitarras SRL............4853

Wyman’s Got Style
The new Orla CDPA45
Ensemble digital piano from
Wyman features an 88-note
graduated hammer-action key-
board, 476 authentic orchestra
sounds and 260 styles to
choose from. Players can add
more styles via the convenient
USB port. A USB memory stick
can be used to record musical
data or play back commercially
available MIDI files. The control
panel’s layout is easy to navi-
gate. {wyman.com}

Hal Plays the Blues
Hal Leonard
presents
Blues Play-
Along with
easy-to-read
lead sheets
and other
split-track
choices on the
included CD.
Each song on

the CD features two tracks: a
full stereo mix and a split-track
mix with removable guitar,
bass, piano and harp parts.
The CD is playable on any CD
player and is also enhanced so
Mac and PC users can adjust
the recording to any tempo
without changing the pitch.
{halleonard.com}

Tri-Tech 9.0
At The NAMM Show, Tri-
Technical Systems will display
the not-yet-released, newest
version of AIMsi, v9.0. AIMsi is
a complete POS and business
software application for music
retailers. The v9.0 has many
new features, including PCI
Compliance. Also, Tri-Tech will
present Active-e, a powerful
e-commerce package that
interfaces with AIMsi.
{aimsi.biz}

Stronger Strings
D’Addario has launched EXP
Electric strings, which are natu-
ral-sounding and long-lasting
coated strings. Through
advanced EXP coated technol-
ogy, D’Addario has perfected
the art and science of coated
string making to deliver
extended-play strings that
sound identical to the
D’Addario XL strings. The EXP
features 50-percent thinner,
more concentric coating on the
wrap wires, which helps deliver
a longer life and more natural
tone. {daddario.com}

Chop Massager
DF Music
Enterprise
is debut-
ing its
ViBrass at
The
NAMM
Show. It’s
a unique
device for
massaging the lips of all
brass players. The ViBrass
strengthens and increases cir-
culation in the muscles of the
embouchure. Brass players
can use the ViBrass before
and after practicing and per-
forming to prevent tired
chops. {dfmusicinc.com}

Metal Mania
LM Products will be releasing
its Metalmania lineup of straps
at NAMM. The new line has
been designed to offer unique,
eye-catching guitar straps at
affordable prices. These
American-made straps feature
genuine cowhide leather and
are designed to adjust to any
length. MSRP: $39–$119.
{lmproducts.com}
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ALFRED PUBLISHING

ALFRED.COM

BOOTH 4822* *

ALLPARTS

ALLPARTS.COM

BOOTH 5882* *
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API ............................................................6411
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Applied Acoustics Systems ......................6728

Applied Microphone Technology ..............6242
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Aquarian ....................................................3546

Arbor Guitars..............................................5420

Aristides Instruments B.V...........................1448

Arkay Musical Strings ................................4011

Armadillo Enterprises ................................4272
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Audio Innovate ..........................................5477

Audio Media ..............................................5307

Audio2000’S ..............................................6390

audiobro ....................................................1808

Audionova Inc ............................................4143

Strings by Aurora ......................................4011

Australian Music Association Inc...............2004

Automated Processes, Inc., (API) ............6411

Avalon Design............................................6955

Avant ..........................................................6985

Avid ............................................................6600

Aviom, Inc. ................................................7801

AV-Leader Corporation ..............................1873

Avlex Corporation ......................................6810

Axis Percussion ........................................3478

AXL Musical Instruments ..........................5476

Ayers Music Co., Ltd ................................1214

B & C Speakers ........................................4786

B & S..........................................................4614

B.C. Rich....................................................4884

B-52 Professional ......................................5952

Bad Cat Amplifier Co. Inc. ........................1461

Baer Amplification ......................................3398

Dino Baffetti Di Baffetti G & C. SNC ........4819

Bag End Loudspeakers ............................4146

BAM France ..............................................4001

Barcus-Berry ..............................................5420

Bari Woodwind Supplies, LLC ..................3515

Bartolini Pickups and Electronics LLC ......5872

Bass Drum O’s Hole Reinforcements ......3564

Bass Dynamics ..........................................5598

Bass Player................................................5307
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Music Man’s Models
Sterling by Music Man will
release several new models at
The NAMM Show. The new
Silo30 is a basswood body
electric with a vintage-style,
Music Man-designed tremolo
bridge; locking tuners; a SSh
pickup layout; a pearloid pick-
guard; and a gig bag. 

Other new models that will
be spotlighted include the John
Petrucci JP50 in satin black fin-
ish, the Ray34 Bass in limited
Silverburst finish and the AX40
in new transparent blue finish.
MSRP: Silo30, $499. 
{sterlingbymusicman.com}

Rainbow Rosin
The
Super-
Sensitive
Musical
String Co.
has intro-
duced Clarity Spectrum, a
fun, colorful collection of
hypoallergenic rosin. Made
from a synthetic hydrocarbon
resin compound, Clarity
Spectrum substantially
improves the performance of
rosin, producing better grab
and string response. The
rosin is available in red, pink,
green, blue and purple.
MSRP: $16.22. 
{supersensitive.com}

Pickup Line
Schatten
Design has
launched
two new
lines of
affordable,
handmade
acoustic
pickups. The Performer series
and the Player series feature
the new Rock-A-Billy pickup
for upright bass. These easy-
to-install pickups are avail-
able in both passive and
active formats. They feature
fingerboard-mounted thumb-
wheel volume controls.
{schattendesign.com}

Ambassador Beat 
Ambassador X drumheads
are the newest release from
Remo. Inspired by the award-

winning
Emperor X and
Black X drum-
heads,
Ambassador X
heads utilize
the same film
as the industry
standard but
are 20-percent thicker for
greater attack and volume, as
well as increased durability.
Heavy hitters Ron Bruner Jr.
and Ray Luzier both prefer
Ambassadors. The heads are
available in 8- through 16-
inch sizes. {remo.com}

Let it Shine
MBT Lighting
will display
its newest
LED lighting
system,
LEDGigPack,
at The
NAMM Show.
The LEDGigPack sets up in
minutes with its own carrying
case. The slim-designed, 2-
inch-thick spots are already
mounted and wired to the
control T-bar for all power
and functions. The cool-run-
ning LED spots are red, yel-
low, blue and green, and they
only use 15 watts each. Sixty
watts run the entire system.
The LEDGigPack also fea-
tures an auto chase function
with a sound-sensitivity knob
located on the control T-bar.
MSRP: $599.
{mbtlighting.com}

Get Pro-Active
Pro-Active’s turnkey Web site
comes preloaded with thou-
sands of prod-
ucts. Vendor
drop-shipping is
also available.
Products are
updated daily,
and the new
Web site
includes many
sales and marketing tools to
help sell more products. New
features include a lesson man-
agement tool, product compar-
isons, online payments and a
social networking interface.
{pro-activewebsites.com}

AUDIX

AUDIXUSA.COM

BOOTH 6976* *

AUDIO-TECHNICA

BOOTH 6740
A-T will show four new METAlliance-certified
40 series mics — the AT4080 and AT4081

bidirectional active ribbon, AT4050ST stereo
condenser and AT4047MP multi-pattern

condenser — and MCB4 antenna combiner
for M3 wireless in-ear monitor systems.

AUDIO-TECHNICA.COM

* *

B-BAND

BOOTH 3385
B-Band — major manufacturer and sup-
plier of B-Band and Ukko brand pickups,
contact mics and electronics for acoustic

guitar, double bass and drums — will
announce its new T–series guitar pre-amps

for 2010.

B-BAND.COM

* *
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BG Franck Bichon ....................................4305
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Big Apple Concepts ..................................2982

Big Bang Distribution ................................3564

Big City Music ............................................6735
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Big Fish Audio............................................6514

Big Idea Guys, LLC ..................................1586

BigHeart Slide Company ..........................4176

Bigsby ........................................................3540

Black Diamond Strings LLC ......................3513

Blackbird Guitars........................................1302

Blackheart ......................................209A, 4468

Blankenship Amps ....................................3290

BLESSING ................................................3512

E. K. Blessing Co Inc.................................3700

Blue Microphones ......................................6220

BlueBook OnLine ......................................5400

Bly Musical Instruments Co., Ltd ..............1444

Bogner Amplification ..................................5821
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BooHeung Precision Machinery Co. ........1438
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Modern Metalheads
Godlyke has released two Nine
series models from Maxon: the
SM-9 Pro+ Super Metal
Distortion and the ST-9 Pro+
Super Tube Overdrive. The SM-
9 Pro+ Super Metal Distortion
can create a wide variety of
high-gain guitar tones from the
classic scooped midrange to
the low-end needed to repro-
duce the drop-tuned sounds of
modern metal. This unit fea-
tures gain, level, scoop and
edge controls that can be
switched between 9- to 18-volt
operation via an internal volt-
age-doubling circuit. The ST-9
Pro+ Super Tube Overdrive is
based on Maxon’s classic 808
circuit and offers new features,
such as separate mid control to
vary the level of midrange
boost. {maxonfx.com}

Jet
Setter
Jensen
Musical
Instrument
Speakers
has
announced the latest addition
to the Jensen Jet series, the
12-inch Falcon. This 50-watt
speaker introduces a new style
of cone. The Falcon produces
a warm, full-bodied tone with
lows that are rich and fat and
responds to overdrive distor-
tion with a colorful crunch.
{jensentone.com}

Bass in a Box
Kona Guitar is making learning
to play electric bass guitar eas-
ier than ever. Kona has teamed
up with Wiley Publishing to
launch a new addition to its
existing For Dummies line of
guitar starter packs. The
Electric Bass Guitar Starter
Pack For Dummies includes a
full-size Kona electric bass gui-

tar with a classic design and
split-style pickups, a 10-watt
amplifier, an Electric Bass
Basics For Dummies book with
CD, a guitar bag, a 10-foot gui-
tar cord, digital tuner, guitar
strap and picks. 
{konaguitars.com}

Drop-in Pre-amp
B-Band’s new T-series of gui-
tar pre-amps includes the T65,
which is equipped with the
XOM two-input circuit for use
with B-Band UST and AST
pickups, an LCD chromatic
tuner, a three-band EQ and
XOM mix control. The pre-amp
comes in a one-piece, drop-in
installation format. 
{b-band.com}

Nady’s 100
Nady has introduced its UWS-
100, a 100-channel select
UHF wireless system with 100
user-switchable frequencies
per band. The UWS-100 fea-
tures state-of-the-art PLL UHF
performance with 120 dB
dynamic range. Other features
include: Tone Squelch circuitry
for protection from RF interfer-
ence; Front Panel Touch con-
trol for ease of channel
selection and ASC operation;
and DigiTRU Diversity for
maximum range and dropout
protection. All transmitter
options provide 100 easily
selectable channels via ASC
IR download for easy synchro-
nization with the receiver.
{nady.com}
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BIG ISLAND UKULELE

BIGISLANDUKULELE.COM

BOOTH 1326* *

BEAMZ INTERACTIVE

BOOTH 6110
The Beamz is a laser-trigger instrument

that enables people to experience making
music in an extraordinary way. This product
provides dealers new revenue opportunities

with consumers and music education in
school districts.

THEBEAMZ.COM

* *

BLACKSTAR

BLACKSTARAMPS.CO.UK

BOOTH 3592* *
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Bosch Communications Systems..............6569

Bosphorus Cymbals ..................................2954
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Boss U.S. ..................................................7400

Bourgeois Guitars ......................................1421

Bourns, Inc.................................................1548

Brace Audio Corporation ..........................1775

Brady Drum Company ..............................3379

BRANCHER ..............................................4001

Brazen Guitars ..........................................3297

Breedlove Guitar Company ......................1810

BreezSong, LLC ........................................1100

Breezy Ridge Instruments, Ltd. ................6230

Bridgecraft USA Inc ..................................2992

Brodmann ....................................................443

Brown’s Guitar Factory ..............................3383

Brubaker Guitars........................................5973

Brunel Music Co. ......................................5729

Brush Wellman Inc ....................................1575

BSS Audio..................................................7800

BSX Bass Inc ............................................5973

Budda Amplification ..................................5282

Buddy Rich Drum Company......................3070

Buffet Crampon USA, Inc. ........................4300

Bulk Molding Compounds, Inc. ................3395

Bullet Cable................................................5499

Bulletproof Instruments, LLC ....................2997

Burkart-Phelan, Inc. ..................................3200

Burns London ............................................1330

Burriss Amps & Effects Pedals..................5899

C.B.I. Professional Wiring Systems ..........4268

Cable Up ....................................................6630

CAD Audio ................................................6226

WHATtoSEE
Blackstar Amps Up
The Series
One from
Blackstar
delivers
high-gain
perform-
ance with a
level of
tonal
refinement
previously
found only
in the best
boutique and vintage amps.
From the incredible power of
the 200W KT88-equipped
head to the 45W combo, each
Series One design sets new
standards for valve tone and
flexibility. The built in DPR
power reduction system
enables reduction to any level
down to 10 percent of the
rated power with no loss in
tone or valve reliability.
{blackstaramps.co.uk}

Play
With
Light
Visit with
Beamz
Interactive
and experi-
ence how great music is
made by playing the light. The
Beamz is a laser trigger instru-
ment that enables people to
experience making music in
an extraordinary way.

The Beamz easily connects
to a computer USB port. You
don’t need to read music to
play the Beamz. Simply install
the software, and you’re ready
to go.

It includes a digital music
system that plays 100-plus
instruments that span more
than 20 musical genres. The
Beamz system also includes
30 original Beamz songs.
{thebeamz.com}
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CAD Audio ................................................6226

Cadeson Musical Co., Ltd ........................2746

CAE............................................................7002

CAFIM ........................................................3124

Cakewalk....................................................6700

Calato Mfg..................................................3441

CalDigit ......................................................6425

Calicchio Musical Instruments Inc. ............4311

California Alliance for Arts Education ........2004

California State PTA ..................................2004

Calzone Case Company ..........................4849

Cannonball Musical Instruments ..............4426

CANOPUS Co., Ltd ..................................2964

Carl Fischer LLC........................................5412

Carr Amplifiers Inc ....................................3482

Carruthers Guitars ....................................1805

Carvin Corp. ..............................................4490

The Case Brace Company........................5494

Cecilio Musical Instruments ......................3214

Cedar Creek Custom Case Shoppe ........4450
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Diplomatic
Selection
Diplomatte Musical
Instruments offers high-quality
workmanship. The handcrafted
saxophones are Diplomatte’s
signature instruments, but
Diplomatte will also display its
industry-acclaimed clarinets,
flutes, trumpets and flugel-
horns. New models on display
include state-of-the-art trom-
bones, euphoniums and tubas,
as well as violins from award-
winning luthiers.
{psgpi@aol.com}

Syren & Sphynx
The new SyrexXT Sphynx
Edition guitar from Tregan is
made for the serious shred-
der. This guitar is equipped
with two TV Jones
Power’Tron pickups, a Floyd
Rose-licensed tremolo,
Sphynx Bat graphics and
killer tone.
{treganguitars.com}

Hunter Spirit
Hunter consists of honorable
band instruments at unbeat-
able prices; a name-brand
impression; top-line quality for
school music programs;
excellent intonation; and reli-
able, quality service. 
{huntermusical.com}

CASIO

CASIO.COM

BOOTH 6776* *

CE DISTRIBUTION

CEDIST.COM

BOOTH 4893* *

THE CAVANAUGH CO.

CAVANAUGHCOMPANY.COM

BOOTHS 
3513 & 3515* *
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Celemony Software GmbH........................6900

Celestion ....................................................4278

Central Music Co. ......................................6012

Century Guitars..........................................2896

Century Strings Inc. ..................................2727

Chandler Limited........................................6254

Changzhou Foreign Trade Corp. ..............1234

Changzhou Grand Glory . ........................6007

Charites Strings, Inc. ................................3024

CharterOak Acoustic Devices....................6847

Charvel Guitars & Basses ..........................300

CHAUVET..................................................5581

Cherry Lane Music ....................................4618

Cherry Music Technology Co., Ltd. ..........2925

Chesbro Music Co. ....................................4430

Chevalets Despiau ....................................4001

Chiayo Electronics Co., Ltd. ......................5997

Chicken Systems, Inc. ..............................6921

Chonwoo Corp...........................................4136

Chosen Fat Co., Ltd. ................................2861

Chris Campbell Custom Guitars................5004

CIEC ......1444, 1554, 1648, 2365, 2566, 2712

Cipex International ....................................6796

Circle K Strings ..........................................1226

Civilized World, Inc. ..................................5004

Classic Musical Instruments ......................1120

Classical Strings Inc. ................................1067

Steve Clayton, Inc......................................4590

Cliff Inc. ......................................................5785

Cloud Microphones....................................1855

Club World ................................................5400

CMEA: The CA Assoc. for Music Ed ........2004

CodaBow International, Ltd ......................3500

Coffin Case ................................................4130

Coil LLC ....................................................1457

Cole Clark Guitars ....................................1210

Coleman Audio ..........................................6897

Collings Guitars, Inc...................................1730

Community Professional Loudspeakers ..6940

Composite Acoustics Technologies ..........1811

Concepta KVB AG ....................................4326

Concert Musical Instrument Factory ........1422

Concord International Group, Inc. ............3221

Connolly Music Company..........................3500

Conn-Selmer Inc. ............................4224, 4600

ConventionTV@NAMM ............................5400

Cook Woods ..............................................1227

Cora & Peter Kuo, Inc. ..............................3165

Cordoba Guitars ........................................5300

Core One ..................................................5499

Cornford Amplification................................3196

Countryman Associates, Inc. ....................6691

Antoine Courtois Paris ..............................4300

Crafter USA................................................1330

Crane Song................................................6290

Crate................................................209A, 4468

Craviotto Drum Company..........................3065

Creative Bags and Cases Limited ............1807

Crest Audio ................................................5740

Crown International....................................7800

CruzTOOLS, Inc. ......................................1321

CSC Products Inc. ....................................2813

CSFI ..........................................................4001

CTS Corporation ........................................1105

Curt Mangan Inc. ......................................4291

Cycling ‘74 ................................................6314

Cymbag International, S.A. De C.V...........2351

Cymbag International, S.A. De C.V...........2351

Cympad......................................................2764

Cympad......................................................2764

Cympad USA ............................................2764

D’Angelico Guitars ....................................3391

D.B. Musical Instrument Co., Ltd. ............2792

D’Addario ..................................................4834

D’Addario Canada ....................................4852

Dae Hung International Co., Ltd. ..............1486

Dae Hung Precision Co., Ltd ....................1378

Daisy Rock Girl Guitars ............................4818

Dana B. Goods ..........................................5561

D’Andrea Inc. ............................................4858

Danelectro..................................................4790

Dangerous Music, Inc................................6916

Daniel Violins ............................................3010

DANSR Inc.................................................3400

DAS Audio..................................................6848

DAS Audio of America, Inc. ......................6848

Dave Smith Instruments ............................5900

The Davitt & Hanser Music Co. ................4868

Daylight Design, Inc...................................3283

dbx Professional Products ........................7800

DBZ Guitars ..............................................3290

DC Voltage ................................................5935

Ddrum ........................................................5466

Dean B. Zelinsky Guitars ..........................3290

WHATtoSEE
Double Deckers
Rotosound’s best-selling R9
and R10 Rotos nickel on steel
guitar strings are now in twin
set packs called Double
Deckers. These are space-
saving and environmentally
friendly. They are easy to mer-
chandise and offer improved
profit margin for dealers.
These are first-choice guitar
strings for amateurs and pro-
fessionals alike.
{rotosound.com}

Alfred’s Just For Fun
Alfred’s Just For Fun is a 16-
book series that features
songbook collections for gui-
tar, banjo, mandolin and
ukulele. The books within this
comprehensive series range in
musical styles from swing to
rock and feature tab arrange-
ments, including authentic
accompaniment parts and
riffs, designed for the novice
to intermediate player. MSRP:
$14.99. {alfred.com}  

X-treme Regal
In an effort to meet the
demands of the ever-growing
extreme metal drumming com-
munity, Regal Tip has added
three new models to its X-
series line. These new models
are genre-specific and include
death, grind and speed metal.
The X-series offers the fast
response extreme metal drum-
mers need. Each model fea-
tures reinforced neck tapers
and Regal Tip’s patented E-Tip
technology in black.
{regaltip.com}

Kala Goes Exotic
Kala has expanded its
mahogany ukulele
line with the Exotic
mahogany series.
Specially selected
mahogany is cut in a
way that produces
distinctive grain pat-
terns with variations
in its appearance.
{kalaukulele.com}
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
INSTRUMENTS

HOFNER.COM

BOOTH 5996* *

DB TECHNOLOGIES

DBTECHNOLOGIES.COM

BOOTH 6563* *
D’ADDARIO

BOOTH 4834
Stop by the D’Addario booth to check

out the new EXP electric strings,
Evans’ Inked drumheads, Rico

Reserve classic reeds, D’Addario’s
Kaplan set and Planet Waves’ Tru-

Strobe pedal tuner.

DADDARIO.COM

* *
CHERUB

TECHNOLOGY

CHERUBTECHNOLOGY.COM

BOOTH 2930* *
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Dean Guitars..............................................5466

Dean Markley Strings ................................5710

Deering Banjo Company............................1511

DEG Music Products, Inc ..........................4218

Delano Pickup Systems ............................1546

Demeter Amplification................................4388

Denis Wick - London ................................3400

Denon Electronics ..................................B5955

Der Jung Enterprise Co., Ltd ....................1254

DH Electronics Co., Ltd. ............................1874

Diamond Amplification ..............................3290

Diamond Guitar Pedals ............................3097

Digidesign - An Avid Company..................6600

Digitech......................................................212A

DiMarzio Inc. ..............................................5830

DiPinto Guitars ..........................................5829

Direct Music Supply ..................................3447

Ibrahim Diril Cymbals ................................3449

Dixon Drums ..............................................5420

DJ Tech Ltd. ..............................................7023

DJ Times ....................................................5400

Dogal di Cella & C. SNC ..........................4819

Dommenget Custom Guitars ....................3287

Dörfler GmbH ............................................3220

DownBeat Magazine ................................4319

DPA Microphones, Inc. ..............................6996

DPH’s Music & Arts International ..............2704

DR Handmade Strings ..............................4184

Drake Ceramic Instruments LLC ..............3208

Dramastic Audio Corp. ..............................6695

Dream Cymbals & Gongs ........................3279

Drum Channel............................................2364

Drum Workshop, Inc. ................................2654

DRUM! Magazine ......................................3541

Drumdial Drum Tuners ..............................3564

D-TAR ........................................................4358

Duesenberg USA ......................................3491

Charles Dumont & Son, Inc.......................4418

Duncan Pickups & Stompboxes................4358

Dunlop Manufacturing, Inc. ..........4768, C4861

Dusty Strings Co. ......................................1716

DVK Technologies ....................................6809

Dwarf Craft Devices ..................................1580

Dynamico Guitars ......................................1673

E & O Mari ................................................5729

E and E Exports Inc...................................6949

E.M. Winston, LLC ....................................4801

Earthworks, Inc. ........................................6292

East ........1230, 1234, 1768, 1850, 1856, 2925

East Union (Tianjin) International ..............3325

EBS Sweden AB........................................3382

Ebtech ........................................................4382

ECEN Electronics Co., LTD ......................1786

Eden & Eden, Inc.......................................1437

Eden Electronics........................................5244

Editions Henry Lemoine ............................4001

Egnater Amplification ................................5952

Eigenlabs LTD............................................3100

Eko Music Group ......................................1636

EKS ............................................................7222

Elation Lighting Inc. ..................................5768

Eleca International Inc. ..............................4897

Electroswitch ..............................................6953

Electro-Voice ..............................................6569

Elise Musical Instrument Co., Ltd ............1554

Elixir Strings ..............................................5000

Ellington Strings, LLC ................................3505

Ellsberry Guitars ........................................1630

eMedia Music ............................................6504

Emerson Karaoke......................................2700

Emery & Webb, Inc. ..................................1402

EMG Inc. ....................................................4850

Eminence Speaker LLC ............................4334

Empire Wholesale, Inc...............................6614

Empirical Labs Inc ....................................6324

Engl Amplifiers ..........................................5928

Engl Marketing & Sales GmbH ................5928

Eno Music Co., Ltd. ..................................1637

Enping Huana Sound ................................1750

Enping Karsect Electronics Co., Ltd. ........1648

Enping Oksn Electronics ..........................1856

Enping Yike Electronic Manufactory..........1856

Enrique Keller, S.A.....................................3313

Epilog Laser ..............................................1045

EQ ............................................................5307

Equipson SA ..............................................6989

Ernie Ball, Inc ............................................5440

ESI Audiotechnik GmbH............................6832

ESP Guitar Company................................213D

Essential Sound Products, Inc. ................5698

Laul Estonia Piano Factory ........................468

Etched Metal Company ............................1221

Eternal Musical Instrument........................2914

ETI Sound Systems, Inc. ..........................5952

Evamar Sound Design Inc ........................2465

Evans Drumheads ....................................4834

Eventide ....................................................5791

Everly Music Co.........................................4750

Evets Corporation ......................................4790

EVH..............................................................300

Evidence Audio, Inc. ..................................4143

EWI ............................................................1780

EWS ..........................................................5250

Excel USA Corporation..............................1487

Exotic Woods Co. Inc. ..............................5927

EZ Dupe ....................................................6598

EZ Key Publishing LLC..............................1411

FaitalPRO ..................................................6894

Fanndec International Musical ..................2925

Farley’s Musical Essentials ......................1325

Fat Cat Snappy Snares ............................3564

Fat Congas ................................................2960

Fazioli Pianoforti SRL ..................................450

FBT Elettronica S.P.A. ..............................6840

FBT USA....................................................6840

FDW Worldwide ........................................6630

Fender Accessories ..................................5720

Fender Custom Shop ..................................300

Fender Musical Instruments Corp.......300, 304

Fernandes Guitars ....................................5690
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DF MUSIC

BOOTH 3204
DF Music has the largest selection of Denis
Wick mouthpieces and mutes. It’s also the

distributor of the new ViBrass in North
America. Visit the booth for introductory

dealer specials.

DFMUSICINC.COM

* *

DIPLOMATTE

BOOTHS
3233 & 3235

Dr. Paul Shelden, musician and educator,
offers high-quality workmanship and rea-

sonable pricing. Known for its saxophones,
Diplomatte will also display clarinets, flutes,
trumpets, flugelhorns, trombones, euphoni-
ums tubas and violins. This is a display that

should not be missed.

PSGPI@AOL.COM

* *

EASTMAN STRINGS

EASTMANSTRINGS.COM

BOOTHS 
4310 & 5110* *

EMD MUSIC

EMDMUSIC.COM

BOOTH 3282* *

DIRECT SOUND
HEADPHONES

EXTREMEHEADPHONES.COM

BOOTH 1635* * EASTWOOD GUITARS

EASTWOODGUITARS.COM

BOOTH 1355* *
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Ferree’s Tools, Inc......................................4233

Fibenare Guitars Co. ................................1344

Fiberreed....................................................3032

Finale..........................................................6114

First National Merchant Solutions ..............150

Fishman ..........................................4158, 4258

Fitness Audio Distributors, LLC ................1833

Flavoreeds ................................................4900

Flaxwood USA, Inc. ..................................1536

Flea Market Music, Inc. ............................1717

Fleabass Inc...............................................3192

Floyd Rose Marketing Inc. ........................4877

Focal Professional ....................................6916

Focusrite Audio Engineering, LTD ............6474

FocusRite Audio Engineering, LTD ..........6474

Fodera Guitar Partners, LLC ....................5286

Folkcraft Instruments, Inc ..........................4498

Ford Drum Company ................................3555

Fostex, USA ..............................................6474

Fotos By Folletts ........................................2857

Framus Guitars USA ................................4578

Freedom Drums ........................................2450

Fret-n-Rest ................................................3404

Fryette Amplification ..................................5391

FS Audio Co., Ltd. ....................................5798

Fuchs Audio Technology............................1681

Furman ......................................................6874

Fuselli Manifatture......................................3607

Fusion Products Company Limited ..........3026

FXpansion..................................................6910

Fzone Music Technology Co., Ltd.............1230

G & B Pickup Co. Ltd ................................4894

G & L Musical Instruments ........................4690

G7th Ltd. ....................................................1636

Gaai Drums................................................2859

Gabsung Industry Company Limited ........1247

David Gage String Instruments ................2701

Galaxy Audio..............................................6945

Galileo Music ..............................................447

Gallagher Guitar Co...................................1517

Gallien Technology, Inc. ............................4284

Gallien-Krueger..........................................4284

GAMA/MENC ............................................2004

GARRITAN ................................................6820

Gary Kramer Guitar ..................................4699

Gatchell Violins Company ........................2904

Gator Cases, Inc. ......................................5100

GBase.com ................................................4834

GCI Technologies ......................................6966

GCV Violins................................................3426

GE Commercial Distribution Finance..........420

GE Money ....................................................150

Gem Sound................................................7006

Gemstone Musical Instruments ................4227

Genz-Benz Amplification ..........................5720

Geo Woo Musical Instrument....................1367

George L’s Musical Products ....................5820

German American Trading Co., Inc ............414

Get’m Get’m Wear ....................................4194

Getzen Company, Inc. ..............................4412

GEWA music....................................3124, 3220

ghost Modular Pickup Systems ................5920

GHS Strings ..............................................4684

Gibraltar Hardware ....................................5720
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Gig Gear International ..............................2898

Gig-FX, Inc. ................................................1129

GigSkinz Gigbags ......................................6796

Gioco Corp.................................................2878

Global Truss ..............................................5569

Global Wood Source Inc ..........................5943

Globe Plastics ............................................3395

Glockenklang ............................................4178

GMS Drum Co. ..........................................3050

GNI Music ..................................................1342

Godin Guitars ............................................211A

GO-EN International ..................................1616

Gold Tone, Inc. ..........................................1415

Golden Sound Distributors, LLC ..............3015

Goldfish Guitars ........................................4011

Gon Bops Percussion................................2654

Goodall Guitars ..........................................1715

GooDeal Group Inc. ..................................1868

W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc. ....................5000

Gotoh..........................................................4140

C.A. Götz Jr. GmbH ..................................3501

Graph Tech Guitar Labs ............................5920

Greatmind Instrument Manufacturing Co. 3422

Green Monster Music ................................1407

Gretsch Co.................................................3540

Gretsch Drums ..........................................5720

Gretsch Guitars & Basses ..........................300

GretschGear.com ......................................3540

Grid1 Audio LLC ........................................4198

Grip Studios ..............................................5725

GRK Manufacturing Co ..............................470

Grover Musical Products ..........................5315

Grund Audio Design - GAD ......................6790

Grundorf Corp............................................6790

Guangzhou Daling Musical ......................2971

Guangzhou Desam Audio Co., Ltd ..........2996

Guangzhou DUS Audio Co., Ltd ..............1173

Guangzhou Jisheng Musical ....................4596

Guangzhou Lang Qing ..............................1544

Guangzhou Romance Musical. ................1255

Guangzhou Sunpost Musical ....................4250

Guerilla Guitars Inc ....................................4162

Guild Guitars ................................................300

Guistar Picks LLC......................................1443

Guitar Connection......................................2883

Guitar Edge................................................4318

The Guitar Folks Inc. ................................3499

Guitar Hands ..............................................1111

Spanish Guitar Master Craftsman ....604, 2901

Guitar Player ..............................................5307

Guitarlink ....................................................5004

GODLYKE

BOOTH 1582
New products will include the Maxon
Super Metal and Super Tube pedals,

Guyatone mighty micro effects, EMMA
Reezafratzitz II, Discumbobulator II, HAO
Omega Drive Sixteen overdrive and TWA

Triskelion Harmonic Energizer.

GODLYKE.COM

* *
THE GUITAR HANGER

THEGUITARHANGAR.COM

BOOTH 2783* *
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Guitarparts Co., Ltd ..................................1343

Guitarras Antonio Aparicio ........................1306

Guitarras Francisco Esteve ......................1604

Taller de Guitarras Juan Hernández ........1604

Raimundo Guitars......................................1604

Guitars in the Classroom ..........................2004

Guitars Manuel Rodriguez ........................5258

Guptill Music ..............................................1611

G-Vox ........................................................6628

GWW Group Inc. ......................................1719

H & F Technologies, Inc. ..........................6390

H & F Technologies, Inc. ..........................6390

H.E.A.R. ....................................................2005

Hagstrom Guitars ......................................5700

Hailun USA................................................205B

Hall Crystal Flutes......................................3534

Hallet, Davis & Co. Pianos ..........................447

Halo Custom Guitars ................................4598

Hamer Guitars............................................5720

Hamilton Metalcraft Inc. ............................4166

Hamilton Stands ........................................3101

Hammond Suzuki USA Inc. ......................5800

Hangzhou Worlde Music ..........................1200

Hannabach GmbH ....................................3032

Hanser Music Group ............4868, 4878, 4884

Hanson Musical Instruments ....................5496

HANXIANG Technology Co., LTD ............3109

Hardman Pianos ..........................................447

Harris Musical Products........4823, 4827, 4831

Harry Hartmann ........................................3032

Hayden Guitar Amps Limited ....................4778

Headway Music Audio Ltd ........................1512

Geigenbau Klaus Heffler e.k. ....................3220

Heil Sound ................................................7018

Heintzman Distributors Ltd ..........................464

Hengshui Duoli Musical Instrument ..........3406

Hercules Stands ........................................5420

Hering Indústria E Comércio. ....................1502

Hermes International..................................5114

Hermes Music SA de CV ..........................5114

Herouard and Benard................................4001

HHb ............................................................6579

Hidrau Model S.L. ......................................1115

High Spirits, Inc. ........................................1427

Hill Guitar Co. ............................................1426

Hipshot Products ......................................5735

Hiptrix Inc. ..................................................2346

Hodge Products, Inc. ................................3434

Hofner ........................................................1120

Hohner, Inc.................................................3240

HollywoodWinds ........................................4406

Homespun Tapes, Ltd. ..............................4618

HOSCO Inc. ..............................................1627

Hoshino USA Inc. ......................................4634

HAL LEONARD

BOOTHS
4318 & 4618

Hal Leonard unveils blues and Real Book
play-alongs, Wedding Essentials, PVG
Anthology series, Audition Songs, Play

Today and Guitar Play-Along DVDs,
FastTrack Starter Packs, Musicians

Institute and Berklee titles, plus Twilight
New Moon, Chickenfoot, Glee, The

Princess And The Frog, and other hot hits.
Visit the booth for show-only specials.

HALLEONARD.COM

* *

HOSA TECHNOLOGY

HOSATECH.COM

BOOTH 5590* *
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Hot Picks....................................................1586

House Band ..............................................4910

House Ear Institute ....................................1196

House of Troy ..............................................469

Howard Core Company, LLC..........2920, 3227

HOYER Guitars Est. 1874 ........................1807

HQ Percussion ..........................................4834

HRtronics, LLC ..........................................2785

Nik Huber Guitars ......................................4143

Hudson Music ............................................4618

Hughes & Kettner ......................................6555

Humes & Berg Mfg. Co., Inc. ....................4400

Huss & Dalton Guitar Co., Inc...................1408

HW Products, Inc.......................................5410

i3 SRL ........................................................6903

Ibanez ........................................................4634

IBC Trading Ltd ..............................1448, 1636

IBMA ..........................................................2004

Nadir Ibrahimoglu e.K. ..............................3032

Idarca-Audio Inc ........................................1106

Ideas In 3D ................................................1630

IEC-Berlin ..............................3032, 3124, 3220

IK Multimedia ............................................6520

IK Multimedia US LLC ..............................6520

ILIO ............................................................6728

Independent Audio Inc ..............................1692

Indie Guitar Company................................4295

Indústria e Comércio Rouxinol Ltda. ........1342

Infinite Response, Inc. ..............................5908

Innovative Percussion, Inc.........................2765

Intelli Co., LTD. ..........................................4894

Intellistage Stages......................................6796

Intercultural Family Services ....................2004

International DJ Expo ................................5400

International Music Café LTD....................4913

ION Audio LLC ..........................................6400

ISP Technologies, LLC ..............................5863

Istanbul Mehmet Cymbals ........................2870

Istanbul Zil ve Muzik Aletleri San ..............2870

Istanbul Zilciler Muzik Alet. Imal. San. ......2854

Italia Guitars ..............................................4758

iZotope, Inc. ......................................109, 6920

J & H Technology Co., Ltd.........................3424

J.A.C. Musical Instruments, Inc.................1655

J.J. Babbitt Co ..........................................4322

Jackson Guitars & Basses ..........................300

Jaguar Amplification ..................................3582

James Trussart Custom Guitars................4885

Paul L. Jansen and Son Inc ........................471

Jarrell Guitars LTD.....................................1472

Jay Turser Guitars ....................................5244

JB Piano GmbH ..................................407, 443

JBL Professional ........................................7800

JDK Audio ..................................................6411

Jensen Speakers ......................................4893

Jet City Amplification..................................5897

Jet Fretz ....................................................5948

BOOTH 3000
Check out our full line of band and orches-

tra instruments, plus accordions.

HUNTER MUSIC
INSTRUMENT

HUNTERMUSICAL.COM

* *
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Jiangyin GoldenCup Angels. ....................2900

Jiangyin Jiyang Musical ............................3610

Jiaxing Jinlida Electron Co., Ltd. ..............1856

Tianjin Jinbao Musical ..............................3278

Tianjin Jiuyue Technology Co., Ltd. ..........2365

JJ Electronic ..............................................5397

JJ Guitars Ltd.............................................1531

Jocavi - Acoustic Panels............................1772

JoeCo ........................................................1663

John Bowen Synth Design ........................5912

John Hornby Skewes & Co. Ltd. ..............1310

Jones Double Reed Products, LLC ..........3009

Jordan Electric Violins ..............................5317

JoyCargo....................................................1615

JP Guitars ..................................................1369

JR Music Supply........................................3330

JT Sound Inc. ............................................3394

JTS Professional Co. Ltd...........................4368

Jupiter Band Instruments, Inc....................4800

JZ Microphones ........................................6946

K and S Music ..........................................3014

K.H.S. Musical Instrument Co., Ltd...........4808

K2 CNC......................................................1204

Kahler International....................................5727

KaiFat Ningbo Electronic Co., Ltd ............4568

Kaino Music Corp.......................................1107

Kamaka Hawaii, Inc...................................1510

Kanstul Musical Instruments, Inc. ............4510

Kasza Cymbals..........................................3564

Kay Vintage Reissue, LLC ........................2797

Kaysound Imports Inc................................6809

Kazoobie, Inc. ............................................3329

Keith McMillen Instruments ......................6227

Kelly Concepts, LLC ..................................2533

The Kelly SHU ..........................................2533

Kemper Digital GmbH................................6900

Keyboard....................................................5307

The Keyboard Corp. ....................................474

KHL Corp ..................................................1581

Kima Music Products ................................2809

Kirlin Industries Inc ....................................1776

Ki-Sound Industrial Co., Ltd ......................1473

Kiwaya USA ..............................................1724

Klein + Hummel ........................................6579

KMC Music, Inc. ........................................5720

KMS Shokai Co., Ltd ................................4140

Koch Guitar Electronics ............................4143

König & Meyer ..........................................3500

KÖNIG & MEYER GmbH & Co. KG ........3220

Kool Box ....................................................5947

Ko’olau Guitar & Ukulele ..........................1311

Korg USA, Inc. ..........................................6440

Krank Amplification ....................................3584

Kremona - Bulgaria....................................3321

Kremona Inc...............................................3321

Kupo Industrial Corp..................................5475

Kurzweil USA ............................................6474

Kush Audio ................................................6324

Kustom Amplification ................................4878

L.T.P Publishing Pty Ltd ............................5311

La Bella Strings..........................................5729

Lace Music Products ................................5975

LAG ............................................................6440

Lakland Musical Instruments ....................5496

Lamvin Inc. ................................................1880

Laney Amplification....................................4350

Latin Percussion ........................................5720

H.G. Leach Guitars....................................1525

Lectrosonics, Inc. ......................................6698

Lee Oskar Harmonicas..............................5720

Leem Products Co., Ltd.............................1839

Legere Reeds ............................................3016

Levana Audio ............................................4698

Levine School of Music ............................2004

LEWITT GmbH ..........................................1660

Lexicon ......................................................7800

Line 6 ........................................................212B

Little Kids Rock ..........................................2004

Little Labs ..................................................6254

Littlite ..........................................................7002

The Lodestone Guitar Company Limited..4778

Longo Custom Drums................................2871

Looperlative Audio Products......................6244

Los Cabos Drumsticks ..............................3364

LOUD Technologies Inc. ................209A, 4468

George Lowden Guitars LTD ....................1620

LowEnd ......................................................4178

Lowrey..........................................................429

LPD Music..................................................4758

LR Baggs ..................................................5252

LSL Instruments ........................................1675

Ludwig Drum Co........................................4224

Luna Guitars ..............................................4272

Luthier Music Corp ....................................1529

lynda.com ..................................................1406

Lynx Studio Technology ............................6527

M & M Distributing ....................................3412

Mackie ............................................209A, 4468

macProVideo.com......................................6912

Mad Professor Amplification Ltd................3285

MADAROZZO............................................1807

Maderas Barber ........................................1604

Magic Chords Player ................................3499

Magic Fluke Co. ........................................1717

Magic Parts Company ..............................5890

Magnetics USA ..........................................1734

Magus Innovations LLC ............................3295

Major Music Supply ..................................1521

MakeMusic, Inc. ........................................6114

Malekko Heavy Industry ............................1857

Manhasset Specialty Co. ..........................3530

Manley Labs ..............................................6280

Mano Percussion ......................................5244

Mapex USA................................................4808

MARCA ......................................................4001

Mari Strings, Inc.........................................5941
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LEVY’S LEATHERS

LEVYSLEATHERS.COM

BOOTH 4658* *

LM PRODUCTS

BOOTH 4287
See the complete lineup of guitar straps

and other accessories from LM, including
the new Metalmania lineup, Grunge series
and Retro lineup. See why LM is the only

strap line you need.

LMPRODUCTS.COM

* *

KALA BRAND MUSIC

KALAUKULELE.COM

BOOTH 1336* *

KAWAI AMERICA

KAWAIUS.COM

BOOTH 207AB* *

KICKPORT

KICKPORT.COM

BOOTH 2873* *

KYSER MUSICAL
PRODUCTS

KYSERMUSICAL.COM

BOOTH 5948* *

M&M
MERCHANDISERS

MMWHOLESALE.COM

BOOTH 4342* *

JODYJAZZ

JODYJAZZ.COM

BOOTH 3317* *
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Mark of The Unicorn..................................6410

Mark Ross Percussion ..............................2632

Markaudio ..................................................2782

Markbass....................................................2782

Marleaux Bass Guitars ..............................1546

Marlo Plastic Products ..............................5404

Marshall Amplification ................................6440

Marshall Amplification PLC........................6440

Marshall Electronics ..................................6866

Martin Blust ................................................4299

The Martin Guitar Co.................................5454

Martin Roland ............................................4496

MARUE Co., Ltd. ......................................1475

Mascot Electric Co., Ltd. ..........................1844

Mason & Hamlin Piano Company ............205A

Matchless LLC ..........................................5921

M-Audio - An Avid Company ....................6600

Maxtone Musical Instrument ....................3120

Randall May International, Inc ..................2550

Mayas Music Publishing, Inc.....................5814

Mayones Guitars USA ..............................5004

MBJ Mothership ........................................1467

MBT Lighting..............................................5420

McDSP ......................................................6405

McNally Instruments ..................................1726

McPherson, Inc. ........................................1514

Meadowbrook Insurance Group..................150

Medina Artigas S.A. ..................................4855

MEINL ........................................................3454

Meinl USA L.C. ..........................................3454

Mel Bay Publications, Inc. ........................3304

MENC ........................................................2004

Merano Musical Instruments ....................3521

Mesa Boogie Ltd - Mesa Engineering ......5390

Metasonix ..................................................6735

Meteoro Amplifier ......................................1380

Metrophone Headphones..........................3564

Metropolitan Music ....................................3110

Miami Parts Import, Inc ............................6794

Mic Check ..................................................1744

Mic Holder Mic Mounts..............................3564

Michael Kelly Guitar Company..................4868

MicW Audio ................................................1679

Midas Consoles North America ................6824

MIDC - Musical Instruments Distribution

Canada Ltd. ..............................................1310

Mid-East Mfg., Inc. ....................................2812

Mighty Bright ..............................................1327

Mighty Mite ................................................4458

Mike Lull’s Guitar Works............................5999

Miktek, LLC................................................1788

Milab ..........................................................6630

Minarik Guitars ..........................................1028

Mipro ..........................................................6814

Mi-Si Electronics Design, Inc.....................3535

Mixmeister Technology ..............................6400

Mixosaurus DAW Drums ..........................6624

MIXVIBES ..................................................7123

MJS Music & Entertainment......................4323
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MARATHON

MARATHONPRO.COM

BOOTH 5896* *
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MMO Music Group, Inc. ............................5810

Modern Drummer Publications..................3579

ModTone Effects ........................................4897

Modular Technical Service Inc ..................3329

Mogami Cable............................................6866

Mojave Audio ............................................6979

Mollard Conducting Batons ......................3509

MONO........................................................1256

Monster ......................................................4242

MonteVerde Music ....................................4514

Moody Leather Inc.....................................4881

Moog Music Inc..........................................6100

Moon Wha S.O.G. Co., Ltd ......................1217

Morgan Hill Music ......................................2882

Moridaira USA., Inc. ..................................1720

Morley ........................................................4382

Moses, Inc. ................................................5286

Movek ........................................................3590

MPR Enterprises........................................1325

Mr. Bagz LLC ............................................1807

MRP Drums ..............................................2632

MTD (Michael Tobias Design LLC) ..........5868

MU Technologies ......................................1206

Muse Inc ....................................................5860

Muse Research & Development Inc. ........6729

Museum of Making Music ........................2004

The Music & Sound Retailer ....................5400

Music Distributors Association ..................2007

Music for All, Inc ........................................2004

Music Freight ..............................................150

Music Inc Magazine ..................................4319

MIAC ..........................................................2008

Music Magazine Publishers Association ..5806

Music Maker Publications..........................5416

Music Marketing Inc...................................6825

The Music People!, Inc. ............................6854

Music Player Network................................5307

Music Products Group ..............................5299

Music Sales Corporation ..........................4618

Music Teachers National Association........2004

Music with Colors LLC ..............................2879

Musica & Mercado ....................................5812

Musical Distributors Group ........................6909

Musical Merchandise Review....................5305

MusiCares ..................................................4902

MusicianLink ..............................................1112
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MUSICORP

BOOTH 5420
Musicorp’s new products include the MBT
Lighting DJ416, LEDGigPack, LEDWow,
LEDMiniFlash, SM1 Li’l Snow Blower,

SM100DMX Flurry DMX snow machine and
SPOTDMX followspot. Also check out the
Percussion-Plus drum pedals, Metallic Sea

Green PP3500 drum set and Fender
accessories.

MUSICORP.COM

* *
THE MUSIC LINK

THEMUSICLINK.NET

BOOTH 5476* *

MUSIKMESSE

MESSEFRANKFURT.COM

BOOTH 5904* *
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MusicMags ................................................5806

MusicMedic.com ........................................3012

Musikmesse ..............................................5904

Musilia, Inc. ................................................3108

Musiquip Inc...............................................5010

Musitek, Inc................................................6420

MV Pro Audio, LLC....................................6624

MXL Microphones......................................6866

Theodor Nagel GmbH & Co. KG ..............3220

NAGMIM ....................................................3124

Nakano Co., Ltd.........................................2991

Nalu Ukulele Company..............................1508

NAMM Endorsed Business Providers ........150

NAMM Foundation Pavilion ......................2004

Nanjing Aileen Trading Co., Ltd ................1035

Narita Industrial Co., Ltd. ..........................2928

NASMD ......................................................2007

National Center for Creative Aging ..........2004

National Guild of Comm.Schools ..............2004

National Reso-Phonic Guitars Inc ............1610

National String Project Consortium ..........2004

Neotech, a division of OP/TECH USA......3430

Neumann USA ..........................................6579

Neutrik USA ..............................................6320

Nevaton......................................................6630

New Horizons International Music ............2004

New Sensor Corporation ..........................5396

NewBay Media, LLC..................................5307

Nikita Custom Guitars................................1681

Ningbo Apextone Electronics Co., LTD ....1680

Ningbo Polinata Electronics Co., Ltd ........1856

Ningbo Promic Technology Co., Ltd. ........1648

Ningbo Rixing Electronics Co., Ltd. ..........1850

Ningbo Tiansheng Jiahua Plastic Co. ......1648

Ningbo Xiangyang Tech City Electronics ..1648

Ningbo Yinzhou Alctron Electronics ..........1745

Ningbo Yinzhou Yonggang Electronic ......1851

Ningbo Zhenhai Leilei Acoustic ................1867

Ninghai Hongding Musical ........................2566

Noise Bug ..................................................6108

Nord USA ..................................................6474

Nordstrand Guitars ....................................3398

Normandy Guitars......................................1583

Norris-Whitney Communications Inc.........5406

North American Music Inc. ..........................447

North American Wood Products................1074

Noteflight ....................................................6829

NOTION Music, Inc. ..................................7019

Nova Strings, Inc ......................................1512

Novation ....................................................6474

NS Design..................................................5864

N-Tune ......................................................4172

Numark ......................................................6400

Oasis, Inc ..................................................1412
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NEMC

NEMC.COM

BOOTH 4221* *

NADY SYSTEMS

BOOTH 4650
Nady will introduce new and innovative

products, including the PEM-2160, a state-
of-the-art, in-ear monitor system.

NADY.COM

* *
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Odyssey Innovative Designs ....................6610

Off-Set Double Bass Drum Pedal ............3544

OFFWORLD Percussion ..........................2349

Ohana Music..............................................1621

Oktava........................................................6799

F.E. Olds and Son, Inc ..............................3416

Oleg Products Inc. ....................................3320

Oliver Musica USA Inc...............................2801

Olympia ......................................................4894

Olympus Imaging America ........................6909

OME Banjos ..............................................1517

Omnisistem ................................................5399

OnBoard Research Corp...........................4131

Onori International, LLC ............................3090

Orange Music Electronic Company Inc. ..4674

OregonBurls.Com ......................................1455

Orkestra Zilleri San Ve Tic Ltd Sti ............2758

Orlando’s Wind Instruments ......................2809

ORTOFON Inc. ..........................................1110

Oscar Schmidt ..........................................5244

Osiamo LLC ..............................................2991

Otto Musica Corporation............................2909

Outlaw Guitars ..........................................3582

Ovation Guitars ..........................................5720

P. Audio System Co., Ltd...........................6948

P3 Phantom Powered Pedal System........5935

Pacific Drums & Percussion (PDP) ..........2654

Pad-Saver, HW ..........................................5410

Paiste America, Inc. ..................................3270

Palatino Pianos ............................................461

Pantheon Guitars, LLC..............................1421

Panyard, Inc ..............................................3589

Parker Guitars............................................5244

Parsek SRL................................................2782

PartnerShip ..................................................150

Passport by Fender ....................................300

Paul Lairat ..................................................2887

Paul Reed Smith Guitars ................210B, 5320

Paul Shelden Global Productions, Inc. ....3233

Paxphil Corporation ..................................5824

Peace Musical Company ..........................3470

Peace Musical Company ..........................3470

Peak Music Stands....................................3020

Pearl Corporation ..................2438, 2638, 2648

Pearl Flutes......................................2438, 2638

Pearl River Piano Group America ..1530, 206A

John Pearse Strings & Accessories..........6230

Peavey Electronics ....................................5740

M.V. Pedulla Guitars, Inc ..........................5964

Peerless Guitars Co., Ltd. ........................1241

Penn Elcom, Inc.........................................1738

Penton Media ............................................5715

Percussion Marketing Council ..................2004

Percussion Plus ........................................5420

Percussion Plus Limited ............................2665

Performance Guitar....................................1138

Peterson Electro-Musical Products, Inc. ..5990

PG Music Inc. ............................................1209

PGC LLC......................................................476

ph413, Inc. ................................................2258

Phil Jones Bass ........................................3596

Philomuse, Inc. ..........................................1416

Phoenix Audio LLC....................................6847

Phonic Corporation ....................................6878

Piano Empire, Inc. ......................................444

Piano Force..................................................424

PMAIl/National Piano Foundation ............2007

Piano Press................................................5805

Piano Technicians Guild ..............................475

Pick Guy, Inc. ............................................1331

Pickboy ......................................................2991

Pick-Smith, Inc. ..........................................1515

Pigtronix ....................................................5218

PikCARD USA ..........................................4398

Pioneer Electronics USA ..................119, 211B

PJLA Music Sales/Marketing ....................3416

Planet Waves ............................................4834

Platinum Samples......................................6910

Play Piano in a Flash Class ........................476

Players Music Accessories........................3614

PLEK ..........................................................1361

PMI Audio ..................................................6890

The Point Technologies ............................3544

Polyblend Systems Incorporated ..............3097

Pork Pie Percussion ..................................3378

Powell Flutes..............................................3512

Verne Q Powell Flutes ..............................3512

POWER Wrist Builders..............................3064

Premier Guitar............................................4318

PreSonus ..................................................6800

Prestini International Corp. ........................4231

Prince Electronics Co. ..............................1769

Prism Media Products ..............................1649

Pro Audio Review ......................................5307

Pro Co Sound Inc ......................................6949

Pro Cymbal, Inc ........................................3581

Pro Sound News........................................5307

Pro Stage Gear..........................................4283

Proel SpA ..................................................6710

ProFile ........................................................5244

Projection Co.,Ltd.......................................3111

Pro-Mark Corporation ................................3056

Prosound Communications Inc. ................5250

Protec ........................................................5711

Protection Racket Cases ..........................3564

Proteus Guitars ..........................................1533

PSPaudioware.com s.c. ............................6903

PureSound ................................................4834

Q Lighting ..................................................5899

Q Up Arts ..................................................6337

Qingdao Gangyi Imp. & Exp. Co., Ltd. ....1323

QRS Music Technologies Inc....................208B

QSC Audio Products, LLC.........................6750

Quantum Audio Designs Inc......................6998

Quest International, Ltd. ............................4140

Quik Lok ....................................................5700

Qwik Tune ..................................................4790

Radial Engineering Ltd ..............................6959

Radian Audio Engineering, INC ................6951

Radikal Technologies ................................6106

Ragghianti Guitars ....................................1423

Raimundo Y Aparicio ................................1604

Rain Computers ........................................6324

RainSong Graphite Guitars ......................1626

Raising The Blues, Ltd. ............................2004

Ramirez Guitars ........................................5300

Randall Amplification ................................5244

Rane Corporation ......................................6958

Raw Vintage ..............................................5250
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PERRI’S LEATHERS

PERRIS.CA

BOOTH 5960* *

PETROF

PETROF.COM

BOOTH 411* *

PIANODISC

PIANODISC.COM

BOOTH 205A* *

BOOTH 4418
Visit the Pro-Active Web sites booth for a

demonstration of today’s most flexible and
powerful turnkey Web site solution for

music retailers. Easily add your information
with no programming.

PRO-ACTIVE 
WEB SITES

PRO-ACTIVESOFTWARE.COM

* * RAPCOHORIZON CO.

RAPCOHORIZON.COM

BOOTH 4558* *
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Raxxess ....................................................6246

Real De Los Reyes, S.A. De C.V. ............5490

The Realist ................................................3500

Realitone ....................................................6525

The Recording Academy ..........................5701

Red Monkey ..............................................1454

Redmatica Srl ............................................6328

Rees Harps Inc. ........................................1728

Reference Laboratory srl ..........................6853

Reinhardt GmbH........................................3124

Reliable Hardware Company ....................5995

Remlé Musical Products, Inc ....................4410

Renkus-Heinz ............................................6526

Louis Renner GmbH & Co. KG ..................465

Rental and Staging Systems ....................5307

Residential Systems ..................................5307

ResoMax Harmonic Bridge Systems ........5920

Retail Print Music Dealers Association ....2007

Reunion Blues ..........................................5968

Revolution Drum Accessories ..................2448

Rhodes Music Corporation........................5807

Rhythm Band Instruments LLC ................1813

Rhythm Earth ............................................1605

Rhythm Tech Inc. ......................................2970

RhythmRing ..............................................1315

Rhythms - Exotic Afro Percussion LLC ....3366

Ribbecke Guitars ......................................1405

Richard Cocco Strings ..............................2991

Rickenbacker International Corp. ..............5306

Rico ............................................................4834

Riedel Communications Inc.......................6298

Rigotti ........................................................4001

RimRiser ....................................................2564

Ritter Designer Bags & Cases ..................4326

Ritter Instruments ......................................4182

Rivera Amplification Inc ............................4890

Rivera Mota, SL ........................................2901

Rivera Mota, SL ........................................2901

REGAL TIP

REGALTIP.COM

BOOTH 3441* *

RETAIL UP!

RETAILUP.COM

BOOTH 4007* *REMO

BOOTH 3440
Remo will present Tattoo Skyns drumheads
designed by tattoo artist Corey Miller, Apex

and Advent djembes, along with Global
frame drums and tambourines with new

designs.

REMO.COM

* *

RCF

RCF.IT

BOOTH 6563* *

RHEUBEN ALLEN
SAXOPHONES

GOLDENSOUNDDIST.COM

BOOTH 3015* *
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Rixing (Tianjin) International ......................3543

RME ..........................................................6913

Road Ready Cases ..................................6796

Robert Martin ............................................4001

Roché-Thomas Corp. ................................1203

Rock House ..............................................4618

Rock It ........................................................1865

Rock ‘n’ Roll Camp for Girls ......................2004

Rock On Audio ..........................................1690

Rockano Productions Limited....................1317

Rockbag ....................................................4684

Rockbag ....................................................4578

Rockbox Electronics ..................................5004

Rockcreek Steel Drums ............................2454

Rocket Shells ............................................2967

Rockett Drum Works Inc. ..........................3164

Rockford Carving Company ......................1213

ROCKTRON ..............................................4684

Roc-N-Soc, Inc...........................................2565

Rodgers Instruments Corporation ............7400

Rokkomann, Inc.........................................1426

Roland Corporation U.S. ..........................7400

Roland Musical Instruments ......................7400

Roland Pianos and Organs ......................7400

Roland Systems Group ............................7400

Rotekdrums LLC........................................2451

Royal Drum Products, LLC ......................2464

Royer Labs ................................................6975

RSQ/Mediasync Corp. ..............................7106

Ruby Tubes................................................5890

Ruokangas Guitars ....................................3285

Rupert Neve Designs ................................6498

Rycote Microphone Windshields ..............1748

S.I.T. Strings Co. Inc. ................................5976

Sabine, Inc. ................................................6274

Saein Musical Instrument Co., Ltd. ..........1561

Safety-Ease N.A. ......................................207-1

Saga Musical Instruments ........................5760

SAKAE Rhythm Musical Instrument LTD. 2449

Samick Music Corp. ..........................210A, 214

Sample Logic ............................................6624

Samwoo Manufacturing Co., Ltd ..............1161

Tianjin SanJin International ......................3421

Santa Cruz Guitar ......................................1710

Sanyo North America ................................7013

SAP Renovation Sp. z o.o...........................454

Sara-Trans Export Corporation ................5931

SAVAREZ ..................................................4001

Schaller Electronic GmbH ........................3124

Schecter Guitar Research ........................4290

Schenk Guitars ..........................................1706

Schertler USA ............................................1420

Schilke Music Products ............................4332

Schimmel Piano Corporation ....................208A

Schreiber & Keilwerth ................................3220

Scott Cao Violins Inc. ................................3324

SE Electronics............................................6399

Seikaku Technical Group Ltd.....................6772

Seiko ..........................................................5420

Selenium Loudspeakers ............................1832

Henri Selmer Paris ....................................4001

Sennheiser ....................................6579, A6260

Sensaphonics Hearing Conservation........6950

Serato Audio Research..............................7010

Sex Wax Drumstick Wax ..........................3564

Shaker Microphone....................................4176

Shandong Taishan Wind............................2910

Shanghai Lansheng Grand Luck ..............3231

Shanghai Max Precision Instrument ........3020

Shanghai Seiwin Electronic Co., Ltd ........6012

Shanghai Silver Flute Sound Co., Ltd ......1766

Paul Shelden Global Productions, Inc. ....3233

Shenzhen Bao Ye Heng Industrial ..........1643

ShenZhen Joyo Technology Co., Ltd........2714

Shenzhen Junyue Electronic.....................2810

Shenzhen Langyun Musical ......................2922

Shenzhen Mifafa Science..........................2925

Shenzhen Yuyin Electronic Co., LTD ........1155

Shimro Musikinstrumente GmbH ..............3220

Shine Drums LLC ......................................2881

S-Hoop Drum Hoops ................................3564

Shure Inc....................................................6541

SIBA spol. S.R.O. ......................................4610

SICA Speakers ..........................................4893

Sierra Guitars ............................................5420

Signature Partners ....................................1572

SJC Drums ................................................3070

Skjold Design Guitars LLC ........................1455

SLS Audio ..................................................5222

Smarvo Electronics Inc. ............................1838

SMPRO Audio............................................6809

SNAZZY FX ..............................................6324

SnowSea Company ..................................1278

Softube ......................................................6624

Softwind Instruments ................................6434

Soh Electronics Co., Ltd............................5576

Soho Acoustics Ltd ....................................1506

Solid Cables ..............................................3392

Solid State Logic........................................6907

Sonaré Winds ............................................3512

Sonatina Strings Inc. ................................3520

Sonic Network, Inc.....................................6828

Sonic Reality Inc ........................................6337

Sonnox Ltd ................................................6981

Sonoma Wire Works..................................6225

Sonor..........................................................3240

Sonora International ..................................1709
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RS BERKELEY

RSBERKELEY.COM

BOOTH 3011* *

SAMSON

SAMSONTECH.COM

BOOTH 5940* *

SEYMOUR DUNCAN

SEYMOURDUNCAN.COM

BOOTH 4358* *

SABIAN

SABIAN.COM

BOOTHS 
3254 & 3464* *

SCHATTEN DESIGN

BOOTH 1722
Schatten showcases pickups for guitars,

resonators, banjos, violins, upright basses,
mandolins, bouzoukis, harps and dul-

cimers. Also on display are Corriciadan
glass slides, Strap Jack guitar strap hold-

ers and luthiery products.

SCHATTENDESIGN.COM

* *

ROTOSOUND USA

BOOTH 5596
To get the year off to a flying start,

Rotosound will offer a special two-for-one
NAMM deal across all strings sets, exclud-
ing RS-77 and RS-88 Flatwounds. Anyone
with a NAMM order worth more than $500
will be entered into an all-expenses-paid

trip to London.

ROTOSOUND.COM

* *

SHS INTERNATIONAL

SHSINT.NET

BOOTH 4897* *

SHUBB CAPOS

SHUBB.COM

BOOTH 6240* *

SKB

SKBCASES.COM

BOOTH 4210* *
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Sontronics ..................................................6630

Sony Electronics, Inc. ................................6214

Souldier ......................................................4168

Soultone Cymbals......................................2979

Sound & Communications ........................5400

Sound Back................................................4311

Sound Barrier ............................................6990

Sound Enhancement Products, Inc. ........4382

Sound On Sound ......................................6321

Sound Plug Electronic Co., LTD................7020

Soundcraft..................................................7800

SoundKing Group Co., LTD ......................6000

SoundToys, Inc. ........................................6524

Soundtrack USA LLC ................................7009

Soundwear Dimbath e.K. ..........................3600

Source Audio LLC......................................5599

SPARS ......................................................2262

Spaun Drum Company..............................3549

SpeakerPower ..........................................1578

SPEAR GUITAR ........................................1305

Spector ......................................................5856

Spectr Audio, Inc. ......................................6894

Spectraflex ................................................1687

Spectrasonics ............................................6720

Sperzel ......................................................6234

SPHK Corp. ..............................................1305

SPL ............................................................1758

SPYN ........................................................1734

Squier Guitars & Basses ............................300

St. Blues Guitar Workshop........................3082

Stageline ....................................................5420

Standback ..................................................5935

Stanton Magnetics, Inc. ..........................B5963

Starkey Laboratories Inc. ..........................6851

Start Musical Instrument Co., LTD ............3305

Steinberg North America ..........................6528

Stentor........................................................5720

Stentor Music Co Ltd ................................4219

Steph Accessories Inc. ..............................4390

SteptimeWare LLC ....................................6820

Stets Metal Arts Inc....................................1351

Steven Fryette Design, Inc. ......................5391

Sticks ‘n’ Skins ..........................................2857

Story & Clark Pianos ................................208B

String Letter Publishing ............................5226

String Swing Inc ........................................4378

Strings Magazine ......................................5226

Strunal CZ a.s. ..........................................4610

Stuart Spector Design ..............................5856

Studer ........................................................7800

Studio Devil ................................................6901

Studio You Inc. ..........................................2859

Studio-Blue ................................................4698

StudioLogic ................................................5700

SONY CREATIVE

SONYCREATIVESOFTWARE.COM

BOOTH 6210* * ST. LOUIS MUSIC

STLOUISMUSIC.COM

BOOTH 3700* *
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Submersible Music ....................................6225

Sugi Musical Instruments Ltd. ..................1349

Suhr Guitars ....................................1261, 1267

Sung-IL HiTech Co., LTD ..........................1320

Sunlite Industrial Corp. ..............................3576

Sunrise (Tianjin) International ....................3113

Supernatural Percussion Inc. ....................2664

Super-Sensitive Musical String Co............3515

Suzuki Music..............................................6200

Sweetwood Guitar Co. ..............................1674

Swing Guitars Co., Ltd. ............................1434

SWR Bass Amplification..............................300

Synful ........................................................6227

Synthax Inc. ....................................6913, 7000

Systems Contractor News ........................5307

Taiwan Alpha Electronic Co., Ltd. ............1445

Taiwan Carol Electronics Co., Ltd ............1667

Taixing Fengling Musical ..........................2703

Takamine Guitars ......................................5720

Talwar Brothers (P) Ltd. ............................5815

Tama ..........................................................4634

Tango SmartAV Console ..........................1692

Taye Drums................................................3554

Taylor Guitars ......................................213ABC

Taylor Pianos ..............................................407

TC Electronic ............................................5932

TC-Helicon ................................................5932

TDC............................................................2859

TEAC America Inc ....................................6491

Teamsong Musical Instrument Co.............1234

TecAmp ......................................................2991

Tech 21 ......................................................5982

Technical Pro ............................................6924

Teenage Engineering AB ..........................6409

TEI Electronics Inc. ........................5574, 5924

Tenon Industrial Co., Ltd. ..........................3300

Testa Communications ..............................5400

The GigRig Ltd ..........................................1458

The Guitar Hanger ....................................2783

The Learning Dock, LLC ..........................1410

The Mr. Holland’s Opus Foundation ........2004

Theo Wanne Classic Mouthpieces............2601

THG Knobs ................................................1455

Thomastik-Infeld ........................................3500

Tianjin Fell Musical Co., Ltd. ....................1466

Tianjin FLEET International ......................2875

Tianjin JYJ Musical ....................................1281

Tianjin Ming Yuan Musical ........................1446

BOOTH 5440
New limited-edition models include the

Silo30 electric guitar, John Petrucci JP50 in
satin black finish, Ray34 Bass in Limited

Silverburst finish, AX40 in Transparent Blue
finish and the Ray34BK left-handed bass.

STERLING 
BY MUSIC MAN

STERLINGBYMUSICMAN.COM

* *

STRICTLY 7 GUITARS

STRICTLY7.COM

BOOTH 2999* * TASCAM

TASCAM.COM

BOOTH 6491* *
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Tianjin Shengdi Musical ............................2800

Tianjin Sile International Trade Co. ..........2911

Tianjin Triumph Music Imp. ......................3427

Tianjin Zhong Tian Qi Jian Imp ................3004

Tiantuo Microphone Manufactory..............1856

TKL Products Corp. ..................................4450

TMP Pro Distribution..................................6854

ToadWorks USA ........................................1369

Toca Percussion ........................................5720

Todaro’s Music ..........................................5941

Tone Box Inc. ............................................4699

Tone King Amplifier Company, Inc. ..........3483

ToneGear ..................................................2885

Tonelux ......................................................6849

TonePros ....................................................3392

ToneRite, Inc. ............................................1429

Tonewave Technologies, LLC....................6244

Tonoch Audio Co., Ltd. ..............................1777

Toontrack Music ........................................2532

Toru Nittono Guitars ..................................5004

Tour Grade ................................................4868

Traben Bass Company..............................4868

Trace Elliot ................................................5278

TRAF Group, Inc. ......................................1203

Transaudio Group......................................6849

Traveler Guitar ..........................................5262

TreeWorks Chimes ....................................3265

Triad Products, Inc.....................................5935

Trick Percussion Products, Inc. ................2864

Tropical Music & Pro Audio ......................5765

True Systems ............................................6849

True Systems ............................................6849

Truth Custom Drums ................................3066

TRX Cymbal Co.........................................3447

TSI Distributing ..........................................3397

TSS Fortune Co., Ltd. ..............................2915

Tsunami Cables ........................................2982

Tunerguard ................................................4152

Turbosound ................................................6824

TORNAVOZ MUSIC

TORNAVOZMUSIC.COM

BOOTH 5300* *
TOLITO MUSIQUE

TOLITO.COM

BOOTH 1587* *
BOOTH 1203

Tri-Technical will present AIMsi, v9.0 and
Active-e, the powerful e-commerce pack-

age that interfaces with AIMsi. 

TRI-TECHNICAL
SYSTEMS 

TECHNOLOGY4RETAILERS.COM

* *

TREGAN GUITARS

TREGANGUITARS.COM

BOOTH 2982* *
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Turkish Cymbals ........................................2758

TUSQ Man-Mode-Ivory ............................5920

TV Jones, Inc.............................................5861

Tyler Retail Systems, Inc...........................1207

U.S. Band & Orchestra Supplies, Inc. ......3329

UFIP SRL...................................................2350

Ultimate Ears ............................................4154

Ultimate Support ........................................6690

Ultracase Corp ..........................................5991

Ultrasone Inc. ............................................6278

ULTRASOUND Amplifiers ........................5705

UNISON ....................................................2928

United Musical Products, Inc ....................3012

Universal Audio..........................................7003

Universal Champion Electroacoustic

Technology Company ................................1787

Universal Music..........................................3507

Universal Percussion, Inc. ........................2752

UNK Guitars ..............................................2892

Unsung Musical Instruments Co., Ltd.......1352

UpBeat Daily ..............................................4319

US Music Corp ..........................................5244

US Patent and Trademark Office ................160

V2Go Technology Corp. ............................1845
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TWO OLD HIPPIES 

BEDELLGUITARS.COM

BOOTH 4840* *
TYCOON

PERCUSSION

TYCOONPERCUSSION.COM

BOOTH 3570* *

VANDOREN

VANDOREN.COM

BOOTH 3400* *
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Valuetone Musical Supply Inc. ..................3520

VanAmps....................................................1568

Vater Percussion Inc..................................3072

Veillette Guitars..........................................5276

Veritas Instrument Rental Inc. ..................3604

Vestax Corporation........................6474, A6252

Vestax Corporation ....................................6474

VH1 Save The Music Foundation ............2004

Vic Firth Educational..................................5720

Vic Firth Inc. ..............................................3040

VideoGuitarLessons.com ..........................4311

Vigier Guitars ............................................4762

Viki Exports (Pvt) Ltd., (India)....................1068

Vinci Strings ..............................................5244

Violet Audio ................................................6809

Violet Design..............................................6630

Violet Musical Instrument Factory ............1049

Viscount Church Organs USA ....................447

Visionary Instruments ................................1229

Visual Sound LLC......................................5820

Vivo USA Corp...........................................3425

VNewsletter................................................5400

VocalBooth.com, Inc. ................................4334

VocoPro......................................................5876

Voice-Craft Electronics Co., LTD ..............1774

Voodoo Lab................................................5914

Vox Amplification........................................6440

Voyage-Air Guitar, Inc. ..............................1525

Walden Guitars ..........................................5700

Waldorf ......................................................6624

Walter Piano Transport, Inc. ........................423

Wanne, Inc ................................................2601

Warrior Guitar L.L.C...................................5498

Warwick GmbH & Co. ..............................4578

Warwick Music Equipment (New York) ....4578

Washburn International..............................5244

Watson Guitars ..........................................1229

Watson Musical Instrument. ......................1130

WattGrinder Engineering, Inc. ..................3096

Wave Distribution ......................................6324

WaveAngle ................................................1756

Waveform Dynamics..................................1661

WaveMachine Labs, Inc ............................6905

Waves Inc ..................................................6620

Way Huge Electronics ..............................4768

WD Music Products ..................................3583

Weaseltrap Records ..................................1632

Weifang Hongyun Musical Instrument. ....1230

West Coast String Instruments..................3431

Westheimer Corp.......................................4458

Westone Laboratories, Inc.........................6995

Wexler Music Co. (David Wexler & Co.) ..3329

Wharfedale Pro..........................................6474

Whirlwind....................................................6930

Whitney Drums ..........................................2460

Whotune Pty Ltd ........................................1404

WIA Music Ltd. ..........................................1682

Emanuel Wilfer OHG ................................3220

Pat Wilkins Custom Guitars ......................5004

Willis Music Company ..............................4618
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Wilmington Fibre........................................5989

Wiltronic Corp. ..........................................1754

Winfall, Inc..................................................4835

WITTNER GmbH & Co. KG......................3032

WOODNOTE MUSIC Inc. ........................2820

Woodwind Conceptions ............................3105

WooSung Chorus Industries ....................1556

WorldMax International..............................2740

WorldMax USA ..........................................2740

Worship Musician Magazine ....................2260

Wristies Inc ................................................1617

Wuhan Silken Musical Instrument ............2855

Wyn Guitars ..............................................1262

Maui Xaphoon International, Inc. ..............3210

Xian Far East Import & Export Co., Ltd ....5272

Xinyingke Electroacoustic ........................1856

XOTIC ........................................................5250

XOX Audio Tools........................................4394

XP Audio, Inc ............................................5790

Yale String Company ................................4136

Yellow Matter Entertainment......................6928

Young Chang North America ........207-2, 207C

Young Heung Chemical Co., Ltd ..............2808

Yurae Music Corporation ..........................2976

Zaolla Silverline..........................................5590

Zenith International ....................................1566

Zero Crossing ............................................4172

Shenzhen Zhengwei Electronic Co., Ltd ..1648

Avedis Zildjian Company ..........................2940

Zinky Electronics, LLC ..............................5218

Zivix LLC ....................................................1104

Zomax Associates & Co. Ltd.....................1781

Zon Guitars ................................................5943

ZT Amplifiers ..............................................5996

ZVEX Effects..............................................4134

ZZYZX SnapJack ......................................1381

• List current as of Dec. 4, 2009.

YAMAHA

YAMAHA.COM

BOOTHS 6528, 
100 & 102* *

YORKVILLE SOUND

YORKVILLE.COM

BOOTH 6555* *
WYMAN/ORLA USA

BOOTH 458
New products include the Orla CDP45
Ensemble, Grand 450 Ensemble and

Stage Pro digital pianos, plus the Wyman
WG160 MIDI grand piano and Wyman 43-

inch studio piano.

WYMANPIANO.COM

* *

WOOD VIOLINS

ELECTRICVIOLINSHOP.COM

BOOTH 4883* *
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P
aralleling the down-
ward drift of music
sales in recent years,
the commercial stu-
dio business’ decline

has been no secret within the
industry. That said, the overall
computer-recording music
market went from less than
$140 million in sales in 1999
to nearly a half-billion dollars
in 2008, according to NAMM’s
statistics. And the largely soft-
ware-based pro audio sector is
now one of the largest revenue
generators for several major
MI retailers.

Jon Haber, president of Alto
Music, a five-store retail chain
based in Middletown, N.Y.,
said pro audio now accounts
for the majority of his com-

pany’s online sales. In fact, he
said pro audio’s one of the rea-
sons his company plans a more
aggressive online push in 2010.

“We had not done much in
the way of  onl ine se l l ing
before, but based on how well
pro audio sales are from the
Web site,  we’re now going
after that market,” he said.

It’s a big market to pursue.
Thanks to an explosion in soft-
ware development, the market
for personal music recording
has mushroomed. Much of pro
audio’s most expensive hard-
ware has been converted into
software plug-ins that cost as
little as $69. This has tanked
the conventional studio busi-
ness but created an amorphous
market landscape with prices
ranging from a few dollars for
a USB cable to tens of thou-
sands for more sophisticated
upper-tier hardware, such as

the SSL AWS 900 and Neve
Genesys digital consoles.

That wider array of afford-
able products has brought more
competition to the market.
“There are way more stores
and people catering to that
market now than ever before,”
Haber said. “The market is
huge. Recording is the next log-
ical step for any musician, so
any musician becomes a poten-
tial pro audio customer, too.”

THE NEXT PHASE

And the next step for pro
audio-immersed retailers is

to go beyond product sales.
Some stores,  such as Alto
Music, have added systems and
acoustical design consulting as
a service for pro audio cus-

PRO AUDIO’S SERVICE PUSH
Pro audio
retailers

combat greater
competition,

trend-sensitive
product by

delving deeper
into the

consulting
business

Jon Haber of
Alto Music

Photo by Luis Peña
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tomers,  while others,  including
Washington Music Center and Guitar
Center Pro, have entered the systems inte-
gration and installation sector. In some
instances, these dealers have subcon-
tracted out construction of personal
recording studios.

Alan Levin,  v ice  president  of
Washington Music Center, a Wheaton,
Md., MI superstore, said his company has
been in pro audio for more than a decade
via  i ts  subsidiary Washington
Professional. For much of that time, it
has employed studio and systems design-
ers and also organized contractors to help
customers build their studios.

Levin acknowledged the challenges of
mixing MI and pro audio retail. “You have
to have the knowledge base that can con-
nect a guitar player with recording equip-
ment,” Levin said. “You have to be fluent
in both domains to be a good salesperson,
and not everyone has those abilities.”

Then there are the pendulum swings
within what can be a very fashion-like
business (i.e. analog to digital and back
again). “It’s like it was years ago, when
amplifiers went from tubes to transistors
and then back again, and you had to
carry both,” Levin said.

THE BIG PLAYERS

But as MI retail moves deeper into pro
audio territory, some companies have

staked out that space exclusively. Dale
Professional Audio in New York, a 20-
year-old division of Dale Electronics,
services only the pro audio sector.

“No one comes in here to buy a gui-
tar,” said Joe Prout, a sales representative
who has worked at Dale since 1995.

Prout said he views MI retail excur-
sions into pro audio sales skeptically. He

cited Audio Techniques, a pro audio
sales venture by Manny’s Music in the
1990s before it was absorbed by Sam
Ash Music — which itself reintegrated
i ts  pro  audio  sa les  back into  i t s
Manhattan store operations after a stint
as Sam Ash Professional.

“There might be companies that claim
to be pro audio sales operations, but you

have to do it exclusively to do it well, to
service clients like network television
and high-end post production or outfit a
concert hall,” he said. “You just can’t do
that and sell musical instruments and do
both well.”

Retailers on the West Coast share a sim-
ilar view. Jim Pace, president of Audio
Intervisual Design (AID), a pro audio-only

‘Recording is the
next logical step for

any musician, so any
musician becomes a

potential pro audio
customer, too.’

— Jon Haber, Alto Music
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dealership in West Hollywood, Calif., said
he believes the commoditization of music
itself has been paralleled by the ubiquity of
the digital tools that make it. That, in turn,
devalues the knowledge base needed to
make long-term strategic purchasing deci-
sions, whether by Hollywood film studios
or home studio owners.

“That lack of knowledge focuses buyers
on short-term solutions and low prices,”
Pace said. “That’s a scenario where the
big-box stores will always win.”

Nonetheless, dedicated pro audio com-
panies overlap significantly with MI retail
in the personal recording studio arena, and
it’s a shared space with an enormous, ever-
growing number of products. But Prout
said these MI dealers can only provide
rudimentary service to pro audio clients.

“That’s a market where people are shop-
ping price, not service,” he said.

Still, both dedicated pro audio compa-
nies and MI retailers with pro audio
departments have been developing consult-
ing services to generate sales and build cus-
tomer loyalty. AID has increased its
systems integration and installation prac-
tices, as well as added more sophisticated
digital data storage systems, such as storage
area networks, that it can sell, install, inte-
grate and maintain. Pace said aiming for
the top tiers of the industry differentiates
his company from MI-based pro audio
sales. “They can’t follow us there,” he said.

GC PRO GOES NATIONAL

However, GC Pro, the subsidiary com-
pany of mega MI retailer Guitar

Center, has ambitions to take pro audio
sales and service to a national level. GC
Pro now has 33 locations. All are based
in cities with GC stores, and most are
within a store. Rick Plushner, GC Pro’s
director, said he plans to open four more
GC Pro locations in 2010, increasing his
current staff of 65 people accordingly.

In 2008, GC Pro launched its Affiliates
program, which lets systems integrators,
acoustical design and construction service
companies become part of larger bids by
GC Pro for studios, post houses, houses of
worship and other projects. Here, GC Pro
essentially acts as the general contractor.
So far, Plushner said its main client base
includes educational institutions and
houses of worship, as well as some per-
sonal recording studios.

“We have it at the point where a GC
Pro customer can write one check for the
ground-up construction of a facility, the
equipment and its installation and sys-
tems integration,” he said.

GC Pro routinely uses its MI store
resources in fulfilling project orders, but
Plushner said GC’s 214 stores also serve as
a training network, with basic Pro Tools
classes on up to high-end systems training
for GC Pro sales and support employees.
This, according to Plushner, rebuts the
notion that an MI-based retail company
can’t provide high-level technical support.

“It’s a great synergy,” he said. “Any cus-
tomer can come to any store and get a solu-
tion that’s comprehensive at any level.”

Still, Plushner agreed that the line

Gary Gand of
Gand Music

Photo by Karen Solem
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between pro audio and MI at
the retail level is becoming less
distinct. “You have hobbyists,
then you have everyone else,
and they all could be consid-
ered professional  to some
extent,” he said.

Gand Music in Northfield,
Ill., began carrying high-end
pro audio products, including
large-format mixing consoles
and multitrack tape recorders,
in the mid 1980s. Owner Gary
Gand recal led three other
Chicago-area music stores —
Audio Lines, SG Audio and
DJ’s Pro Audio — also spin-
ning off pro audio divisions at
the time. “Everyone was under
a lot of pressure by the manu-
facturers to sell  pro audio
gear,” Gand said.

He resisted spinning off his
pro audio operation and kept
it integrated with the rest of

the store. In retrospect, he’s
glad he did.

“Every one of those [pro
audio] spin-offs is gone now,”
he said. “The upper level of
the professional business con-
tracted to the point where it
couldn’t support that many
pro audio dealerships. Music
recording’s now done by musi-
cians at home, so it makes
sense to keep pro audio in
with the musical instruments.”

Pro audio remains a mov-
ing target, in terms of being a
clearly defined market. Pace
keeps a product box on his
shelf  to remind him of  i ts
ephemeral nature: an iMic —
a USB microphone adapter.

“It costs $29, and it said ‘Turn
Your Laptop Into a Recording
Studio,’ or words to that effect,”
he said. “I hope that’s not where
it’s all headed.” MI — Dan Daley

‘We have it at the point where 
a GC Pro customer can write
one check for the ground-up

construction of a facility.’
— Rick Plushner, GC Pro

Rick
Plushner 
of GC Pro
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Korg’s new MR-1000 1-bit mobile
recorder is a solution for source

recording, as well as archiving final mixes
and master recordings. It supports multi-
ple formats, including DSDIFF, DSF and
WSD. It also supports multi-bit PCM for-
mat with resolutions up to 24-bit, 192 kHz
and can play back MP3 files. Plus, the MR
series’ AudioGate file management and
conversion software lets users manage,
edit and convert DSD recordings into
other formats. MSRP: $1,499. {korg.com}

KORG I MR-1000

Mobile Master
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1 SHURE PG27USB,
PG42USB Shure has rolled
out the PG27USB and
PG42USB microphones, which
connect to any USB computer
port with plug-and-play per-
formance. These cardioid con-
denser microphones feature
built-in headphone monitoring
with zero latency and monitor
mix control, enabling users to
hear instantly what they’re
recording and make adjust-
ments on the go. Both micro-
phones are durable enough for
everyday use but designed for
advanced recording. MSRP:
PG27USB: $238; PG42USB:
$298. {shure.com}

2 AUDIO-TECHNICA 40
SERIES Audio-Technica’s
new 40 series includes the
AT4080, AT4081, AT4050ST
and AT4047MP. The AT4080
and AT4081 are bidirectional
active ribbon mics that utilize a
hand-built design with rugged
construction. The AT4050ST is
a stereo side-address con-
denser microphone with inde-
pendent cardioid and
figure-of-eight elements. The
AT4047MP is a multi-pattern
condenser mic that features a
vintage sound with low self-
noise, wide dynamic range
and high SPL capability.
{audio-technica.com}

3 MXL CUBE MXL has intro-
duced the unconventional-
looking Cube condenser mic
in response to customer
requests for a high-quality,
reasonably priced mic for
recording drums and percus-
sion. Designed with a gold-
sputtered, six-micron
diaphragm, the Cube delivers
professional sound, while a
high SPL rating delivers on
loud drums. The mic is built
with durable metal construc-
tion and offers big, full-bodied
sound. It includes a mic clip,
carrying pouch and cleaning
cloth. MSRP: $149.95.
{mxlmics.com}

4 HOSA DA-CAPPO DA15
Hosa’s new Da-Cappo DA15
cardioid ear set mic with ear
bud monitor incorporates a -51
dB sensitivity rating and a max-
imum SPL rating of 130 dB.
This back-electret condenser
microphone provides off-axis
rejection by using a front-facing
capsule engineered to be posi-
tioned at the corner of the per-
former’s mouth. As the
microphone’s cardioid polar
pattern offers maximum rejec-
tion at the rear of the capsule,
the new DA15 provides superior
isolation from surrounding
noise. MSRP: $652 for the kit.
{hosatech.com}
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GENELEC I 8260A

Accurate Imaging
Genelec’s new 8260A three-way DSP

system features advances in the com-
pany’s proprietary
minimum diffrac-
tion coaxial
mid/high driver
technology. The
coaxial driver
design pro-
vides accurate
imaging and
improved
sound quality,
both on the
acoustical
axis and off-
axis. The
smooth fre-
quency
response
leads to high
clarity and
definition.
{genelec
usa.com}

BRACE AUDIO I DWG1000-TX 

Brace for Impact
Brace Audio is

now shipping
the DWG1000-TX
transmitter for its
DWG1000 digital
wireless system.
Brace Audio
technology con-
verts guitar signal
into digital audio
and transmits it
to the receiver
using 2.4 GHz
frequency hop-
ping spread
spectrum trans-
mission on any
one of 65,000
channels. During
the conversion
back to analog,
audio hiss, crackle,
signal loss and RF interference are
eliminated. MSRP: transmitter, $99.99; sys-
tem, less than $150. {braceaudio.com} 
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M-AUDIO I FAST TRACK MKII

Fast Interface
M-Audio has debuted the Fast

Track MKII, a two-input, two-
output audio interface that’s compati-
ble with recording software, including
Pro Tools M-Powered 8 and
GarageBand. It features 24-bit, 48-
kHz sound quality with plug-and-play
USB 2.0 compatibility. Fast Track
MKII offers studio-standard record-
ing, editing and mixing features with
effects, such as reverb and delay. It
also has a comprehensive loop
library. MSRP: $149. {m-audio.com}

SOUNDCRAFT I NOTEPAD 124 FX

Taking Notes
The new Notepad 124 FX boasts

Soundcraft’s audio performance with a
GB30 mic pre-amp and EQ technology in
a compact, solid chassis. 

The 124 FX has an integral digital
effects processor, which has a feed

from every input and more than 100
effects, including a pink noise

and test setting. On the
Notepad 124, the FX send

is replaced by a stan-
dard aux send with a

dedicated output.
It provides a

recording
output of the
mix on

RCA/phono
connectors and

a stereo input for
CD playback. 

{soundcraft.com}

RADIAL I THE WORKHORSE

Radial Revolution
The Workhorse is a lunchbox

frame from Radial that incor-
porates full mixing capabilities to
a stereo bus, monitor output and
headphones. The new unit fea-
tures eight slots that are back-
ward-compatible to previous API
formats, while adding greater I/O
connection. 

All eight modules can also be
connected via 25-pin D-subs,
which also serve as a separate
split out for live recording sys-
tems. An expansion bus lets mul-
tiple Workhorses combine for
larger recording systems. The
high-performance mixer can also
be used as an eight-channel ana-
log summer box for those who
prefer to combine tracks in the
analog domain. MSRP: $1,299.
{radialeng.com}

RUPERT NEVE I PORTICO II

Creativity
Capable
The new Portico II from Rupert

Neve Designs is a self-pow-
ered 2U channel module com-
prised of a featured mic
pre-amplifier, four-band EQ, com-
pressor-limiter, texture control and
level metering. It includes a fully
tunable de-esser, multiple VCA fil-
tering and detection options, a
transient-optimized swept HPF,
and parallel compression blend-
ing. With its simple yet powerful
topologies and extensive feature
set, the Portico II channel strip is
geared toward providing sonic
integrity and creative capabilities.
{rupertneve.com}
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FOCUSRITE I SCARLETT

Red-Hot Plug-ins
Focusrite’s new Scarlett professional software suite

provides a collection of compression, gating, EQ
and reverb plug-ins for tracking and mixing. The

Scarlett user interface features a red
anodized alu-
minum look with
lifelike VU meters.
Each Focusrite
plug-in has a host
of fast, easy-to-
use presets for
processing every-
thing from vocals
and guitars to
synth bass and
percussion.

In addition,
every plug-in
parameter can be
finely tuned to
achieve the user’s
desired sound.
MSRP: $99.
{americanmusic

andsound.com}

UNIVERSAL AUDIO I 
TRIDENT A-RANGE

Mythic
Status
Universal Audio

has released
the Trident A-
Range Classic
Console EQ pow-
ered plug-in for its
line of UAD-1 and
UAD-2 DSP accel-
erator cards for Mac
and PC. 

David Bowie, Lou Reed and
Queen all used the original A-Range while
recording. The plug-in features four-band
active EQ modeled from one of 13 original
Trident A-Range desks; unique filter-
response curves modeled to exacting detail;
an inductor-based EQ design that yields
band interaction between bell and shelving
filters; and the ability to combine cut filters
for unusual filtering responses. Its cosmet-
ics match the original module’s eggplant
finish. MSRP: $249. {uaudio.com}
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1 MARTIN 000C-MR This new
Steve Miller custom artist edition
acoustic features a rounded cut-
away with an Adirondack spruce
top. It has Pacific bigleaf maple
back and sides for a clear tone
and dynamic range. The instru-
ment’s most noticeable feature is
its polished lacquer burgundy
finish. A Style 45 rosette with a
center ring of select abalone
pearl is matched by a Style 45
wood mosaic back strip. Also,
the ebony belly bridge is fitted
with a compensated bone sad-
dle. A chrome strap button com-
pletes the guitar’s look.
{martinguitar.com}

2 TAYLOR TAYLOR SWIFT
MODEL Country-pop superstar
Taylor Swift has designed the
Taylor Swift Baby Taylor (TSBT).
The three-quarter-size dread-
nought has a slim 1 11/16-inch
neck and a comfortable, com-
pact shape. The TSBT is
crafted from sapele laminate
back and sides and a solid
sitka spruce top. Its custom
design features Swift’s well-
known expression “Love, Love,
Love” among vines that encircle
the soundhole. The word
“Fearless” and her signature are
inscribed above the bridge.
{taylor.com}

3 DAISY ROCK BUTTERFLY
JUMBO GUITAR The new
spalted maple Butterfly Jumbo
acoustic-electric guitar comes
complete with white binding
and a butterfly inlaid as the
12th fret marker. The guitar fea-
tures a mahogany neck and
rosewood fingerboard and has
20 medium frets. It’s powered
by a Fishman Isys system,
which boasts volume, contour
and phase controls. The Daisy
Rock Butterfly Jumbo acoustic-
electric guitar is available in
bubinga, zebrawood and the
spalted maple finish. MSRP:
$589. {daisyrock.com}

4 DEERING SIERRA
INLAYS Deering has intro-
duced a new inlay pattern on
its mahogany Sierra banjo and
the option for a maple
upgrade with no increase in
price to customers. The new
inlays on the Sierra balance
flowing lines and natural ele-
ments, such as floral buds,
tulips, leaves and fleurs-de-lis,
and a custom inlay at the
22nd fret bears the name
“Sierra.” The inlays are cut
from an Italian perloid in a
white with black engraving
lines. MSRP: $2,699.
{deeringbanjos.com.}
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5 WARWICK CORVETTE
ASH FRETLESS The new
Corvette Ash Fretless
Special Edition Germany is
available as a four- or five-
string bass with an
ovangkol neck and swamp
ash body. The instrument
features a contrasting white
high-polish finish with
black hardware. It has a
34-inch scale, tiger stripe
ebony fingerboard,
Warwick two-piece bridge
and white fret lines.
Passive MEC pickups and
electronics complete the
package. {warwick.de}

6 JBOVIER ELECTRIC
MANDO CASTER JBovier
has debuted the Electric
Mando Caster (EMC) man-
dolin. It features dual JB-53
pickups with a proprietary
JBovier rail pickup design
that offers more output
power. The pickups also
provide a wider magnetic
field and eliminate prob-
lems that pole-piece man-
dolin pickups can cause.
The EMC sports a maple
fretboard. MSRP: four-
string model, $849; five-
string model, $949.
{jbovier.net}

7 WASHBURN
CRACKED MIRROR
SERIES Washburn has
launched the Cracked
Mirror series with the
PS1800CMK guitar. The
PS1800CMK is one of Paul
Stanley’s signature models
and has a mahogany body
with a mahogany set neck,
rosewood fretboard and
abalone mother-of-pearl
split block inlays. It also
has a Tune-O-Matic bridge,
custom star tailpiece and
Grover exclusive tuners.
MSRP: $2,079.90.
{washburn.com}
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3RD POWER AMPS I HLH100

Triangulated
Amplification
3rd Power Amplification Systems has intro-

duced a unique professional guitar amp
system. The HLH100 series combines new
technologies in both its tube amplifier and
triangular 3- by 12-foot speaker cabinet
to produce a medium-to-high-gain gui-
tar rig. The HLH100 features hand-
wired circuitry from amp to cabinet
and is made in the United States.
Each HLH 312 cabinet features
three Celestion Vintage 30
speakers, wired in parallel for
exceptional transient response
and dynamic sound. MSRP:
amplifier, $2,999; speaker
cabinet, $1,699. 
{3rdpoweramps.com}

Marshall’s new MA
series guitar ampli-

fiers offer affordability and
quality. Each of the two
channels — clean and
overdrive — features
independent volume con-
trol and a three-band EQ.
The overdrive channel is
equipped with an addi-
tional gain knob, a boost
switch and crunch bal-
ance knob. The rear
panel offers Serial FX
Loop in and out jacks,
as well as both 8-ohm
and 16-ohm speaker
outputs. The included
footswitch also connects
via the real panel. 
{marshallamps.com}

MARSHALL I MA SERIES

Entry
Overdrive Aguilar

Amplification
has launched the
TLC Compressor.
It’s designed to
give musicians
the ability to con-
trol their dynam-
ics in a flexible,
musical way.
Aguilar’s propri-
etary Trans
Linear Control
circuit features
a four-knob
layout. Using a
wide range of
attack times
and variable
threshold and
slope levels,
musicians will
be able to dial in just the
right sound. MSRP: $269.
{aguilaramp.com}

AGUILAR I TLC COMPRESS

A Little TLC
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B-BAND I T–SERIES PRE-AMPS 

Instant Pre-amp
B-Band has rolled out new T–series guitar

pre-amps. The T10 (pictured) is a single-
input pre-amp that has two-band EQ in a
one-piece drop-in installation form. The T55
is a single-input pre-amp with an LCD chro-
matic tuner, four-band EQ and notch control.
The T65 is equipped with the XOM two-
input circuit for use with B-Band UST and
AST pickups. It features an LCD chromatic
tuner and three-band EQ. {b-band.com}

SEYMOUR DUNCAN I BLACKOUTS

More Blackouts
Seymour Duncan has released the latest addi-

tion to its Blackouts humbucker series, the
Blackouts AHB-3 Thomson EMTY. The 9-volt
active Blackouts are designed specifically for
more aggressive playing styles, especially for
players that use extremely low tunings. The EMTY
was created to meet the specs of Slipknot’s Mick
Thomson. He asked for tighter bottom and a more
searing top-end cut. {seymourduncan.com}
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Artist
Approved

Meinl Percussion now offers Clamshell
Spark Shakers. They’re held together

by a single, solid weld and add chirping
and splashing tones to any type of music.
The pod-like shape fits easily into a user’s
hand, and when squeezed, it produces a
variable range of pitches. The Clamshell
Spark Shakers come in two pitches for a
high-low combination. MSRP: $54 for set.
{meinlpercussion.com}

MEINL I CLAMSHELL SHAKERS

Meinl Shakes It

Tycoon Percussion
has developed a

modern interpretation of
the Japanese nagado
daiko drums. They’re
used commonly in festi-
vals and shrines and
have a deep, reverber-
ant sound. 

Each drum is key-
tuned and made from
aged Siam oak and pre-
tucked calfskin heads.
The drums come in 16-
and 20-inch sizes.
They’re available in two
finishes: traditional red
polish and ancient
mahogany. {tycoon
percussion.com}

TYCOON I NAGADO DAIKOS

Turning Japanese

Ludwig’s Bun E. Carlos Signature is a lim-
ited-edition Legacy Classic drum kit. It

features a 14- by 24-inch bass drum, 9- by
13-inch rack tom and 16- by 16-inch floor
tom. The kit has a Citrus Glass Glitter finish,
Bun E.’s personal badge and the Ludwig
100th anniversary badge. MSRP: $3,800.
{ludwig-drums.com}

LUDWIG I BUN E. CARLOS SIGNATURE 

Ludwig’s Trick
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Responding to demand for
quality cymbals at all price

points, Sabian has introduced
the SBr series. The cymbals
are designed to offer improved
quality for entry-level drum-

mers. These budget-priced
models are available in 10-, 13-,

14-, 16-, 18- and 20-inch sizes and
in a variety of models. Each features
deep, large-peen hammering and pin-
point lathing. All SBrs are available in
natural finish. {sabian.com}

SABIAN I SBR

Affordable
Brass

Musicorp’s Percussion Plus line
now features the 2500P

drum pedal and 8500P
double bass pedal.
Both models have
double chain drive
systems for fast,
smooth response. A
side-mounted clamp
adjustment makes
the pedals easy to
attach to or remove
from bass drums.
MSRP: 2500P, $99.95;
8500P, $299.95. {musicorp.com}

MUSICORP I 2500P, 8500P 

True Pedal Pushers

Los Cabos Drumsticks now offers a stu-
dent percussion pack. It consists of a pair

of tympani mallets, a pair of bell mallets
and a pair of concert drum-

sticks. The 15.75-inch-
long tympani mallets have
Canadian maple handles
and a medium, hard felt

beater. The bell mallets
feature a 16-inch handle

with a 1-inch phenolic ball.
The concert series drum-

sticks are made from
Canadian maple and are 16 3/8

inches long. The whole package
comes in a black, zippered stick

bag with the Los Cabos logo.
{loscabosdrumsticks.com}

LOS CABOS I PERCUSSION PACK

Packed Up
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P. MAURIAT I LE BRAVO 200

Bravo!
P. Mauriat’s new Le Bravo 200

alto saxophone provides focus
and projection from straight tone
holes. It has a red brass body,
bow and bell. The sax is finished
in a high-gloss gold lacquer and
also has a hand-engraved nickel
silver neck. MSRP: $2,790.
{pmauriatmusic.com}

CAVANAUGH I REEDS

New Strength
Bari Woodwind

Supplies has
added two new
strengths, medium
hard (3.5–4) and
medium soft (2.5–3),
to its synthetic
composite reed line.
The reeds play
immediately and
provide saxophone
and clarinet players
with consistent
response. They
don’t warp or
squeak, regardless
of the environment. 

Bari reeds are
available in soft,
medium soft,
medium, medium
hard and hard.
MSRP: original,
$14.18; Star, $21.
{cavanaugh
company.com}
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SONARÉ WINDS I 500, 600 SERIES

Step It Up
Sonaré Winds has debuted the

500 and 600 series of inter-
mediate trumpets. The new mod-
els feature a Blackburn-designed
brass leadpipe and MicroLok
adjustable valve guide system.
The 600 model (pictured) is silver-
plated and comes with gold-
plated valve caps and finger
buttons. A backpack-style case
and 5C mouthpiece are included
with each trumpet. MSRP: 500
model, $899; 600 model, $999.
{sonarewinds.com}

ST. LOUIS MUSIC I CLARINÉO

Go Clarinéo
St. Louis

Music is
now the exclu-
sive distributor
of the Clarinéo
in the United
States. The
Clarinéo bridges
the gap
between the
recorder and
woodwind
instruments.

Available in
several colors,
every note on
the Clarinéo has
its own fingering
throughout its three-and-a-half octave
range. All Clarinéo fingering is found on
the clarinet, and the fingering for the
pinky keys is the same as the saxo-
phone. Students can transfer Clarinéo
playing skills to an oboe or bassoon, as
well. MSRP: $199. {stlouismusic.com}
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M-AUDIO I OXYGEN

Fresh Air
M-Audio has introduced the Oxygen key-

board. It features 49 velocity-sensitive
keys, eight MIDI-assignable knobs, nine MIDI-
assignable sliders, six dedicated transport
controls and a dedicated track of up/down
buttons. The DirectLink mode automatically
maps these controls to common DAW param-
eters. Built-in factory presets offer support for
popular virtual instruments right out of the box.
MSRP: $189.95. {m-audio.com}

KORG I MICROSAMPLER

A Little Sample
Korg has released the third model in its

microSERIES family, the
microSAMPLER compact sampling key-
board. The unit holds MP3 players and
comes with a gooseneck microphone,
backlit LCD and molded panels. It pro-
vides five sampling modes, including tradi-
tional one-shot, loop and gate sampling
with resampling in every mode. Auto next
sampling automatically creates ready-to-
use, time-sliced samples during recording.
MSRP: $750. {korg.com}
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ALFRED I ‘VALUE SONGBOOKS: ROCK GUITAR HITS’

Economic Rock
Alfred has released Value Songbooks: Rock

Guitar Hits. This guitar tab songbook features
more than 300 pages of rock hits from modern
chart-toppers to classic tunes. Value Songbooks:
Rock Guitar Hits offers music makers a wide vari-
ety of music at a low price.

Containing the straightforward melodies of
The Eagles, the riffage of Van Halen, the technical
compositions of Led Zeppelin and the party jams
of Michael Jackson, Value Songbooks: Rock
Guitar Hits represents the heart of rock music.
MSRP: $12.95. {alfred.com}

SHER MUSIC I ‘JAZZ GUITAR VOICINGS’

Learn Drop Two
Jazz Guitar Voicings: The Drop 2 Book by

veteran jazz guitarist Randy Vincent includes
a thorough discussion of basic drop two princi-
ples, including passing tones and extension
tones, as well as basic chord tones. It features
practical, guitar-friendly methods for creating
modern sounds by tweaking the basic drop
two voicings. The book comes with an organ-
ized practice routine, including fingerboard dia-
grams and standard notations to develop these
skills fully with minimal theory. Two CDs of the
author demonstrating each exercise are
included. MSRP: $25. {shermusic.com}

HAL LEONARD I TRACKPAK

Back on Track
Hal Leonard has released the latest titles in

its TrackPak line of software and songbook
packs designed for use with Apple’s
GarageBand recording software. The three titles
cover acoustic rock, hard rock and 1970s rock.

Packaged in easy-to-merchandise boxes,
Hal Leonard’s TrackPak titles feature software
plus a songbook with sheet music notation for
reference. Users can pop TrackPaks into their
Mac and have 12 hit songs orchestrated out
and ready to drop into GarageBand. They can
then manipulate the tracks, removing the part
for their instruments so they can jam along with
the song. MSRP: $29.99. {halleonard.com}
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CARL FISCHER I DRUM LOOPS DVD

How to Loop
Carl Fischer’s

Creating And
Performing Drum
Loops DVD fea-
tures clinician and
educator Donny
Gruendler. He
walks the viewer
through the entire
process of track
programming,
equipment wiring
and performance
to prepare for any
commercial gig.
Through step-by-step explana-
tions, including performance
lessons, demo software and
companion session files,
Gruendler presents the viewer
with four songs, each featuring
a different programming
method, equipment setup and
performance strategy. MSRP:
$19.95. {carlfischer.com}

The
Christmas

Album For
Woodwind Trio,
arranged by
Richard Fote,
offers a con-
venient way to
inject school
and community
events with
holiday spirit.
These 10
arrangements
of familiar car-
ols for three players are musi-
cally complete, easy to play
and offer flexible instrumenta-
tion. The arrangements are
compatible with Christmas
Album For Brass Trio, which
means the sets can be played
in combination, with or without
optional parts, for a perform-
ance on a larger scale. MSRP:
$19.95. {kendormusic.com}

KENDOR I ‘CHRISTMAS ALBUM FOR WOODWIND TRIO’

Holiday Spirit
for Woodwinds

VISIT MUSICINGMAG.COM TODAY!
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Monster and Beats by Dr. Dre
have released Beats Solo.

These small, lightweight headphones
come with ControlTalk, an on-cable
feature that provides full control of
the listening experience when using
a portable music device. This cable
includes an integrated microphone
and answer button and lets users
access music and answer calls with-
out having to reach into a backpack
or pocket. MSRP: $219.95. 
{monstercable.com}

MONSTER, BEATS I HEADPHONES

Keepin’ Beat

Numark has launched the
NSFX, an effects controller

for use with the company’s NS7
software performance controller. 

The NS7 and the NSFX were
developed in partnership with
software developer Serato. DJs
can now use the NSFX to take
advantage of
Serato Itch’s
effects capabili-
ties. The NSFX
delivers seam-
less integration
and hands-on
control of a
wide range of
effects built
into Itch.
{numark.com}

NUMARK I NSFX

Seamless Integration
The new DN-S3700 from

Denon DJ is a single-
deck portable DJ instru-
ment that provides
working DJs with
enhanced creative flexibil-
ity. Its 9-inch spinning plat-
ter design offers DJs the best of
both digital and analog realms. The unit
includes a built-in vinyl record for surface
control driven by Denon DJ’s high-torque
direct drive motor. {denondj.com}

DENON DJ I DN-S3700

True Vinyl Feel

American Audio has rolled out the DP2, a
user-friendly, versatile digital media con-

troller. This unit makes the transition between
playing CDs and digital files smooth due to fea-
tures including four sample buttons with
adjustable eight- to 30-seconds-per-sample
playback and a traditional CD player layout.
MSRP: $499.95. {adjaudio.com}

AMERICAN AUDIO I DP2

DJ’s Friend

MBT Lighting’s latest LED light is
the LEDMiniFlash. This

light features 24
bright LEDs (eight
red, eight green
and eight blue)
that chase in
a preset
series of
flash pat-
terns. The
LEDMiniFlash
includes a
rotary knob
to control
chase speed.
This plug-
and-play flasher
uses 3 watts.
{mbtlighting.com}

MBT I LEDMINIFLASH

Mini LED
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Checkout Musicincmag.com Today!
RENTALS
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Missed the Summer Show?

Visit upbeatdaily.com

Now you can catch up on what you missed
with UpBeat Daily’s Digital Editions.

BUYERS WANTED

POSITIONS AVAILABLEPOSITIONS AVAILABLE

BRAND MANAGER
Korg USA is looking for an experienced
professional to manage Marshall
Amplification plus a complete line of
acoustic and electric guitars for an
established brand. For complete
details, visit korg.com/brandmgr
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CHECK OUT
THE NEW

IDEA VAULT
musicincmag.com/resources.html

Where the
MI Industry
Ideamakers

Share All
Their Good

Practices Ideas

Knorr Beeswax Products is offering a
line of music-themed candles. These
hand-rolled and painted candles are
100-percent beeswax. The designs
include the Double Flair Piano Keys (pic-
tured, left), the Treble Clef (middle) and
the Double Flair Musical Notes (right).
These candles are ideal for musical dis-
plays and home decor. All three are sold
in pairs and gift boxed. MSRP: Treble
Clef, $20; Double Flairs, $19. 

KNORR BEESWAX PRODUCTS
MUSICAL LIGHTING

www.knorrbeeswax.com

BUYERS WANTED
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Regal Tip 75

Remo 21

Retail Up Music 109

Rheuban Allan 95

Roto Sound 58

RPMDA 78

Sabian 37

Samson 124

Schatten Design 82

Sher Music 21

SHS Tune-Tech 90

Shubb Capos 30

SKB Cases 123

Sony Creative Software 38

St. Louis Music 17

Strictly 7 Guitars 107

Tascam 49

The Music Link 24

Tolito Musique 81

Tornavoz 32-33

Tregan Guitars 105

Tri-Technical 101

Tycoon Percussion 76

Vandoren 19, 29

Winkler Woods 90

Wood Violins 70

Wyman Pianos 95

Yorkville 60
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>>>
Mike Fazio
Fazio’s Frets and Friends
St. Louis

I think [Web site videos] are a great
clarification for some products like

Rivera amps. A good friend of the busi-
ness makes professional videos and
has his own studio that we use to
make our videos.

They are a great initiator of conver-
sation and give us the ability to plug a
customer into an amp. When making a
video, retailers need to pay attention to
the quality of what they are doing. I’ve
seen some [videos] that come off very
well that were just done with an inex-
pensive home [camcorder]. I know
when we tried to do that, we couldn’t
get the audio the way we wanted it to
be. We decided to go the professional
route. I believe you need the best audio
you can possibly get. 

>>>
Aaron Miller
ProGuitarShop.com
Tigard, Ore.

Video is what we do. It’s put us on the
map. We keep it pretty simple and

focus on non-biased demonstrations.
We just sort of stumbled into it and

started doing it on a hunch. It worked
really well. Now, I have created an
entire video department with multiple
recording rooms and workstations. It’s
a big endeavor. 

I have two full-time employees who
just work on videos, and we have
about 550 videos right now. It has
increased the traffic to our Web site
by a hundred times. It is directly tied
to sales. The most successful videos
we do, we tie in with product releases.
We see very good returns on those
videos.

In the customer’s mind, it puts us in
the position of being a resource. They
just don’t come to our Web site to look
at the product and to buy; they come
to gather information. This has put our
site in the top 50,000 highest-trafficked
Web sites in the United States. 

We also have a huge YouTube
channel. Currently, within the guitar
industry, we have the highest-trafficked
YouTube channel. Our channel is big-
ger than Fender’s or Gibson’s or Guitar
World’s. Just our YouTube channel
receives 45,000 views a day. Our Web
site sees about half of that. The invest-
ment definitely paid off. I started out
selling used guitars out of my garage
on eBay. We’ve come a long way.

How do you leverage
online video content?
Doing a YouTube com-

mercial was an inter-
esting experience. We saw
in advance that Rhett and
Link [from ilovelocalcom-
mercials.com] create zany
commercials, so we were
a l i tt le  nervous about
what they would come up
with. These two filmmak-
ers work in conjunction
with Microbuilt, a risk-
management company
that we subscribe to.
Microbuilt’s sponsorship
paid for the commercial,
so it didn’t cost us a dime.

The result was a rap
about school bands that
was a little tongue-in-
cheek and off-the-wall.
Overall, the message is
positive: Take a stand. Be
proud to be in band. 

Interestingly enough,
this YouTube commercial
got picked up by our local

newspaper.  They had
noticed the YouTube
video and wanted to do a
story about it. They even
came out to take some
pictures.

The next day on the
front page of the newspa-
per, in full color, was a
picture of my son playing
the saxophone with a
story about the YouTube
commercial. That news-
paper has a circulation of
more than 40,000. It’s
hard to put a price on that
kind of exposure.

I  don’t  know if  i t ’s
made a difference at the
cash register, but it posi-
tions us to be recognized
in a positive way. We
think the YouTube com-
mercial has merit in that
respect. 

Otherwise, you’re look-
ing at a TV campaign with

a local, limited reach. For
tens of thousands of dol-
lars, that just isn’t viable.

The unexpected ele-
ment of YouTube is the
negative feedback that
gets posted.  We can’t
screen the comments, so
having a YouTube video is
a little risky because you
don’t  know what the
response is going to be. 

Overall, we’ve seen a
lot of school band stu-
dents who are passionate
and writing comments
like, “Hurray for band.” It
has almost become a
forum where people are
making statements about
the value of band.

It’s a brave new world
with this viral marketing.
Whether it is really going
to turn those page viewers
into customers, I think
time will tell.

>>>
Ray Guntren
Ray’s Midbell Music
Sioux City, Iowa
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